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28.1 Introduction
Figure 1.15 showed that the sockets API was introduced in 1983 with 4.2BSD and initially worked with the TCP/IP protocol suite and the Unix domain protocols. During the
mid-1980s, before Posix.l was complete, there was still a rift within the Unix community between "Berkeley Unix" and "AT&T Unix." in the networking world, the claim
was that TCP/IP would be replaced "shortly" with the OSI protocols.
In 1986 AT&T introduced a different networking API called TLI (Transport Layer
Interface) with Release 3.0 of System V (SVR3). Although there are numerous similarities between TLI and sockets, TLI was modeled after the OSI Transport Service Definition. SVR3 also provided the first commercial release of the streams subsystem, which we
say more about in Chapter 33. Unfortunately SVR3 did not include any networking
protocols such as TCP/IP: it included only the streams and TLI building blocks. This
led to a few companies providing third-party networking protocols for System V, usually
TCP/IP and some preliminary implementations of the OSI protocols. System V Release
4 (SVR4) in 1990 finally provided the TCP/IP protocols as part of the basic operating
system.
We mentioned X/Open in Section 1.10. In 1988 they released a modification of TLI
called XTI: the X/Open Transport Interface. XTI is basically a superset of TLI and has gone
through several versions. We describe XTI instead of TLI in this text because the
Posix.lg standard started with XTI, not TLI. What we describe in the following chapters
is XTI as specified for Unix 98 [Open Group 1997], which is nearly identical to the
Posix.lg XTI.
XTI uses the term communications provider to describe the protocol implementation.
The commonly available communications providers are for the Internet protocols, that is,
TCP and UDP. The term communications endpoint refers to an object that is created
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and maintained by a communications provider and then used by an application. These
endpoints are referred to by file descriptors. We will often shorten these two terms to
just provider and endpoint.
TLI referred to these as the transport provider and the transport endpoint.

All the XTI functions begin with t_. The header that the application includes to
obtain all the XTI definitions is < x t i .h>. Some Internet-specific definitions are
obtained by including < x t i _ i n e t .h>.
We discuss XTI in the following order:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TCP clients,
name and address functions,
TCP servers,
UDP clients and servers,
options,
streams, and
additional functions.

Our discussion of XTI is shorter than our discussion of sockets because the network programming techniques are the same. What changes are the function names, function
arguments, and some of the nitty-gritty details (e.g., accepting TCP connections), but
there is no need to duplicate every one of the sockets examples using XTI.

28.2 t_open Function
The first step in establishing a communications endpoint is to open the Unix device that
identifies the particular communications provider. This function returns a descriptor (a
small integer) that is used by the other XTI functions.

The actual pathname to use depends on the implementation, but typical values for
TCP/IP endpoints are /dev/ tcp, /dev/udp, or /dev/icmp. Typical values for loopback endpoints are / d e v / t i c o t s , / d e v / t i c o t s o r d , a n d / d e v / t i c o t s .
The oflag argument specifies the open flags. Its value is 0_RDWR. For a nonblocking
endpoint the flag 0_NONBLOCK is logically ORed with O_RDWR.
This XTI function is similar to the socket function. Both return a file descriptor that is associated with a user-specified protocol.

The c _ i n f o structure is a collection of integer values that describe the protocoldependent features of the provider. This structure is returned through the info pointer,
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if this argument is not a null pointer. This is our first encounter with one of the XTI
structures that begins with t _ . There are seven of these structures, which we say more
about in Section 28.4.
struct t_info
t_scalar_t
t_scalar_t
t_scalar_t
t_scalar_t
t_scalar_t
t_scalar_t
t_scalar_t
t_scalar_t

{
addr;
options;
tsdu;
etsdu;
connect;
discon;
servtype;
flags;

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

max #bytes of communications protocol address */
max #bytes of protocol-specific options */
max #bytes of transport service data unit ( T S DU ) */
max #bytes of expedited TSDU (ETSDU) */
max #bytes of data on conn. establishment */
max #bytes of data on t_XXXdis() & t_XXXreldata */
service type supported */
other information (new with XTI) */

This is our first encounter with the t_scalar_t datatype, which is new with Unix 98. Older
implementations use a long integer for all these members, but this presents a problem on 64-bit
architectures as we discussed in Section 1.11. t_scalar_t and t_uscalar_t are therefore
defined to be int32_t anduint32_t, respectively.

Before describing each of the members of the t _ i n f o structure, we show some typical values for TCP and UDP, in Figures 28.1 and 28.2, which we explain shortly.
AIX 4.2
addr
options
tsdu
etsdu
connect
discon
servtype

16
512
0
-1
-2
-2
T_COTS_ORD

DUnix 4.0B
16
4096
0
-1
-2
-2
T_COTS_ORD

HP-UX 10.30

Solaris 2.6

16
1024
0
-1
-2
-2
T_COTS_ORD

16
504
0
-1
-2
-2
T_COTS_ORD

UnixWare 2.1.2

16
360
0
-1
-2
-2
T_COTS_ORD

Figure 28.1 t_info values for TCP.

AIX 4.2
addr
options
tsdu
etsdu
connect
discon
servtype

16
512
8192
-2
-2
-2
T_CLTS

DUnix 4.0B
16
768
9216
-2
-2
-2
T_CLTS

HP-UX 10.30
16
256
65508
-2
-2
-2
T_CLTS

Solaris 2.6
16
468
65508
-2
-2
-2
T_CLTS

UnixWare 2.1.2

16
328
65508
-2
-2
-2
T_CLTS

Figure 28.2 t_info values for UDP.

We are interested in three cases for each of the first six variables in the t _ i n f o
structure: >= 0, -1 (also called T _ I N F I N I T E ) , and -2 (also called T _ I N V A L I D ) .
addr

This specifies the maximum size in bytes of a protocol-specific address. A
value of -1 indicates there is no limit to the size. A value of -2 indicates there
is no user access to the protocol addresses.
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The value of 16 shown for TCP and UDP is the size of a sockaddr_in
structure. For an IPv6 endpoint this value will probably be the size of a
sockaddr_in6 structure.

options

This specifies the size in bytes of the protocol-specific options. A value of -1
indicates there is no limit to the size. A value of -2 indicates there is no user
access to the options. We talk more about XTI options in Chapter 32.
As we can see in the examples, there is little commonality amongst the various implementations, with the size ranging from 256 to 1024 bytes.

tsdu

TSDU stands for "transport service data unit." This variable specifies the
maximum size in bytes of a record whose boundaries are preserved from one
endpoint to the other. A value of zero indicates that the communications
provider does not support the concept of a TSDU, although it sup-ports a
byte stream of data (i.e., no record boundaries). A value of -1 indicates there
is no limit to the size. A value of -2 indicates that the trans-port of normal
data is not supported (a rare condition).
For TCP the value is always 0, since TCP provides a byte-stream service
without any record boundaries. The predominant value for UDP is 65508,
which is wrong. The maximum size of an IP datagram is 65535 bytes (the
16-bit total length field in Figure A.1), so the maximum size of a UDP datagram is 65535 minus 20 (for the IP header) minus 8 (for the UDP header), or
65507.

etsdu

ETSDU stands for "expedited transport service data unit" and this variable
specifies the maximum size in bytes of an ETSDU. This is what we called
out-of-band data in Chapter 21. A value of zero indicates that the communications provider does not support the concept of ETSDU, although it
supports a byte stream of out-of-band data (i.e., record boundaries are not
preserved in the out-of-band data). A value of -1 indicates there is no limit to
the size. A value of -2 indicates that the transport of expedited data is not
supported.
As we expect, UDP does not support any form of out-of-band data. TCP
supports the concept, but there is no limit to the amount of out-of-band data
that the application can send. (Recall our discussion of TCP's urgent mode
in Section 21.2.)

connect

Some connection-oriented protocols support the transfer of user data along
with a connection request. This variable specifies the maximum amount of
this data. A value of -1 indicates there is no limit to the size. A value of -2
indicates that the communications provider does not support this feature.
TCP does not support this feature, so its value is always -2, and since UDP is
not a connection-oriented protocol, its value is also -2. The connectionoriented OSI transport layer supports this feature.
Note that TCP allows sending data with a SYN, as described on pp. 14—16 of TCPv3.
Sockets and XTI, however, provide no way to cause TCP to send data with a SYN.
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Nevertheless, what this member of the t_info structure is referring to is something
different (e.g., the capability provided by the OSI transport layer).

Some connection-oriented protocols support the transfer of user data along
with a disconnection request. We will see the possibility of this when we
discuss the t_snddis and t_rcvdis functions later in this chapter. This
variable specifies the maximum amount of this data. A value of -1 indicates
there is no limit to the size. A value of -2 indicates that the communications
provider does not support this feature. This variable also specifies the
amount of user data that can be sent with an orderly release, using the
t_sndreldata and t_rcvreldata functions, which we describe in
Section 34.10.

discon

TCP does not support this feature, but it is supported by the OSI transport
layer.

servtype This specifies the type of service provided by the communications provider.
There are three possibilities which we show in Figure 28.3.
servtype

Description

T_COTS
T_COTS_ORD
T_CLTS

connection-oriented service, without orderly release
connection-oriented service, with orderly release
connectionless service

Figure 28.3 Types of service provided by communications providers.

TCP is connection oriented with orderly release and UDP is connectionless.
This member, which is new with XTI, specifies additional flags for the communications provider. The two constants shown in Figure 28.4 are defined by
including the <xti.h> header that can be returned in this member.

flags

Description

flag
T_SENDZERO
T_ORDRELDATA

provider supports 0-length writes
provider supports orderly release data (t_sndreldata and t_rcvreldata)
Figure 28.4 Values for flags member of t_info structure.

TCP does not support 0-length writes, but UDP does (resulting in a 28-byte IP
datagram, with just an IP header and a UDP header, but no data). TCP does
not support the T_ORDRELDATA flag either.

28.3 t_error

and t _ s t r e r r o r Functions

Recall that most of the socket functions (e.g., socket, bind, connect, and so on)
return -1 when they encounter an error and set the variable errno to provide
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additional information about the error. The XTI functions normally return -1 on an
error and set the variable t _ e r r n o to provide additional information about the error.
(Recall our discussion of errno in Section 23.1 and how it is a per-thread variable. In a
threads environment t _ e r r n o must also be a per-thread variable.) t _ e r r n o is similar to
errno in that it is set only when an error occurs and it is not cleared on successful calls.

.

All the XTI error codes are defined as a result of including <xti h> and begin with T ,
as in T B A D A D D R (incorrect address format), T B A D F (illegal transport descriptor), and so
on.
One special error value is T S Y S E R R and when it is returned in t _ e r r n o , it tells the
application to look at the value in errno for the system error indication.
The two functions t _ e r r o r and t _ s t r e r r o r are provided to help format error
messages resulting from XTI functions.
*include <xti.h>
int t_error(const char *msg);
Returns: 0

const char *t_strerror(int errnum);
returns: pointer to message

t _ e r r o r produces a message on the standard error output. This message consists of
the string pointed to by msg (assuming this pointer is nonnull) followed by a colon and
a space, followed by a message string corresponding to the current value of t _ e r r n o . If
t_errno equals T S Y S E R R , then a message string is also output corresponding to the
current value of errno. Finally a newline is output.
t_strerror returns a string describing the value of errnum, which is assumed to
be one of the possible t _ e r r n o values. Unlike t _ e r r o r , t _ s t r e r r o r does nothing
special if this value is T S Y S E R R .
The program in Figure 28.5 shows the use of these two XTI error functions, along
with our e r r _ x t i function. (We describe the latter in Section D.4.)
____________________________________________________________
1 #include
"unpxti.h"
2 int
3 main(int argc, char **argv)
4 {
5
printf("%s\n", t_strerror(TPROTO));
6
errno = ETIMEDOUT;
7
printf("%s\n", t_strerror(TSYSERR));
8
t_errno = TSYSERR;
9
errno = ETIMEDOUT;
10
t_error("t_error says");

xtiintro/strerror.c

Section 28.4
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11
12
13
14
15 }
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t_errno = TSYSERR;
errno = ETIMEDOUT;
err_xti("err_xti says");
exit(0);

xtiintro/strerror.c
Figure 28.5 Example of t_error and t_strerror functions.

The output from this program is
aix % strerror

XTI protocol error
system error
t_error s a y s : system error, Connection timed out
err_xti s a y s : system error: Connection timed out

28.4 netbuf Structures and XTI Structures
XTI defines seven structures that are used to pass information between the application
and the XTI functions. One of these, the t_info structure that we described in Section
28.2, is just a collection of integer values that describe protocol-dependent features of the
provider. The remaining six structures each contain between one and three netbuf
structures. The netbuf structure defines a buffer that is used to pass data from the
application to the XTI function or vice versa.
struct netbuf
unsigned int maxlen;
unsigned int len;
*buf
void
};

/* maximum size of buf */
/* actual amount of data in buf */
/* data (char* before Posix.lg) */

Figure 28.6 shows the six XTI structures that contain one or more netbuf structures,
and the various other members of the XTI structure.
Datatype

struct netbuf
struct netbuf
struct netbuf
t_scalar_t
t_scalar_t
unsigned int
int
int

XTI structure

t_bind
addr

t_call
addr
opt
udata

t_discon

t_optmgmt
opt

t_uderr
addr
opt

udata

t_unitdata
addr
opt
udata

error
flags
glen
sequence

reason
sequence

Figure 28.6 Six XTI structures and their members.

These six XTI structures that contain the netbuf structures are always passed by
reference between the application and the XTI function. That is, we pass the address of
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the XTI structure as an argument to an XTI function. Therefore the XTI function can
always read and update any of the three members of the netbuf structure (although
none of the functions change the maxlen member).
The use of the three members of the ne tbu f structure depends on which direction
the structure is being passed: from the application to the XTI function, or vice versa, as
shown in Figure 28.7. We also note whether the XTI function reads the value of the
member or writes the value of the member.
Member
maxlen

Data from application to XTI
Ignored.

Data from XTI to application
Read-only. Size of buffer pointed to by buf.
XTI function will not store more than this amount
of data in buf. If 0, then nothing is returned and len
and buf are ignored.

len

Read-only. Application sets this to
amount of
data pointed to by buf.

buf

Pointer to data stored by application and
then

Write-only XTI function sets this member to
the actual amount of data stored in buf,
and this value will always be less than or
equal to the value of maxlen.
Pointer to data stored by XTI function and
then nrnrPCCOri by a n n l i r a t i n n

Figure 28.7 Processing of three members of netbuf structure.

If XTI has more data to return than maxlen allows, the XTI call fails with t_errno
set to TBUFOVFLW.
Since the address of the netbuf structure is always passed to an XTI function, and
since the structure contains both the size of the buffer (maxlen) and the amount of data
actually stored in the buffer (len), there is no need in XTI for all the value-result arguments used with sockets.

2 8 . 5 t _ b i n d Function
This function assigns the local address to an endpoint and activates the endpoint. In the
case of TCP or UDP the local address is an IP address and a port.
*include <xti.h>
int t_bind(int fd, const struct t_bind *request, struct t_bind *return) ;
Returns: 0 if OK, -1 on error

The second and third arguments point to t_bind structures:
struct t_bind {
s t r u c t netbuf addr;
unsigned i n t g l e n ;
}

/* p r o t o c o l - s p e c i f i c a d d r e s s */
/* max# of o u t s t a n d i n g c o n n e c t i o n s ( i f s e r v e r ) * /

Section 28.5
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The endpoint is specified by

fd. There are three cases to consider for the request argument.

request == N U L L
The caller does not care what local address gets assigned to the endpoint. The provider
selects an address. The value of the glen element is assumed to be zero (see below).
request != NULL, but request->addr.len == 0
The caller does not care what local address gets assigned to the endpoint, and again
the provider selects an address. Unlike the previous case, however, the caller can now
specify a nonzero value for the glen member of the request structure.
request != NULL, and request->addr.len > 0
The caller specifies a local address for the communications provider to assign to the
communications endpoint.
Whether the application specifies the address or whether the provider selects an
address, the provider returns the address that it assigns to the endpoint in the return
structure. If the return argument is a null pointer, the provider does not return the actual
address.
The value of glen has meaning only for a connection-oriented server: it specifies the
maximum number of connections to queue for this endpoint. It is possible for this value to
be changed by the provider, in which case the glen element of the return structure
indicates the actual value supported by the provider. We say more about this value and
measure the actual number of connections queued for various values of glen with Figure
30.14.
Notice that the addr member of the t_bind structure is an actual netbuf structure,
and not a pointer to one of these structures. We will see that this is common to these XTI
structures: most contain one or more netbuf structures within the t_XXX structure.
If XTI cannot bind the requested address, the error TADDRBUSY is returned. If TLI encountered
this problem, it could bind another local address to the endpoint, requiring the caller to then
compare the assigned address to the requested address.
The XTI method for the caller telling the provider to select an appropriate address is more
generic than the method used by bind. For example, with TCP and UDP over IPv4 we must
specify an Internet address of INADDR_ANY and a port of zero for the provider to select the
local address. This is IPv4-specific and not generic to bind.
The glen-value corresponds to the backlog argument specified to l i s t e n . For a connectionoriented server, the t _ b i n d function does the same work as the bind and l i s t e n functions.
A connection-oriented XTI client must call t _ b i n d before calling t _ c o n n e c t (which we
describe next). This differs from connect, which calls bind internally, if the socket has not
been bound.
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2 8 . 6 t _ c o n n e c t Function
A connection-oriented client initiates a connection with a server by calling t_connect.
The client specifies the server's protocol address (e.g., IP address and port for a TCP
server).

The second and third arguments point to a t_call structure:
struct t_call {
struct netbuf
struct netbuf
struct netbuf
int
};

addr;
opt;
udata;
sequence;

/*
/*
/*
/*

protocol-specific address */
protocol-specific options */
user data to accompany connection request */
for t_listen() & t_accept() functions */

The t_call structure pointed to by the sendcall argument specifies the information
needed by the transport provider to establish the connection: the addr structure specifies the server's address, opt specifies any protocol-specific options desired by the caller,
and udata contains any user data to be transferred to the server during connection
establishment. (Recall from Figure 28.1 that TCP does not support any user data being
sent with the connection request.) The sequence member has no significance for this
function but is used when this structure is used with the t_accept function.
On return from this function, the t_call structure pointed to by the recvcall argument contains information associated with the connection that is returned by the communications provider to the caller: the addr structure contains the address of the peer
process, opt contains any protocol-dependent optional data associated with the connection, and udata contains any user data returned by the peer's transport provider during
connection establishment. Again, the sequence member has no meaning.
The contents of the opt structure are protocol dependent. The caller can set the len
field of this structure to 0, telling the communications provider to use default values for
any connection options. We talk more about XTI options in Chapter 32.
The caller can specify a null pointer for the recvcall argument, if the return information
about the connection is not desired.
By default, this function does not return until the connection is completed, or an
error occurs. We discuss how to perform a nonblocking connect in Section 34.3.
We saw in Section 4.3 that common errors when establishing a TCP connection are
receiving an RST, receiving an ICMP destination unreachable, and timing out. Unfortunately, when one of these common errors occurs, t_connect returns -1, but t_errno is
set to TLOOK, requiring more code to determine the exact reason. We discuss this
problem in Sections 28.9 and 28.10 and show an example in Figure 28.13.
The t_connect function is similar to the connect function.

Section 28.7
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2 8 . 7 t _ r c v and t _ s n d Functions
By default, XTI applications cannot call the normal read and write functions (unless
the t i rdwr module is pushed onto the stream, as we describe in Section 28.12). Instead
XTI applications must call t_rcv and t_snd.
#include < x t i . h >
int t _ r c v ( i n t fd, void *buff, unsigned int nbytes, int *flagsp) ;
int t_snd ( i n t

ft, const void *buff, unsigned int nbytes, int flags);
Both return: number of bytes read or written if OK, -1 on error

The first three arguments are similar to the first three arguments to read and write:
descriptor, buffer pointer, and number of bytes to read or write.
The input and output functions in the sockets API all use s i z e _ t for the buffer size, and
ssize_t for the return value. The XTI functions use unsigned int and int.

The flags argument to t_snd is either zero, or some combination of the constants
shown in Figure 28.8.
Description

flag
T_EXPEDITED
T_MORE

send or receive expedited (out-of-band) data
there is more data to send or receive

Figure 28.8 flags for t_rcv and t_snd.
T_EXPEDITED is used with t_snd to send out-of-band data (Section 34.12). This flag
is set on return from t_rcv when out-of-band data is received.
T_MORE is provided so that multiple t_rcv or t_snd function calls can read or
write what the protocol considers a logical record. This feature applies only to those
protocols that support the concept of records. We show an example of this flag with the
t_rcvudata function and the record-oriented UDP protocol in Figure 31.7. This flag is
also used with TCP when reading out-of-band data, as we describe in Section 34.12, but is
never used with normal TCP data.
XTI defines a T_PUSH flag that tells the provider to send all the data that is has accumulated
but not yet sent. This flag is used with XTI over SNA (IBM's Systems Network Architecture)
but should not be used with TCP, and more specifically does not cause TCP's PUSH flag to be
set.

Note that the flags argument to t_snd is an integer value, while the corresponding
argument for t_rcv is a pointer to an integer. But the value pointed to by flagsp for
t_rcv is not a true value–result argument, because its value is not examined by the
function; it is set only on return.
Both of these functions return the actual number of bytes read or written. The return
value from t_snd can be less than nbytes if the endpoint is nonblocking or if a signal is
caught by the process.
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These two functions correspond to the send and recv functions. The XTI T_EXPEDITED flag
corresponds to MSG_00B, although with XTI we cannot specify this flag to t _ r c v .

Recall with a TCP socket that the receipt of a FIN causes read to return 0 and the
receipt of an RST causes read to return -1, with errno set to ECONNRESET. t_rcv
behaves differently when either of these conditions occur on an XTI endpoint:

•

When a TCP FIN is received for an XTI endpoint, t_rcv returns -1 with
t_errno set to TLOOK. The XTI function t_look must then be called, and it
returns T_ORDREL. This is called an orderly release indication.

•

When a TCP RST is received for an XTI endpoint, t_rcv returns -1 with
t_errno set to TLOOK. The XTI function t_look must then be called, and it
returns T_DISCONNECT. This is called a disconnect or an abortive release.

We first discuss the t_look function, followed by the orderly release and abortive
release functions.

28.8

t_look Function
Various events can occur for an XTI endpoint and these events can occur asynchronously.
By that we mean that the application can be performing some task when an unrelated
event occurs on the endpoint. Some events indicate an error condition (T_UDERR, an
error in a previously sent datagram) while other events are not an error (T_EXDATA, the
arrival of expedited data).
For example, assume the application calls t_snd to send data to the peer, but right
before this something happens at the peer and the peer process sends an RST and terminates. This unexpected event (having received an RST when the application calls t_snd)
is passed to the application by having t_snd return -1 with t_errno set to TLOOK.
The application then calls t_look to determine what happened (e.g., which event
occurred) on the endpoint. The event in this case will be T_DISCONNECT, the receipt of
a disconnect (an RST).
#include <xti.h>
int t_look(int fd);
Returns: event (Figure 28.9) if OK, -1 on error

The integer value returned by this function corresponds to one of the nine events shown in
Figure 28.9.
When an event occurs on an XTI endpoint, it is considered outstanding until it is
consumed. Figure 28.10 shows which XTI functions consume the XTI events and also
shows that two events are consumed by calling t_look.
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Event

Description

T_CONNECT
T_DATA
T_DISCONNECT
T_EXDATA
T_GODATA
T_GOEXDATA
T_LISTEN
T_ORDREL
T_UDERR

connection confirmation received
normal data received
disconnect received
expedited data received
flow control restrictions on normal data lifted
flow control restrictions on expedited data lifted
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connect indication received
orderly release indication received
error in previously sent datagram

Figure 28.9 Events for an XTI endpoint.

Event

T_CONNECT
T_DATA
T_DISCONNECT
T_EXDATA
T_GODATA
T_GOEXDATA
T_LISTEN
T_ORDREL
T_UDERR

Cleared by
t ._look?

yes
yes

Consuming function

t_connect,t_rcvconnect
t_rcv,t_rcvv,t_rcvudata,t_rcvvudata
t_rcvdis
t_rcv,t_rcvv
t_snd,t_sndv,t_sndudata,t_sndvudat
a
t_snd,t_sndv
t_listen
t_rcvrel
t_rcvuderr

Figure 28.10 XTI events and which functions consume the event.

For the t_connect function on a blocking endpoint (the default), the T_CONNECT event
is handled by the function itself and not seen by the application. In the example we were
considering (the receipt of a FIN when we call t_snd) this figure shows that we must
call t_rcvrel to clear the event.
At the beginning of this section we described how the receipt of an RST generates a
T_DISCONNECT event for the endpoint. Until Unix 98 the receipt of a FIN would generate a
T_ORDREL event for the endpoint. Unix 98 makes this optional.

28.9 t _ s n d r e l and t _ r c v r e l Functions
XTI supports two ways of releasing a connection: an orderly release and an abortive
release. The differences are that an abortive release does not guarantee the delivery of
any outstanding data, while the orderly release guarantees this. All communications
providers must support an abortive release, while the support of an orderly release is
optional. Recall, however, from Figure 28.1 that TCP provides an orderly release.
We can send and receive an orderly release with the following functions.
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#include <xti.h>

int t_sndrei(int fd) ;
int t_rcvrel(int fd) ;
Both return: 0 if OK, -1 on error

To understand the semantics of an orderly release, we must remember that a connection-oriented protocol is usually a full-duplex connection between the two processes.
The data transfer in one direction is independent of the data being transferred in the
other direction. Figure 28.11 shows one use of these functions with TCP, to take advantage of TCP's half-close.

Figure 28.11 TCP's half-close using XTI.

A process issues an orderly release by calling t_sndrel. This tells the provider that
the application has no more data to send on this endpoint. For a TCP endpoint, TCP
sends a FIN to the peer (after any data that is already queued to be sent to the peer). The
process that calls t_sndrel can continue to receive data, it can still read from the
descriptor, but it can no longer write to the descriptor.
This function performs the same action as shutdown with a second argument of SHUT_WR (1) on
a TCP socket.

A process acknowledges the receipt of a connection release by calling the t_rcvrel
function. This process can still write to the descriptor but it can no longer read from the
descriptor.
There is nothing in the sockets API comparable to t_rcvrel. The receipt of a FIN is delivered to
the process as an end-of-file (e.g., read returns 0).
This feature of XTI forces the application to deal with the full-duplex orderly release, even if the
application is not interested in using this feature, as we will see in Figure 28.13.
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2 8 . 1 0 t _ s n d d i s and t _ r c v d i s Functions
The following two functions handle an abortive release (a disconnect).
*include <xti.h>
int t_snddis ( int
int t_rcvdis(int

fd, const

fd, struct

struct t_call
t_discon

*call );

*discon) ;

Both return: 0 if OK, -1 on error

The t_snddis function is used for two different purposes:
•

to perform an abortive release of an existing connection, which in terms of TCP
causes an RST to be sent, and

•

to reject a connection request.

For an abortive release of an existing connection, the call argument can be a null pointer, in
which case no information is sent to the peer process. Otherwise, the interpretation of
the fields in the t_call structure is shown in Figure 28.12.
Member
addr
opt
udata
sequence

Disconnection of
existing connection
ignored
ignored
optional
ignored

Rejection of
new connection
ignored
ignored
optional
required

Figure 28.12 t_call structure used with t_snddis.

The optional udata member specifies user data to accompany the disconnection, but
we saw in Figure 28.1 (the discon member of the t_info structure) that this is not
supported by TCP.
An abortive release is generated by a sockets application by setting the SO_LINGER socket
option, setting 1_onoff to a nonzero value and 1_linger to 0, and then closing the socket
(Chapter 7).

When a T_DISCONNECT event occurs on an XTI endpoint (e.g., an RST is received by
TCP), the application must receive the abortive release by calling t_rcvdis. If the discon
argument is a nonnull pointer, a t_discon structure is filled in with the reason for the
abortive release.
struct t_discon {
struct netbuf udata;
int
reason;
int
sequence;
};

/* user data */
/* protocol-specific reason code */
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member contains the optional user data that accompanied the disconnect,
is a protocol-dependent reason for the disconnect, and s e q u e n c e is applicable
only for servers that are receiving connections.
udata

reason

There is nothing in the sockets API comparable to t_rcvdis. The receipt of an RST is delivered to the process as an input error (e.g., read returns -1) with errno .et to ECONNRESET.
Writing to a socket that has received an RST generates SIGPIPE.

28.11 XTI TCP Daytime Client
We now recode our TCP daytime client from Figure 1.5 using XTI. Figure 28.13 shows the
function.
1 *include

xtiin tro/day timecli0l.c

"unpxti.h"

2 int
3 main(int argc, char *argv)
4 {
5
int
tfd, n, flags;
6
char
recvline[MAXLINE + 11];
7
struct sockaddr_in servaddr;
8
struct t_ca11 tcall;
9
struct t_discon tdiscon;
10
11

if (argc != 2)
err_quit("usage: daytimecli0l <IPaddress>");

12

tfd = T_open(XTI_TCP, 0_RDWR, NULL);

13

T_bind)tfd, NULL, NULL);

14
15
16
17

bzero(&servaddr, sizeof(servaddr));
servaddr.sin_family = AF_INET;
servaddr.sin_port = htons(13); /* daytime server */
Inet_pton(AF_INET, argv[1), &servaddr.sin_addr);

18
19
20

tcall.addr.maxlen = sizeof(servaddr);
tcall.addr.len = sizeof(servaddr);
tcall.addr.buf = &servaddr;

21
22

tcall.opt.len = 0;
tcall.udata.len = 0;

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

if (t_connect(tfd, &tcall, NULL) < 0) {
if (t_errno == TLOOK) {
if ( (n = T_look(tfd)) == T_DISCONNECT) {
tdiscon.udata.maxlen = 0;
T_rcvdis(tfd, &tdiscon);
errno = tdiscon.reason;
err_sys("t_connect error");.
} else
err_quit("unexpected event after t_connect: %d", n);
} else
err_xti("t_connect error");
}

/* no options with connect */
/* no user data with connect */
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37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55 }
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for ( ; ; ) {
if ( (n = t_rcv(tfd, recvline, MAXLINE, &flags)) < 0) {
if (t_errno == TLOOK)
if ( (n = T_look(tfd)) == T_ORDREL) {
T_rcvrel(tfd);
break;
} else if (n == T_DISCONNECT) {
tdiscon.udata.maxlen = 0;
T_rcvdis(tfd, &tdiscon);
errno = tdiscon.reason;
/* probably ECONNRESET */
err_sys("server terminated prematurely");
} else
err_quit("unexpected event after t_rcv: %d", n);
} else
err_xti(" _rcv error");
}
recvline[n] = 0;
/* null terminate */
fputs(recvline, stdout);
}
exit(0);

Figure 28.13 Daytime client using XTI.

unpxti.h header
We define our own unpxti.h header that we include in all our XTI programs. We
show this header in Section D.3.
Create endpoint, bind any local address
t_open creates the XTI endpoint and we let the system choose its local protocol
address by calling t_bind with a null second argument.

12-13

14-22

Specify server's address and port
We fill in an Internet socket address structure with the server's IP address and port,
identical to Figure 1.5. We then fill in a t_call structure to point to this socket address
structure and we also set the len members of the opt and udata structure to 0, indicating no options and no user data.
There is nothing in XTI that requires the t_call structure to point to a sockaddr_in structure for
IPv4. Nevertheless, almost all Unix implementations implement XTI with the Internet protocols using the
sockaddr_in structure to pass the protocol address between the application and the provider. In
protocol-independent code the use of this structure should be hidden from the application. We show how
to do this in the next chapter.

23-34

Establish connection
t_connect establishes the connection, which in this case performs TCP's three-way
handshake. As we mentioned earlier, if the connection establishment fails with one of the
common errors, t_connect returns TLOOK and we then call t _ l o o k to find the event,
calling t_rcvdis if the event is T_DISCONNECT. In this case we also store the reason
for the disconnect in errno and call our err_sys function to print the appropriate
error message.
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Read from server, copy to standard output
We read the data from the server with t_rcv, printing the data on the standard output, until we hit the end of the connection.

35-53

37-47

Handle orderly release and disconnect
When t_rcv returns an error, if t_errno is TLOOK we call t_look to obtain the
current event for the endpoint. If that event is T_ORDREL, we call t_rcvrel; otherwise
if it is T_DISCONNECT, we call t _ r c v d i s .
If we run this program to the same set of hosts as in Section 4.3, we see the following
output. First we connect to a host that is running the daytime server.
unixware % daytimecliOl 206.62.226.35
Tue Feb 4 15:00:26 1997

Next we specify a nonexistent host on the local subnet.
unixware 4 daytimecliOl 206.62.226.55
t_connect. error: Connection timed out

Next we specify a router that is not running a daytime server, receiving an RST in
response to our SYN.
unixware 4 daytimecliOl 140.252.1.4
t_connect error: Connection refused

Finally we specify an IP address that is not connected to the Internet, receiving an ICMP
host unreachable in response to our SYNs.
unixware 3 daytimecliOl 192.3.4.5
t_connect error: No route to host

XTI and Sockets Interoperability
We note in the first example shown with our XTI daytime client, connecting to the server
on the host bsdi (206.62.226.35), the server is written using sockets but our client is written
using XTI. Nevertheless, the client communicates fine with the server. Similarly we could
write a daytime server using XTI and it would communicate fine with our client from
Figure 1.5 that uses sockets.
This interoperability is provided by the Internet protocol suite and has nothing to do
with sockets or XTI. A client written using TCP or UDP interoperates with a server using
the same transport protocol if the client and server speak the same application protocol,
regardless of what API is used to write either the client or the server. It is the application
protocol (e.g., HTTP, FTP, Telnet, and so on) and the transport layer (TCP or UDP) that
determine the interoperability. The API we use to write either the client or server makes no
difference.
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xti_rdwr Function.
As shown in the example in the previous section, by default we cannot use read and
write on a descriptor that references an XTI endpoint. To see what happens, if we
modify Figure 28.13 to use read and write instead of t_rcv and t_snd, copying the
for loop from Figure 1.5, we encounter the following error after the connection is established:
unixware % daytimecliO3 206.62.226.35
read error: Not a data message

We get the same results under AIX, but under HP-UX and Solaris the server's response is
read and then an error results:
hpux % daytimecliO3 198.69.10.4
Wed Apr 2 18:59:401997 read
error: Bad message

We will explain the difference in these two scenarios when discussing Figure 33.11.
Fortunately there is often a way around this problem. If we have a streams-based
implementation of XTI (which is common), we can push the streams module tirdwr onto
the stream and then we can use read and write. Figure 33.3 shows the streams module
involved. But since this capability is implementation dependent, instead of putting the
actual ioctl command in our program, we define a simple function of our own. This way,
if other implementations are encountered, only this library function needs to be changed.
#include "unpxti.h"
int xti_rdwr(int

fd);

Returns: 0 if OK, -1 on error

In Figure 28.14 we show the trivial implementation of this function that just pushes the
streams module tirdwr onto the stream.
______________________________________________________________libxti/xti_rdwr.c
1 #include

"unpxti.h"

2 int
3 xti_rdwr(int fd)
4 {
5
return (ioctl(fd, I_PUSH, "tirdwr"));
6 }
______________________________________________________________libxti/xti_rdwr.c
Figure 28.14 xti_rdwr: push the streams module tirdwr onto the stream.

There are a few caveats when using this feature.
• This streams module can be used only when the endpoint is in the data transfer
phase. In our example in Figure 28.13, we place our call to xti_rdwr after
t_connect returns.
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•

Once this module has been pushed onto the stream, none of the XTI functions (those
beginning with t_) can be called.

•

This module cannot be used by applications that use out-9f-band data, as the arrival
of out-of-band data cannot be handled by read.
If an orderly release is received, it causes read to return 0 (i.e., end-of-file).

•
•

Unfortunately, if a disconnect is received, it also causes read to return 0. This
makes it impossible to distinguish between the (normal) receipt of a FIN and the
(exceptional) receipt of an RST. The receipt of an RST also causes any future calls to
write to fail.
Recall that with sockets the receipt of an RST causes read to return -1 of ECONNRESET.

28.13 Summary
XTI clients are similar to sockets clients, calling t_open instead of socket, and t_connect
instead of connect. The same Internet socket address structure is used by both to specify
the protocol address of the server, although with XTI this structure is described by another
netbuf structure. By default t_rcv and t_snd are used by XTI instead of read and
write, although the latter two can be used, depending on the environment, and we saw that
in a streams environment a different streams module must be pushed onto the stream to use
these two functions.
XTI defines nine events that can occur on an endpoint. When one of these occurs the XTI
function returns an error of TLOOK and we must call the t_look function to determine what
has happened and then handle it as desired. Handling these events often increases the
amount of code that we must write, compared to the same scenario with sockets.

Exercises
28.1 In the second scenario for t_bind we mentioned that the request argument is nonnull but
the addr . ten member of that structure is 0, allowing the caller to specify 4 nonzero value
for the glen member. Is this scenario useful?
28.2 When we ran the program in Figure 28.13 to the unreachable host 192.3.4.5 we said
that we received an ICMP host unreachable in response to our SYNs. Why is SYNs plural?
28.3 At the beginning of Section 28.8 we described the scenario where an application calls
t_snd but an RST has been received on the connection. Compare this to how the sockets
API handles a write when an RST has been received on the connection.
28.4 Write a function named xti_read that has the same arguments as read but calls t_rcv
and handles the two scenarios from Figure 28.13: (a) if an orderly release is received, return
0, and (b) if a disconnect is received, return -1 with errno set to the reason.

29
XTI: Name and Address
Functions

29.1 Introduction
XTI itself says nothing about name and address translation. The only functions required
by Unix 98 in this area are the ones we covered in Chapter 9: gethostbyname,
gethostbyaddr, getservbyname, and the like. Nevertheless, since many
implementations of XTI are on SVR4-derived systems, most of these provide the name and
address functions derived from SVR4: what we call the netconfig and netdir
functions. These functions are called the "Network selection and name-toaddress mapping
facility" in SVR4.
In our client in Section 28.11 we filled in an Internet socket address structure with an
IP address and a port number. This is protocol dependent and our goal in this chap-ter is
to avoid knowing the contents of the netbuf structure, handling it instead as an opaque
structure. We should start with a hostname and a service name, call some functions, and
the end result should be a netbuf structure, ready for a call to t_connect, for example,
in a TCP client. This is similar to our use of the getaddrinfo function in Section 11.2.
One problem with the omission of the functions that we will describe from any standard is the
lack of a definitive description as to how they operate. For example, most implementations of
netdir_getbyname accept either a name or a decimal port number for a TCP or UDP service
name, but other implementations accept only a name and not a port number.
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2 9 . 2 / e t c / n e t c o n f i g File and n e t c o n f i g Functions
The starting point for XTI name and address mapping is the /etc/netconfig file. This
is a text file with one line for each supported protocol. Some typical values for the fields for
each protocol are shown in Figure 29.1.
Network ID

Protocol
family

Protocol
name

v
v
-

inet
inet
inet
inet

tcp
udp
icmp
-

tpi_clts
tpi_cots
tpi_cots_ord

v
v
v

loopback loopback
loopback )

/dev/ticlts
/dev/ticots
/dev/ticotsordl

tpi_cots_ord
tpi_clts

v
v

netware
netware

/dev/nspx2
/dev/ipx

Semantics

Flags

tcp
udp
iomp
rawip

tpi_cots_ord
tpi_clts
tpi_raw
tpi_raw

ticlts
ticots
ticotsord
spx
ipx

spx
ipx

Device

/dev/tcp
/dev/udp
/dev/icmp
/dev/rawip

I

Figure 29.1 Typical entries in the /e t c / n e t c o n f i g file.

There are actually seven fields for each line of the file but we do not show the final field,
which specifies one or more libraries for directory lookups for that network. Typical values
for this final field for the Internet protocols are /usr/ lib/ t cp ip . so or
/usr/lib/ resoly. so. These are normally dynamically loadable libraries that provide the network-specific portion of the name-to-address translations.
The network IDs for the four Internet protocols are as we expect. The next three rows
are loopback entries (ti stands for "transport independent"), and the final two rows are
for the Novell Netware protocols (which we do not discuss in this text).
The values shown for the network semantics for the Internet protocols correspond to
the service types shown in Figure 28.1, with the exception of tpi_raw, which is used for
ICMP and raw IP. Note that TCP provides a connection-oriented service with an orderly
release, as we saw in Figure 28.1.
The only flag currently defined is v, which means the entry is visible to the NETPATH
library routines (described shortly).
The device name is used as the argument to t_open.
The network services library provides numerous functions to read the netconfig
file. The function setnetconf ig opens the file and the function getnetconf ig then
reads the next entry in the file. endnetconfig closes the file and releases any memory
that was allocated.
The term network services library is from System V and usually refers to the library that is specified to the linker as -1n si . This library, say / u s r / 1 i b / l i b n s l . s o , contains all the XTI library
functions as well as the functions we are about to describe.
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#include <netconfig.h>
void *setnetconfig(void);
Returns: nonnull pointer if OK, NULL on error

struct netconfig *getnetconfig(void *handle) ;
Returns: nonnull pointer if OK, NULL on end-of-file

int endnetconfig(void *handle);
Returns: 0 if OK, -1 on error

The pointer returned by setnetconfig (called a handle) is then used as the argument to
the remaining two functions. Each entry in the file is returned as a netconfig structure:
struct netconfig {
char
*nc_netid;
"tcp", "udp", etc. */
unsigned long
nc_semantics; /* NC_TPI_CLTS, etc. */
unsigned long
nc_flag;
!' NC_VISIBLE, etc. */
char
*nc_protofmly; /* "inet", loopback", etc. */
char
*nc_proto;
/* "tcp", "udp", etc. */
char
*nc_device;
/* device name for network id */
unsigned long
nc_nlookups; /* # of entries in nc_lookups */
char
nc_lookups;
/* list of lookup libraries */
unsigned long
nc_unused[8];
};

The first six members in this structure correspond to the six columns in Figure 29.1. If we
wrote a program that looked like the following outline
void *handle;
struct netconfig *nc;
handle = setnetconfig();
while ( (nc = getnetconfig(handle)) != NULL) { /*
print netconfig structure */
} endnetconfig(handle);

and assuming the /etc/netconfig file were as shown in Figure 29.1, nine
netconfig structures would be printed, one per line of the figure, and in that order.

29.3 NETPATH Variable and netpath Functions
The getnetconfig function returns the next entry in the file, letting us go through the
entire file, line by line. But for interactive programs (typically clients) we want the
searching of the file limited only to the protocols that the user is interested in. This is
done by allowing the user to set an environment variable named NETPATH and then using
the following functions instead of the netconfig functions described in the previous
section.
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include <netconfig.h>
void *setnetpath(void);
Returns: nonnull pointer if OK, NULL on error

struct netconfig *getnetpath(void *handle)
Returns: nonnull pointer if OK, NULL on end-of-file

int endnetpath(void 'handle);
Returns: 0 if OK, -1 on error

For example, we could set the environment variable with the KornShell as
export NETPATH=udp:tcp

Using this setting, if we coded a program as shown in the following outline
void *handle;
struct netconfig *nc;
handle ; setnetpath O ;
while ( (nc = getnetpath(handle)) != NULL) {
i* print netconfig structure */
}
endnetpath(handle);

only two entries would be printed, one for UDP followed by one for TCP. The order of the
two structures returned now corresponds to the order of the protocols in the environment
variable, and not to the order in the netconfig file.
If the NETPATH environment variable is not set, all visible entries are returned, in
their order in the netconfig file.

2 9 . 4 n e t d i r Functions
The netconfig and netpath functions let us find a desired protocol. We also need to
look up a hostname and a service name, based on the protocol that we choose with the
netconfig or netpath functions. This is provided by the netdir_getb ä ame function.
#include <netdir.h>
int netdir_getbyname(const struct netconfig *ncp,
const struct nd_hostserv *hsp,
struct nd_addrlist **alpp);
Returns: 0 if OK, nonzero on error

void netdir_free(void *ptr, int

type);
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The first function converts a hostname and service name into an address. ncp points to a
netconfig structure that was returned by getnetconfig or getnetpath. We must
also fill in an nd_hostsery structure with the hostname and service name and pass a
pointer to this structure as the second argument.
struc t nd_hostsery {
c ha r * h _ h o s t ;
char * h _ s e r v ;
};

/ * ho s tn ame */
/* s e r v i c e name */

The third argument points to a pointer to an nd_addrlist structure, and on success
*alpp contains a pointer to one of these structures:
struct nd_addrlist {
int
n_cnt:
s t r u c t ne tbu f * n _ a d d r s ;
};

/ * nu mbe r o f n e t b u f s */
/* a r r a y o f n e t b u f s c o n t a i n i n g the add rs */

Notice that this nd_addrlist structure points to an array of one or more netbuf
structures, each of which contains one of the host's addresses. (Recall that a host can be
multihomed.)
For example, using an example similar to Figure 11.1, where the hostname is bsdi
(which has two IP addresses) and the service name is domain (TCP and UDP ports 53),
then Figure 29.2 shows the information returned by netdir_getbyname, assuming
that the netconf ig structure used as the first argument to this function was for TCP.
We again assume that the format used by the provider to represent an Internet address is the
s o c k a d d r _ i n struc tu re . Wh ile th is is co mmo n , i t is no t requ i re d.

F ig ure 2 9. 2 Da ta s truc tu re s re tu rne d b y netd i r_ge tby na me .
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The final argument to netdir_getbyname for this example would be a pointer to our
alp variable.
When we have finished with these dynamically allocated structures, we call
netdir_free with ptr pointing to the nd_addrlist structure, and type set to

ND_ADDRLIST.
The reverse conversion—given a netbuf structure containing an address, return the
hostname and service name—is provided by netdir_getbyaddr.
*include <netdir.h>
int netdir_getbyaddr(const struct netconfig *ncp,
struct nd_hostservlist **hslpp,
const struct netbuf *addr);

Returns: 0 if OK, nonzero on error

The first and third arguments provide the input: a pointer to a netconfig structure and
a pointer to a netbuf structure. The result is a pointer to an nd_hostservlist
structure, and this pointer is stored in *hslpp.
struct nd_hostservlist {
int
h_cnt;
/* number of nd_hostservs
struct nd_hostsery *h_hostservs; /* the hostname/service-name pairs };

This structure in turn points to an array of one or more nd_hostsery structures. The
memory for the nd_hostservlist structure, the array of nd_hostsery structures
that it points to, and the hostname and service name strings that this last structure
points to are all dynamically allocated. This space is freed by calling netdir_free with
a type of ND_HOSTSERVLIST.

29.5 t _ a 1 1 o c and t _ f r e e Functions
One of the requirements for protocol independence with an API is knowing the size of the
protocol's addresses without having to know the exact format of the address. With
sockets, this size is provided by the ai_addrlen member of the addrinfo structure
that is returned by the getaddrinfo function (Section 11.2). With XTI, this size is provided by the addr member of the t_info structure that is returned by the t_open
function.
Given this size, the next step is to dynamically allocate the required structures. With
sockets we only had to worry about socket address structures and we just called malloc
when necessary (e.g., Figure 27.5). But with XTI there are six structures (Figure 28.6),
each of which contains one or more netbuf structures. These netbuf structures point
to a buffer whose size depends on the size of the protocol address (such as the addr
member of the t_call structure in Section 28.6). To simplify the dynamic allocation of
these XTI structures and the netbuf structures that they contain, the t_alloc and
t_free functions are provided.
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*include <xti.h>
void *t_alloc(int fd, int structtype, int fields);
Returns: nonnull pointer if OK, NULL on error
int t_free (void *ptr, int structtype) ;
Returns: 0 if OK, -1 on error

The structtype argument specifies which of the seven XTI structures is to be allocated or
freed and must be one of the constants shown in Figure 29.3.
The fields argument lets us specify that space for one or more netbuf structures
should also be allocated and initialized appropriately fields is the bitwise-OR of the
constants shown in Figure 29.4. Recall from Figure 28.6 that the netbuf structure is
always named addr, opt, or udata.
structtype

Type of structure

T_BIND
T_CALL
T_DIS
T_INFO
T_OPTMGMT
T_UDERROR
T_UNITDATA

struct
struct
struct
struct
struct
struct
struct

t_bind
t_call
t_discon
t _info
t_optmgmt
t_uderr
t_unitdata

Figure 29.3 structtype argument for t_alloc and t_free.
fields

Allocate and initialize

T_ALL

all relevant fields of the given structure

T_ADDR
T_OPT
T_UDATA

addr field of t_bind, t_call, t_uderr, or t_unitdata
opt field of t_optmgmt, t_call, t_uderr, or t_unitdate
udata field of t_call, t_discon, or t_unitdata

The reason for these different values of the fields argument is that some of the XTI
structures contain more than one netbuf structure, and we might not want to allocate
space for all the buffers. For example, the t_call structure that we showed in Section
28.6, contains three netbuf structures.
struct t_call

{

struct
struct

netbuf
netbuf

addr;
opt;

/* protocol-specific address */
/* protocol-specific options */

struct

netbuf

udata;

/* user data */

sequence;

/* applies only to t_listen() func */

int
};

Specifying some combination of T_ADDR, T_OPT, and T_UDATA gives us complete control of the allocation. We will normally use TALL for our examples, because this is the
simplest. (See also Exercise 29.2.)
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Given the values in Figure 28.1 for AIX 4.2, if we call t_alloc with an f d that refers
to a TCP endpoint, s t r u c t t y p e of T_CALL, and f i e l d s of TALL, we get the picture shown in
Figure 29.5 on return.

This call to t_alloc allocates space for the t_call structure, which contains three
netbuf structures. One buffer is allocated for the protocol-specific address (the addr
member) and another for the protocol-specific options (the opt member). The two buf
pointers are initialized along with the two maxlen members, and the two len members
are set to O. The third netbuf structure is not used for TCP (the user data to accompany the connection request), so the two lengths in the udata member are set to 0 and
the buffer pointer is set to a null pointer.
The t_free function frees a structure that was previously allocated by t_alloc.
The structtype argument specifies the type of the structure, and the constants shown in
Figure 29.3 are used for this. t_free not only frees the memory that was allocated for
the structure specified by s t r u c t t y p e , but it also first checks any netbuf structures contained therein and releases the memory used by those buffers. In our example in Figure
29.5, t_free would first release the two buffers, and then the t_call structure.

2 9 . 6 t _ g e t p r o t a d d r Functions
The t_getprotaddr function returns both the local and foreign protocol addresses
associated with an endpoint.
<xti.h>
int t_getprotaddr (int fd, struct t_bind *localaddr, struct t_bind *peeraddr) ;
*include

Returns: 0 if O K , -1 on error

Section 29.7
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The addr member (a netbuf structure) of the two t_bind structures is used by this
function. When the function is called, the maxlen and buf members of the netbuf
structures specify where the result is to be stored. A maxlen of 0 indicates that the corresponding address should not be returned. On return the ten members of the netbuf
structures contain the size of the address that was stored in buf. This value will be 0 for
the local address, if it has not yet been bound, and will be 0 for the peer address, if the
endpoint has not yet been connected.
TZI had an undocumented function named t_getname that could return both the local protocol
address and the foreign protocol address.
The t_getprotaddr function is a combination of both get sockname and getpeername.
If we are interested in only one of the two addresses, we must still allocate a t_bind structure for
the unwanted address and set its maxlen to O. A simpler design would allow us to specify a null
pointer for either of the two arguments when we do not want that address returned.

2 9 . 7 x t i _ n t o p Function
We

want

a

simple

way

to

print

an

XTI

protocol

address

(simpler

than

netdir_getbyaddr) so we write our own function xti_ntop to do this, similar to
our sock_ntop function in Section 3.8. Most XTI implementations provide two functions
named taddr2uaddr and uaddr2taddr. The term taddr refers to a transport address,
contained in a netbuf structure, and the term uaddr refers to a universal address, a
human-readable text string, stored as a null-terminated C string. These implementations
print IPv4 universal addresses as six decimal numbers separated by five decimal points,
with the first four numbers being the dotted-decimal IPv4 address and the final two
numbers being the 2 bytes of the TCP or UDP port number.
The problem with these two functions, however, is that they require an argument to a
netconfig structure, which gives information about the protocol whose address is
being converted. But XTI addresses for IPv4 and IPv6 are self-defining. For example, when
an IPv4 addresses.is stored within a netbuf structure, the address is really a socket
address structure and the first member is the address family, AF_INET. The length of
this netbuf structure is 16 bytes (e.g., the addr row in Figures 28.1 and 28.2). We
expect IPv6 addresses to be stored as sockaddr_in6 structures, with an address family
of AF_INET6 and a length of 24 bytes. We are not guaranteed that all XTI addresses
stored in netbuf structures are self-defining like this, but IPv4 and IPv6 addresses will
be.
Self-defining may be too strong a term. It is possible for some other protocol suite to use a 16-byte
address whose first 2 bytes just happen to equal the constant AF_INET. But practically speaking,
this should not be a problem.

We must then choose how to pass the protocol address to our function. Our first
choice would be one of the XTI t_XXX structures. But for clients the protocol address of
the server is in the addr member of a t_call structure (Section 28.6), for servers the
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protocol address of the client is in the addr member of a t_bind structure (Section 30.2), and for
any endpoint the local and foreign addresses returned by t_getprotaddr are in a t_bind
structure. Since there is no consistency here (if we passed a pointer to one of these structures,
we would also have to pass a flag indicating the type of structure), we will skip the XTI
structures and pass a pointer to a netbuf structure to our function instead.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------#include "unpxti.h"
char -xti_ntop(const struct netbuf *np);
Returns: nonnull pointer if OK, NULL on error

The argument is a pointer to a netbuf structure containing the address. The result is stored in
static storage within the function. On success the return value is a pointer to the string
containing the presentation format of the address.
We will use another function named xt i_ntop_ho s t, with the same calling sequence, that
formats only the IP address, ignoring the port number.
These two functions are similar to the code shown in Figure 3.13. We do not show the source
code, but it is freely available (see the Preface).

2 9 . 8 t c p _ c o n n e c t Function
We can now combine the getnetpath function, which returns information about one or more
protocols with the netdir_getbyname function, which looks up a hostname and service and redo
our tcp_connect function from Section 11.8 to use XTI instead of sockets and getaddrinfo. We
show this function in Figure 29.6.
13-15

16-18

Initialize
setnetpath opens the netconfig file. The nd_hostsery structure is initialized with pointers
to the hostname and service name.
Get next entry from netconfig file
getnetpath searches the netconfig file for the next protocol in the NETPATH
variable. If the protocol is not TCP, we ignore the entry. Since we are looking jor only the entry
for TCP, we could call
ncp

getnetconfigent("tcp");

to locate just this entry. The call
freenetconfigent(ncp);

would then free the memory allocated by getnetconfigent. But since we would also like this
code to work with IPv6, we go through the loop looking at each netconfig structure. Currently
it is not known what the entry in the netconfig file will look like for TCP over IPv6, and how
the XTI name functions will handle IPv6.

Section 29.8

tcp_connect Function
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_____________________________________________________________________libxti/tcp_connect.c
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

#include
"unpxti.h"
int
tcp_connect(const char *host, const char *serv)
{
int
tfd; i;
void
*handle;
struct t_call tcall;
struct t_discon tdiscon;
struct netconfig *ncp;
struct nd_hostserv hs;
struct nd_addriist *alp;
struct netbuf *np;

13

handle = Setnetpath();

14
15

hs.h_host = (char *) host;
hs.h_serv = (char *) serv;

16
17
18

while ( (ncp = getnetpath(handle)) != NULL) {
if (strcmp(ncp->nc_proto, "tcp") != 0)
continue;

19
20

if (netdir_getbyname(ncp, &hs, &alp) != 0)
continue;

21
22
23

/* try each server address */
for (i = 0, np = alp->n_addrs; i < alp->n_cnt; i++, np++) {
tfd = T_open(ncp->nc_device, O_RDWR, NULL);

24

T_bind(tfd, NULL, NULL);

25
26
27
28

tcall.addr.len = np->len;
tcall.addr.buf = np->buf;
/* pointer copy */
tcali.opt.len = 0; /* no options */
tcall.udata.len = 0;
/* no user data with connect */

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44 }

if (t_connect(tfd, &tcall, NULL) == 0) {
endnetpath(handle);
/* success, connected to server */
netdir_free(alp, ND_ADDRLIST);
return (tfd);
}
if (t_errno == TLOOK && t_look(tfd) == T_DISCONNECT) {
t_rcvdis(tfd, &tdiscon);
errno = tdiscon.reason;
}
t_close(tfd);
}
netdir_free(alp, ND_ADDRLIST);
}
endnetpath(handle);
return (-1);

Figure 29.6 tcp_connect function for XTI.
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Search for hostname and service name
looks up the hostname and service name, using the netconfig
structure returned by getnetpath.

19-20 netdir_getbyname

21-28

29-33

Go through all server addresses
This loop tries each returned address for the server, calling t_open, t_bind, and
t_connect for each address, until a connection is established, or until all the addresses
have been tried. The t_call structure is initialized from the netbuf structure returned
by netdir_getbyname.
Connection succeeds
If the connection succeeds, we clean up and return the connected descriptor. endnetpath
frees the memory allocated for the netconfig structure and closes the netconfig file,
and netdir_free frees all the memory starting with the nd_addr list structure (Figure
29.2).

Handle t_connect errors
If t_connect fails, we check for TLOOK and call t_rcvdis if the connection was refused.
We set errno to the protocol-dependent error code for the caller to examine. The endpoint
is closed.

34-38

Finished with all addresses
After all the addresses have been tried, the nd_addrlist structure and the array of
netbuf structures pointed to by it are freed by netdir_free. The while loop will
keep going through the netconfig file, possibly returning additional protocols to try.

40-41

getaddrinfo combines the call to getnetpath with the testing for the correct protocol or
semantics, with the call to netdir_getbyname.
An XTI endpoint that fails connection establishment can still be used in another call to

t_connect. That is, we could move the calls to t_open and t_bind outside the for loop,
calling these two functions once for each time through the while loop. Naturally, we would also
move the call to t_close outside the for loop. With sockets, however, when a call to
connect fails, the socket is no longer usable and must be closed (see Figure 11.6, for example).
But there is a subtle problem with this approach with XTI. The problem appears when the host to
which we are trying to connect has multiple addresses, and the connection establishment fails. In
this scenario the local port never changes and each call to t_connect for the next address is
delayed by an exponential backoff from the previous call to t_aonnect, because all these
connection establishments are from the same local endpoint. That is, if the first call to
t_connect fails, the next call to t_connect might be delayed by 1 second, and if this fails the
next call to t_connect might be delayed by 2 seconds, and so on. To avoid this problem we
t_close the endpoint when t_connect fails and then create a new endpoint for the next call to

t_connect.

Example
We now use our tcp_connect function and redo our protocol independent daytime client
from Figure 11.7 using XTI instead of sockets. Our XTI version is in Figure 29.7.

tcp_connect Function

Section 29.8
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"unpxti.h"
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xtiintro/daytimec1i02.c

2 int
3 main(int argc, char **argv)
4 (
5
int
tfd, n, flags;
6
char
recvline[MAXLINE + 1];
7
struct t_bind *bound, *peer;
8
struct t_discon tdiscon;
9
10

if (argc != 3)
err_quit("usage: daytimecli02 <hostname/IPaddress> <service/port#>");

11

tfd = Tcp_connect(argv[1], argv[2]);

12
13
14
15

bound = T_alloc(tfd, T_BIND, T_ALL);
peer = T_alloc(tfd, T_BIND, T_ALL);
T_getprotaddr(tfd, bound, peer);
printf("connected to %s\n", Xti_ntop(&peer->addr));

16

for ( ; ; ) {

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35 }

if ( (n = t_rcv(tfd, recvline, MAXLINE, &flags)) < 0) {
if (t_errno == TLOOK) {
if ( (n = T_look(tfd)) == T_ORDREL) {
T_rcvrel(tfd);
break;
} else if (n == T_DISCONNECT) {
T_rcvdis(tfd, &tdiscon);
errno = tdiscon.reason;
/* probably ECONNRESET */
err_sys("server terminated prematurely");
} else
err_quit("unexpected event after t_rcv: %d", n);
} else
err_xti("t_rcv error");
}
recvline[n] = 0;
/* null terminate */
fputs(recvline, stdout);
}
exit(0);
xti in tro/daytimecl i02.c

Figure 29.7 Protocol independent daytime client.

11

12-15

Establish connection
We call our tcp_connect function from Figure 29.6 to look up the hostname and
service name and establish the connection.
Print peer's protocol address
We allocate two t_bind structures and call t_getprotaddr to obtain the local
protocol address and the peer's protocol address. We print the peer's address by calling
our xti_ntop function.
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Read data from server until EOF
The reading of the data from the server is identical to the code in Section 28.11.
We can run the program as follows:
unixware % daytimecli02 aix daytime
connected to 206.62.226.43.13
Fri Feb 7 13:28:24 1997

29.9 Summary
In SVR4 implementations of XTI network selection is normally done using the /etc/
netconfig file and the function netdir_getbyname then looks up the host-name and
service name, returning an array of netbuf structures, one per address and service. This is
similar to the getaddrinfo function in Chapter 11. The reverse map-ping, from the protocol
address to the presentation form, is done by netdir_getbyaddr, which is similar to
getnameinfo.
Since so many structures are used by XTI, the seven t_XXX structures, and the netbuf
structures contained therein, two functions are provided to dynamically allocate and free these
structures: t_alloc and t_free.

Exercises
29.1 getnetconfig returns a pointer to a structure that it fills in, similar to gethostbyname.
But we said the latter function was not thread-safe. Is getnetconfig thread-safe, and if
so, how does it do this?
29.2 Write a program that calls t_alloc twice for a t_call structure for a TCP endpoint. The
first time specify the third argument as T_ALL and the second time specify the third argument as T_ADDR/T_OPT/T_UDATA. What happens?
29.3 Why does t_free require a structtype argument?
29.4 In Figure 29.6 why don't we initialize the nd_hostserv structure as
struct nd_hostserv hs = { host, serv };
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30.1 Introduction
Undoubtedly the most confusing aspect of XTI is the handling of incoming connections by
a connection-oriented server. With sockets we just call accept and all the details are
handled by the kernel or by the sockets library. In the case of TCP, arriving SYNs from
clients are placed onto an incomplete connection queue for that endpoint (Figure 4.6).
When the three-way handshake completes, accept returns (Figure 2.5). If multiple
connections are on the completed connection queue, they are returned in a FIFO order by
accept. In the real world (Figure 4.9) the number of completed connections is normally
0 while the number of incomplete connections is often nonzero.
The intent of the XTI model (which is based on the design of the OSI transport service)
is to allow the transport layer to tell the server process when a SYN arrives from a client
(called a connect indication), passing the client's protocol address (IP address and port) to
the server. The server process is then allowed to either accept or reject the connection
request. The server's TCP, in this model, would not send its SYN/ACK or its RST until the
server process tells it what to do. This model is shown in Figure 30.1.
Notice the server's function calls: the first call to t_bind (with a nonzero glen)
indicates that the endpoint will be accepting incoming connections, t_listen returns
when the connection is "available" (we say more about this shortly), and the server must
then call t_open, t_bind, and t_accept to accept the connection. LISTEN indicates
the endpoint's TCP state (Figure 2.4).
When the server process receives notification of the connection request it can also
choose not to accept the connection, calling t_snddis to reject the request. We show
this in Figure 30.2. The intent here is that the server is notified when the SYN arrives (the
connect indication) and chooses not to accept the connection (perhaps based on the client's
IP address or port number, or on the user data sent with the connection request,
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if supported by the protocol). The application then calls t_snddi s, causing an RST to be
sent instead of completing the three-way handshake. This would make the client's call to
t_connect return an error.
Recall from our sockets discussion and the time line in Figure 2.5 that a sockets server can never
cause a client's connect to fail, because accept returns when the three-way handshake
completes, one-half of an RTT after connect returns. If a sockets server doesn't like a client
(perhaps based on the client's IP address or port returned by accept), all the server can do is
terminate the connection, either with a normal close (sending a FIN) or by first setting the
So_LINGER socket option and then calling close (sending an RST).

We have italicized the word intent when describing the XTI scenario because this is
not what really happens. This scenario was the intent of the OSI protocols, but most
existing TCP implementations automatically accept incoming connection requests (as long
as the complete and incomplete connection queues are not full) and do not notify the
server process until the three-way handshake is complete.
The technique of notifying the application when the SYN arrives and then not completing the
three-way handshake until the application indicates whether it wants to accept or reject the
connection request is sometimes called a lazy accept. At least two historical implementations of
TLI, from The Wollongong Group and Sequent Computer Systems, performed lazy accepts.

Section 30.2
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Both have changed to the de facto "standard" method of returning from t_listen when the
three-way handshake completes. One reason for the change is that the lazy accept breaks most
implementations of FTP.
Posix.lg also requires that when t_listen returns successfully for a TCP endpoint, this indicates a completed connection, and not a connect indication.
[Jacobson 19941 notes that 4.4BSD was supposed to provide a per-socket option to allow a lazy
accept with the sockets API for TCP, but this was never implemented. 4.4BSD supports the
lazy accept for the-OSI protocols.

3 0 . 2 t _ l i s t e n Function
The normal scenario for a connection-oriented XTI server is to call the following functions.
listenfd = t_open( ... );
t_bind(listenfd, ... );

/* create listening endpoint */
/* t_bind.glen > 0 */

for ( ;
; ) {
t_listen(listenfd, ... );
connfd = t_open( ... );
t_bind(connfd, NULL, NULL);
t_accept(listenfd, connfd,
...
/*
}

/* blocks awaiting connection */
/* create new fd for connected endpoint */
/* any local addr */
... ); /* accept on new fd */
process connected endpoint */ t_close(connfd);

t_listen is the function that normally blocks, waiting for a connection from a
client.

#include <xti.h>

int t_listen(int

fd, struct

t_call *call);
Returns: 0 if OK, -1 on error

We described the t_call structure when we described the t_connect function but
show it again here:
struct t_call {
struct netbuf addr;
struct netbuf opt;
struct netbuf udata;
int
sequence;
};

/*
/*
/*
/*

protocol-specific address */
protocol-specific options */
user data to accompany connection request */
for t_listen() & t_accept() functions */

The structure returned through the call pointer contains relevant parameters of the connection: addr contains the protocol address of the client, opt contains any protocolspecific options, and udata contains any user data that was sent along with the connection request (which is not supported by TCP). The sequence variable contains a unique
value that identifies this connection request. This value will be used when we call
t_accept (or t_snddis) to identify which connection to accept (or reject).
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Although this function appears similar to the accept function, it is different, as t_listen waits
only for a connection to arrive; it does not accept the connection. To do that, the XTI user has to
call the t_accept function.
Although sequence is an integer, some implementations store an address in this member. Do not
assume it is a small integer like a descriptor.

3 0 . 3 t c p _ l i s t e n Function
We now write our own function that creates a listening endpoint on which incoming
connections can be accepted. The calling sequence is identical to the function of the same
name shown in Figure 11.8.
Initialize

setnetconfig opens the /etc/netconfig file. If the host argument is a null
pointer, we pass the special string HOST_SELF to netdir_getbyname. This causes the
listening socket to be bound to the wildcard address (0.0.0.0 for IPv4).

16-18

19-22

Find matching protocol
We process each line of the /etc/netconfig file looking for the TCP protocol. Notice
that we use getnetconf ig for a server, while in Figure 29.6 we called getnetpath
for a client. This is because a server should not assume that the NETPATH environment
variable is set to anything meaningful, since the server might be started by an initialization
script or from the command line. Clients, on the other hand, are normally started from an
interactive shell on behalf of a user and can assume the variable might be set by the
user.
Look up hostname and service name
netdir_getbyname looks up the hostname and service name, using the pointer to
the netconfig structure for the desired protocol.

23-27

28-29

Open device
t_open opens the appropriate device (such as /dev/tcp) and we save a copy of this
device name in the external xti_sery dev. We do this because the caller of
tcp_listen will need to call t_open again, once per connection, and needs this
device name to maintain protocol independence. With the sockets version of
tcp_listen we didn't need to save anything like this, because accept (not the process) automatically creates the new socket for each connection.
This technique is not thread-safe. This is an unfortunate side effect of requiring the application to
maintain state information (the name of the device) between the call to t_open for the listening
descriptor, and the later calls to t_open for each connected descriptor. One way to make this
operation thread-safe is to call strdup to copy the device name into dynamically allocated
storage and then return the pointer through another argument to tcp_listen, for the caller to
free.

Section 30.3
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1 #include
2 #include
3 char

"unpxti.h"
<limits.h>
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libxti/tcp_listen.c
/* PATH MAX */

xti_serv_dev[PATH_MAX + 1];

4 int
5 tcp_listen(const char *host, const char *serv, socklen_t *addrlenp)
6{
7
int
listenfd;
8
void
*handle;
9
char
*ptr;
10
struct t_bind tbind;
11
struct t_info tinfo;
12
struct netconfig *ncp;
13
struct nd_hostserv hs;
14
struct nd_addrlist *alp;
15
struct netbuf'*np;
16

handle = Setnetconfig () ;

17
18

hs.h_host = (host == NULL) ? HOST_SELF : (char *) host;
hs.h_sery = (char *) serv;

19
20

while ( (ncp = getnetconfig(handle)) != NULL &&
strcmp(ncp->nc_proto, "tcp") != 0) ;

21
22

if (ncp == NULL)
return (-1);

23
24
25
26
27

if (netdir_getbyname(ncp, &hs, &alp) != 0) {
endnetconfig(handle);
return (-2);
}
np = alp->n_addrs;
/* use first address */

28
29

listenfd = T_open(ncp->nc_device, O_RDWR, &tinfo);
strncpy(xti_serv_dev, ncp->nc_device, sizeof(xti_serv_dev));

30
31
32
33
34
35
36

tbind.addr = *np;
/* copy entire netbuf{} */
/* can override LISTENQ constant with environment variable */
"
if ( (ptr = getenv( LISTENQ")) != NULL)
tbind.glen = atoi(ptr);
else
tbind.glen = LISTENQ;
T_bind(listenfd, &tbind, NULL);

37
38

netdir_free(alp, ND_ADDRLIST);
endnetconfig(handle);

39
40
41
42 }

if (addrlenp)
*addrlenp = tinfo.addr; /* size of protocol addresses */
return (listenfd);

Figure 30.3 XTI tcp_listen function: create listening endpoint.

libxti/tcp_listen.c
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Enter TCP's LISTEN state
We call t_bind, binding the address returned by netdir_getbyname to the endpoint. By setting the glen member of the t_bind structure nonzero, this indicates a
listening endpoint, and in the case of TCP the endpoint enters the LISTEN state. (We are
talking about TCP's LISTEN state here. The XTI state is called T_IDLE.) Incoming
connections will now be accepted by the transport provider. We let the environment
variable LISTENQ override the default value of this constant from our unp .h header. We
have similar code in our Listen wrapper function for the sockets listen function
(Figure 4.8).
Free memory, return values
We call netdir_free and endnetconfig to free the allocated memory. We return the
size of the protocol addresses (if requested) and the return value of the function is the
listening endpoint.
Notice that we do not call t_listen as that is where the server blocks awaiting the
incoming connection.

30.4 t_accept Function
Once the t_listen function indicates that a connection has arrived, we choose whether
to accept the request or not. To accept the request the t_accept function is called.
#include <xti.h>
int t_accept ( int listenfd, int connfd, struct t_ca11 * call) ;
Returns: 0 if OK, –I on error

listenfd specifies the endpoint where the connection arrived; that is, this is the endpoint
that was the argument to t_listen. The connfd argument specifies the endpoint where
the connection is to be established. Normally the server creates a new endpoint, connfd, to
receive the connection.
The call argument identifies which connection is being accepted (in case multiple
connections are pending, which we talk about shortly), and its value is whatever was
returned by t_listen.
Notice that it is the server's responsibility to create the new endpoint for a server.
This is usually done by calling t_open between the calls to t_listen and t_accept.
We also have the option of specifying the same descriptor for listenfd and connfd; that is, we
accept the new connection on the listening endpoint. But if we do this, no further connections
are accepted by the provider until we have finished with this connection (e.g., this is an iterative
server). It only makes sense in this scenario to set the q-1 e n to one. Given the limitations of this
scenario, and the need of most real-world servers to handle multiple connections at the same
time, we won't show any examples of this.

Section 30.5
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3 0 . 5 x t i _ a c c e p t Function
We now write a simple function named xti_accept to perform the steps required to
accept a connection using XTI. In the common case we should write something like the
following for our XTI server applications:
listenfd = Tcp_listen( ... ); /* create listening endpoint */
for ( ; ; ) {
connfd = Xti_accept(listenfd, ...
...

);

/* block, then accept */

/* process connfd */

t_close(connfd);
}

This is similar to the sockets code, just replacing accept with xti_accept.
#include "unpxti.h"
int xti_accept (int listenfd, struct netbuf *cliaddr, int rdwr) ;
Returns: nonnegative descriptor if OK, -1 on error

On success, the return value is the new connected descriptor, the client's address is
returned in the netbuf structure pointed to by cliaddr, and if the rdwr argument is
nonzero, our xt i_rdwr function is called for the connected endpoint.
We show a simple version of our xti_accept function in Figure 30.4. We say
"simple" because we will see shortly that it can fail when multiple connections are ready at
the same time. We will fix this in Section 30.8.
Wait for connection
8-9 A t_call structure is allocated to hold the information about the client's connection.

t_listen blocks, waiting for a connection.
10-12

13

Create new endpoint and bind any local address
A new endpoint is created by t_open, using the pathname that was saved in the
external variable xti_serv_dev by tcp_listen. Any local address is bound to the
endpoint. This call to t_bind is optional. If we do not bind something to the endpoint, it
will be unbound when t_accept is called, and the communications provider will bind it
automatically to some address that is appropriate.

Accept the connection
t_accept accepts the connection. t_accept knows which connection to accept by looking
at the sequence member of the t_call structure, which was filled in by t_1isten to
identify this particular connection.
Allow read and write, if desired

14-15

If the caller specifies a nonzero rdwr argument, our xti_rdwr function pushes the t i
rdwr module onto the stream, allowing read and write to be used instead of t_rcv
and t_snd.
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libxti/xti_accept_simple.c
1 #include

"unpxti.h"

2 int
3 xti_accept(int listenfd, struct netbuf *cliaddr, int rdwr)
4 {
5
int
connfd;
6
u_int
n;
7
struct t_call *tcallp;
8

tcallp = T_alloc(listenfd, T _ C A L L , T _ A L L ) ;

9

T_listen(listenfd, tcallp); /* blocks */

10
11
12
13

/* following assumes caller called tcp_listen () */
connfd = T_open(xti_serv_dev, O_RDWR, NULL);
T_bind(connfd, NULL, NULL);
T_accept(listenfd, connfd, tcallp);

14
15

if (rdwr)
Xti_rdwr(connfd);

16

if (cliaddr) {

/* return client′s protocol address */

17

n = min (cliaddr->maxlan, tcallp->addr.len);

18

memcpy(cliaddr->buf, tcallp->addr.buf, n);

19
20

cliaddr->len = n;
}

21

T-free(tcallp, T_CALL);

22

return (connfd);

23

}

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------libxti/xti_accept_simple.c
Fig ure 30 .4 S i mpl e v ersion o f xti_accept function .

16-20

21-22

Return client's protocol address
The caller can specify a nonnull cliaddr argument that points to a netbuf structure. That
structure must be initialized by the caller to point to a buffer in which the client's protocol
address is returned. We ensure we do riot overflow the caller's buffer and then set the len
member to the size of the address that we return.
Clean up and return
The t_call structure is freed and the connected descriptor is returned.

30.6 Simple Daytime Server
We now rewrite our simple daytime server from Figure 11.10 using XTI, calling our
tcp_listen and xti_accept functions.
Create endpoint
l0-1? tcp_listen creates the listening endpoint. We allocate memory for the client's protocol

address and initialize our netbuf structure for this purpose.
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1 #include

"unpxti.h"
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2 int
3 main(int argc, char **argv)
4 {
5
int
listenfd, connfd;
6
char
buff[MAXLINE];
7
time_t ticks;
8
socklen_t addrlen;
9
struct netbuf cliaddr;
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

if (argc == 2)
listenfd = Tcp_listen(NULL, argv[1], &addrlen);
else if (argc == 3)
listenfd = Tcp_listen(argv[1], argv[2], &addrlen);
else
err_quit("usage: daytimetcpsrv0l [ <host> ] <service or port>");
cliaddr.buf = Malloc(addrlen);
cliaddr.maxlen = addrlen;
for ( ; ; ) {
connfd = Xti_accept(listenfd, &cliaddr, 0);
printf("connection from %s\n", Xti_ntop(&cliaddr));

21
22
23
24
25

ticks = time(NULL);
snprintf(buff, sizeof(buff), "%.24s\r\n", ctime(&ticks));
T_snd(connfd, buff, strlen(buff), 0);
T_close(connfd);
}

26 }
---------------------------------------------------------------xtiin tro/daytimes

rv01. c

Figure 30.5 Daytime server using XTI.

Wait for connection and accept it
Our xti_accept function waits for the connection, creates a new endpoint, returns
the connected descriptor, and returns the client's IP address and port number. We print
the client's protocol address using our xti_ntop function.

19-20

Generate daytime output
Calling time and then ctime generates the current time and date in a humanreadable format, and t_snd sends this back to the client across the connection. The
endpoint is closed with t_close.

21-24

Notice that we simply call t_close when have finished sending data. Since TCP
provides an orderly release, this sends a FIN and goes through the normal four-packet
connection termination sequence (Figure 2:5), but t_close returns immediately.
This is identical to calling close on a TCP socket.
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If we want to wait until the peer TCP receives our data and sends its FIN, we must call
t_sndrel to send our FIN and then wait for the FIN from the peer with t_rcvre 1. We
would replace the call to T_close at the end of Figure 30.5 with the following:
T_sndrel(connfd);
while ( (n = t_rcv(connfd, buff, MAXLINE, &flags)) >= 0)
if (t_errno == TLOOK) {
if ( (n = T_look(connfd)) == T_ORDREL) {
T_rcvrel(connfd);
} else if (n == T_DISCONNECT) {
T_rcvdis(connfd, NULL);
} else
err_quit("unexpected event after t_rcv: %d", n);
} else
err_xti("t_rcv error");
T_close(connfd);

t_sndrel sends the FIN and we must then wait for an orderly release indication at which
time we call t_rcvrel. To do this we call t_rcv, ignoring any data that may arrive.
This scenario is similar to calling shutdown for a socket and then waiting until read returns
an end-of-file (Figure 7.8).
With XTI we can also cause a t_close or close to linger, if there is still data queued to send to
the peer, instead of returning immediately. This is done by setting the XTI_LINGER option,
which we describe in Section 32.3. This is similar to the SO_LINGER socket option.

30.7 Multiple Pending Connections
We have alluded to the complexity involved when multiple connections arrive at nearly the
same time for a listening endpoint. To demonstrate this problem we return to our TCP
server in Figure 27.5. We used this server to measure the process control time required for
various types of servers. We can run the client that we wrote for this server (Figure 27.4)
and specify the number of children to fork, establishing multiple connections with the
server.
Figure 30.6 shows the server, which is just Figure 27.5 coded to use XTI instead of
sockets.
10-22
We call our tcp_listen and xti_accept functions that we developed earlier in this
chapter.
SIGINT handler
31-37

Our signal handler calls our internal xti_accept_dump function, and we use this to
collect the counters shown in Figure 30.13. This function prints the count member of
each cli structure (Figure 30.7).
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xtiserver/servOl.c
1 #include

"unpxti.h"

2 int
3 main(int argc, char **argv)
4 (
5
int
listenfd, connfd;
6
pid_t
childpid;
7
void
sig_chld(int), sig_int(int), web_child(int);
8
socklen_t addrlen;
9
struct netbuf cliaddr;
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

if (argc == 2)
listenfd = Tcp_listen(NULL, argv[1], &addrlen);
else if (argc == 3)
listenfd = Tcp_listen(argv[1], argv[2], &addrlen);
else
err_quit("usage: serv0l [ <host> ] <port#>");
cliaddr.buf = Malloc(addrlen);
cliaddr.maxlen = addrlen;

18
19

Signal (SIGCHLD, sig_chld);
Signal (SIGINT, sig_int);

20

21
22

for ( ; ; ) {
connfd = Xti_accept (listenfd, &cliaddr, 1);
printf(“connection from %s\n”, Xti_ntop(&cliaddr));

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

if ( (childpid = Fork() ) == 0) { /* child process */
Close(listenfd);
/* Close listening endpoint */
Web_child(connfd);
/* process the request */
Exit (0);
}
Close (connfd);
/* parent closes connected endpoint */
}
}

31 void
32 sig_int(int signo)
33 {
34
void
xti_accept_dump(void);
35
xti_accept_dump();
36
exit(0);
37 }
-------------------------------------------------------------xtiserver/serv01.c

Figure 30.6 TCP concurrent server to demonstrate multiple connection problem.

If we start this server to listen on TCP port 9999
unixware % serv0l 9999

and run the client from another host as
solaris % client unixware 9999 1 600 4000
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everything works fine. (1 is the number of children to fork, 600 is the number of connections per child, and 4000 is the number of bytes per connection.) Our server works
because we tell the client to spawn only one child, so the connections arrive serially at the
server from this one client.
If we change the third command-line argument from 1 to 2, however, we get the following error almost immediately from our server:
t_accept e r r o r : event re quires a t te n ti o n

The problem is that two connections arrive at the server at about the same time—one
connection from each of the two children. TCP's three-way handshake takes place for both
connections because the server's TCP establishes the connections.
While the server TCP is establishing the connections, our server process is blocked in
a call to t_listen from our server's call to xti_accept. When the first connection
completes the three-way handshake, t_listen returns, and then topen and
t_accept are called. But when t_accept is called for this first connection, the second
connection has completed the three-way handshake and is also ready to be accepted. The
rules of XTI now dictate that instead of t_accept completing the first connection, it
returns an error with t_errno set to TLOOK ("event requires attention"). The event
pending is T_LISTEN (a connect indication is pending) because there is another connection pending (the second connection).
What is happening here is that t_accept always returns art error if there is another
connection ready. What we have to do is call t_listen to receive all the connect indications, saving the t_call structure for each connection, and then call t_accept for
each connection.
Why does XTI accept connections in this bizarre manner? If t _ l i s t e n really returned when the
client's SYN arrived (Figure 30.1), then forcing the server to call t _ l i s t e n on all SYNs that
have arrived, before calling t _ a c c e p t for any single connection, gives the server process the
opportunity to choose the order in which it accepts the pending connections. The server
might prioritize them, for example, based on the IP address or port number returned by
t _ l i s t e n or based on the user data that might accompany the connection request (which is
not supported by TCP). But given that t _ 1 i s ten does not return for TCP until the three-way
handshake completes, all this feature does is add (needless) complexity to the server.
What we just described corresponds to XTI in Unix 95. Posix.ig and Unix 98 change the
description of t _ a c c e p t to say that it may fail with t _ e r r n o set to TLOOK. Nevertheless we must
be prepared for t _ a c c e p t to fail in this fashion.

30.8 xti_accept Function (Revisited)
We now redo our simple xti_accept function from Figure 30.4 into one that is more
robust. There are two scenarios that we must handle.
•

t_accept failing because there is another connection pending (t_look will
return T_LISTEN), and

• t_accept failing because a pending connection has received an RST (t_look
will return T_DISCCNNECT).
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To handle these semantics we must maintain a queue of pending connections. The
potential size of this queue is the value of qlim when we called t_bind for the listening
endpoint. There are lots of possible data structures that we can use to keep track of the
pending connections. For simplicity we will use a simple stack (array) of cli structures.
Each structure contains the connected descriptor, a diagnostic counter of how often
the structure is used, and a pointer to a t_call structure.
Let's assume that three clients establish connections with our server at about the
same time. The server TCP will complete all three of the three-way handshakes and
when the first one is returned by t_listen we use the c 1 i [ 0 ] structure in our array,
as shown in Figure 30.7.

Figure 30.7 Data structures after first client connection returned by t l i s t e n .

connfd is the new descriptor that we create by calling t_open, on which the connection will be accepted. count is a diagnostic counter that we examine shortly with our
test program. tcallp is a pointer to a t_call structure that is filled in by t_listen
and then passed to t_accept. It contains the client's protocol address (the addr member) and the connection identifier (the sequence member). We also keep a counter (nc

i) of the number of entries in our array of c l i

structures, and its value would be 1.
Assume that we call t_accept to accept this first connection, but t_accept
returns an error of TLOOK and t _ l o o k returns T_LISTEN. We must then call t_1 i s
t en again to fetch the next connection. We just add another entry to our cli array and
increment ncli. We show this in Figure 30.8.

l

Figure 30.8 Data structures after second client connection returned by t _ l i s t e n .

We always call t_accept for the "last" entry in the array, the one whose array
index is ncli-1. This causes us to process the connections on a last-in, first-out basis
(LIFO), instead of the first-in, first-out (FIFO) that one might expect. It is not hard to
change this, if desired, but adds complexity.
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Figure 4.9 shows that even on a moderately busy Web server, it is rare for more than one completed connection to be ready for the application to accept at any given time. Therefore the
simplicity of our design is practical.

At this point we call t_accept for c l i [11 but assume it also returns an error of
TLOOK and t_look then returns T_LISTEN. We must add another entry to our array,
c l i [2], as shown in Figure 30.9.

Figure 30.9 Data structures after third client connection returned by t _ l i s ten.

At this point we have three connections pending and we now call t_accept for cli[2].
But now assume that the first client ( cli[0]) has just aborted its connection by sending
an RST. Once again the call to t_accept fails with an error of TLOOK, but this time
t_look returns T_DISCONNECT. We must now call t_rcvdis to receive the disconnect.
Recall that one entry in the t_discon structure that this function fills in is the sequence
identifier of the connection that was aborted (Section 28.10). We must use this to search
our array of cli structures, looking for the entry whose t_call structure has a
matching sequence. W e then move the entries "up" by one, overwriting cli[0] with
cli[1] , and then overwriting cli[1] with cli[2] . We also decrement ncli and have
the data structures shown in Figure 30.10.
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We call t_accept (again) for c l i [ 1 ] but assume this time it succeeds. We then
remove the cli [ 1 ] entry from the array, decrement ncli to become 1, and pass the third
connection back to the caller of xti_accept. Remember that everything described so
far in this example, starting with the first call to t_listen, has taken place in our
xti_accept function. This is now the first time this function has returned a connected
descriptor to the caller.
The next time xti_accept is called, n c l i will be 1, and t_accept is called for c l i [
0 ] . Assuming it succeeds, the second connection is returned to the caller.
We now show the source code for our xti_accept function, the first half of which is
in Figure 30.11.
libxti/xti_accept.c
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

#include
“unpxti.h”
static int ncli = -1, ndisconn;
static struct cli {
int
connfd;
/* connected fd or -1 if disconnected */
int
count;
struct t_call *tcallp;
/* ptr to t_alloc'ed structure */
} *cli;
/* cli[0], cli[l], ... , cli[ncli-1] are in use */

8 int
9 xti_accept(int listenfd, struct netbuf *cliaddr, int rdwr)
10 {
11
int
i, event;
12
u_int
n;
13
char
*ptr;
14
struct t_discon tdiscon;
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

if (ncli == -1) (
initialize first time through */
if (cli != NULL)
err_quit("already initialized");
if ( (ptr = getenv("LISTENQ")) != NULL)
n = atoi(ptr);
else
n = LISTENQ;
cli = Calloc(n, sizeof(struct cli));
for (i = 0; i < n; i++)
cli[i].tcallp = T_alloc(listenfd, T_CALL, T_ALL);
ncli = 0;
}

libxti/xti_accept.c
Figure 30.11 xti_accept function: first part.

2-7

Declare static variables
The counter n c l i , another diagnostic counter of aborted connections ndisconn, and
a pointer to our array of cli structures are declared as static.
Initialize the first time we are called
The first time we are called we allocate an array of cli structures, the number of entries
in the array being the constant LISTENQ or the value of the environment variable of the
same name. This will be the same value as tcp_1isten used in the call to

15-26
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t_bind. For every element in the array we then call t_alloc to allocate a t_call
structure and store the returned pointer in our cli structure.
In a threads environment this one copy of the on array and its n c l i counter must he protected to allow multiple threads to call x t i _ a c c e p t at the same time.

The second half of the function is shown in Figure 30.12.
Wait for a connection
:6-35

If our array is empty, we must call t_listen and wait for a connection. This call to
t_listen is where the listening server spends most of its time. When t_listen
returns, the client's protocol address and the connection identifier have been saved in the
t_call structure by t_listen. We call t_open to create a new endpoint on which the
connection will be accepted and bind this endpoint to any local address.
Call t_accept; return on success

36-46

We call t_accept to accept the connection specified by cli [ncli-i1, and if it
succeeds we return this connected descriptor to the caller. We also call our xti_rdwr
function, if the caller want to use read and write, and optionally return the client's
protocol address.

47-53

54-66

Handle additional pending connections
If t_accept returns TLOOK and t_look returns T_LISTEN, another connection is
pending and we must call t_listen to receive the information about this new connection. We note that this call will not block, since the endpoint has a T_LISTEN event
pending. We also call t_open and t_bind and save the information in the array entry
cli [nciil.
Handle disconnection of pending connection
If t_accept returns TLOOK and t_look returns T_DISCONNECT, one of the connections that has already been returned by t_listen has been aborted by the client_ We
call t_rcvdis to obtain the information about the aborted connection (i.e., its
sequence) and then search our array for the matching entry. When we find the matching entry we calculate the number of entries beyond the one being aborted (n) and call
memmove to move the remaining entries. We call memmove, instead of memcpy, because
the former correctly handles overlapping fields, which we will have in this scenario (see
Exercise 30.3).

We can test our server from Figure 30.6 using this new version of xti_accept and it
works as expected with multiple clients. We also want to see how often t_accept
returns an error because of an additional pending connection. To see this we write a
simple function that prints the count member of the cli structure, and the ndisconn
counter (which we describe shortly), and then call this function from the server parent's
SIGINT signal handler (Figure 30.6). Figure 30.13 (p. 814) shows the results with the
server on UnixWare 2.1.2 and the client on Solaris 2.5.1. We vary the number of client
children from 1 to 4, always issuing a total of 600 connections from all the children.
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libxti/xti_accept.c
27
28
29

for ( ; ; )
if (ncli == 0) {
/* need to wait for a connection */
T_listen(listenfd, cli[ncli].tcallp);
/* block here

30
/* following assumes caller called tcp_listen () */
31
cli[nclil.connfd = T_open(xti_serv_dev, O_RDWR, NULL);
32
Tbind(cli[ncli].connfd, NULL, NULL);
33 cli[ncli] count++;
34
ncli++;
35
}
36
if (t_accept(listenfd, cli[ncli - 1].conafd,
37
cli[ncli
I] tcallp) == 0) {
38
ncli--;
/* success */
39
if (rdwr)
40
Xti_rdwr(cli_{ncli] .connfd);
41
42
43
44
45
46

if (cliaddr) (
/* return client's protocol address
n = min(cliaddr->maxlen, cli[ncli].tcallp->addr.len);
memcpy(cliaddr->buf, cli[ncli].tcallp->addr.buf, n);
cliaddr->len = n;
}
return (cli[ncli].connfd);

47
48
49
50
51
52
53

} else if (t_errno == TLOOK) {
if ( (event = T_look(listenfd)) == T_LISTEN) {
T_listen(listenfd, cli[ncli].tcallp);
/' won't block */
cli[ncli].conrfd = T_open(xti_serv_dev, 0_RDWR, NULL);
T_bind(cli[ncli].connfd, NULL, NULL);
cli[ncli].count++;
ncli++;

54
} else if (event == T_DISCONNECT) {
55
T_rcvdis(listenfd, &tdiscon);
56
for (i = 0; i < ncli; i++) {
57
if (cli[i].tcallp->sequence == tdiscon.sequence) {
58
T_close(cli[i].connfd);
59
ndisconn++;
60
ncli--;
61
if ( (n = ncli - i) > 0)
62
memmove(&cli[i], &cli[i + 1],
63
n * sizeof(struct cli));
64
break;
65
}
66
}
67
} else
68
err_quit("unexpected t_look event %d", event);
69
} else
70
err_xti("unexpected t_accept error");
71
}
72 }
------------------------------------------------------------------libxti/xti_accept.c
Figure 30.12 xti_accept function: second half.
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Server counter
cli[0].count

1
600

#client children
2
3
4
95
102
309
291

cli[1].count
cli[2].count

286

121

219

235

cli[3].count
Total

142
600

600

600

600

Figure 30.13 Counter of how often t_accept returns T_LISTEN.

Even with only two clients, each establishing 300 connections, one after the other, at
about the same time, t _ a c c e p t returns TLOOK with T_LISTEN about half the time.
Why do we see multiple completed connections ready for the server to accept so often in this
scenario, when we showed earlier (Figure 4.9) that on a busy Web server this is a rare occurrence? One reason is that we are forcing this scenario in Figure 30.13 with all the connections
coming from a client on the same LAN. Second, the rate of the connections, 600 in about 12
seconds, corresponds to more than 4 million connections per day. Lastly, we purposely ran this
example on a slow server (a 75-Mhz Pentium CPU) to test the handling of multiple pending
connections with our xti_accept function. We can summarize this scenario as being
infrequent enough in the real world so that handling them in a LIFO order by our xti_accept
function is fine, but since the scenario can and does occur, the server must handle it.

To test this server with a client that aborts just-established connections we modify
our client from Figure 27.4 by changing the innermost loop to the following:
for (j = 0; j < nloops; j++) {
fd = Tcp_connect(argv[1], argv[2]);
+
+

if (i == 2 && (j % 3) == 0) {
struct linger ling;

+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

ling.l_onoff = 1;
ling.l_linger = 0;
Setsockopt(fd, SOL_SOCKET, SO_LINGER, &ling, sizeof(li.ng));
Close(fd);
/* and just continue on for this client connection ... */
fd = Tcp_connect(argv[1], argv[2]);
}
Write(fd, request, strlen(request));
if ( (n = Readn(fd, reply, nbytes)) != nbytes)
err_quit("server returned %d bytes", n);
Close(fd);

/* TIME_WAIT on client, not server */

}

The lines preceded by a plus sign are new. This modification causes the third child (i
equals 2) to abort every third just-completed connection. To send the RST we set the
S C _ L I N G E R
socket option accordingly and c l o s e the socket. We then create another
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connection and continue with the loop. The effect on the server depends on the timing:
some RSTs may arrive between the server's call to t_listen and its call to t_accept
(and we count these with our ndisconn counter to verify that the code is exercised).
Others may arrive before t_listen notifies the server of the connection, and others may
arrive after the connection is accepted.

XTI Queue Length versus Listen Backlog
The XTI queue length and the listen backlog are similar but not identical. First, there
has never been an exact specification of what the listen backlog means. We saw in
Figure 4.10 that current systems differ in their interpretation.
Posix.lg states that the XTI queue length value specifies the number of "outstanding
connect indications" that the provider should support for the endpoint. An out-standing
connect indication is one that has been passed to the application by the provider but not
yet accepted or rejected. The provider may queue more connect indications than specified
but must ensure that there are never more than glen delivered to the application that are
still outstanding at any given time.
If the implementation passed connect indications to the application when they arrived
(i.e., when the client SYN arrives at the server), then this form of application queueing
might make sense. But given that a TCP connection is completely established before the
application is notified, there is no real need for the application to queue these connections.
As usual, the way to make any sense out of standards is to see what the implementations really provide when we specify different values for the glen. We modified Figure
E.15 to work with XTI instead of sockets and ran the program on our five systems that
support XTI. The results are shown in Figure 30.14.
AIX 4.2

request
glen

DUnix 4.0B

8
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#conns
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#conns

0
1
2
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5
5
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5
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Solaris 2.6
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0
1
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3
4
5
6

return
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HP-UX 10.30
return actual
#conns
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return
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#conns

13
14

14

Figure 30.14 Actual number of queued connections for values of XTI glen.
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Recall from Section 28.5 that the third argument to t_bind is a pointer to a t_bind
structure that is filled in upon return by the provider. By looking at the glen member of
this structure we can see what the provider sets this to. (XTI calls this a "negotiated"
value.) We note that most systems return the value that was specified, unless a smaller
value is supported (AIX). One system (UnixWare) does not return the value.
None of the systems allow any connections when the glen is 0 (which differs from a
listen backlog of 0 in Figure 4.10), and two of the systems returned an error from
t_connect (HP-UX and Solaris). Some of the implementations queue more connections
than specified by glen (AIX and Digital Unix), but the remaining three do not.
Here we are measuring the number of connections queued by the provider, not by the application,
but it is this queueing by the provider in which we are most interested.

Setting the Server's Listening Queue Length to 1
One way to avoid the complication involved in accepting XTI connections is to set the glen
member of the t_bind structure to 1. But the problem with this solution is that many
implementations will then queue only one client connection (Figure 30.14) and then ignore
all other arriving SYNs until this connection is accepted.
We can test this feature with our server from this section. We again run the server on
UnixWare 2.1.2, which queues only one connection when the specified glen is 1. Like
the numbers in Figure 30.13, we vary the number of client children that are issuing
connections between 1 and 4, but this time we measure the clock time (in seconds)
required for the fixed number of connections (600).
Figure 30.15 Clock time for 600 total connections, varying number of children and listen queue.

Queue

#client children

length

1

2

3

4

1 10.6

12.2 15.6 13.2

1024 10.6

10.2 10.3 10.4

For a queue length of 1, the clock time increases as the number of children increases.
This is caused by many of the client SYNs being ignored by the server, because one connection has filled the queue, and the client must retransmit the SYN. But when the queue
length is greater than the number of simultaneous connections, the clock time decreases
for the few number of children that we are testing here.
These numbers verify our previous statement: a queue length of 1 is unrealistic for a
real-world server.

3 0 . 9

S u m m a r y

Accepting client connections with XTI is much harder than the same operation with
sockets. As we described, the reason for the added complexity is to allow protocols to
provide a lazy accept, where the application is notified when the connect request
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arrives, and not when the connection establishment is complete. TCP implementations do
not provide a lazy accept, and Unix 98 no longer requires t _ a c c e p t to return an event
of T_LISTEN when another connection is pending, but for backward compatibility XTI
servers must handle this scenario.

Exercises
30.1 We mentioned in Section 30.2 that some implementations store a pointer in the sequence
member of the t_call structure that is filled in by t_iisten. What happens on a 64-bit
architecture?
30.2 Why do we add one to PATH_MAX in the declaration of xti_serv_dev in Figure 30.3?
30.3 In Figure 30.12 we call memmove and mention that this is needed since the source and destination overlap. Assume a 4-byte array, with elements x [ 01 through x [ 3 ] (drawn from
left to right) and assume that we want to delete x [ 1 ] , moving the next two elements "left" by
1 byte, leaving three elements. Draw a picture of the source field and destination field. Then
describe what happens if the copy operation starts from the beginning of the source field to
the beginning of the destination (copying from right to left). Then describe what happens if
the copy operation starts from the end of the source field to the end of the destination
(copying from left to right). Does memcpy guarantee in which direction the copy takes
place?
30.4 Recode Figure E.15 to use XTI instead of sockets.

i

30.5 Recode Figures 30.11 and 30.12 to use a linked list of c 1 structures instead of the fixedsize array that we used for simplicity. Allocate the structures dynamically.
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31.1 Introduction
XTI provides three functions for connectionless clients and servers: t_sndudata to send
a datagram, t_rcvudata to receive a datagram, and t_rcvuderr to obtain information
about an asynchronous error. With sockets we had the option of calling connect for a
UDP application, but XTI does not provide that choice.

31.2 t_rcvudata and t_sndudata Functions
These two functions are used with connectionless protocols (such as UDP) to receive and
send datagrams.
For the t_sndudata function the t_unitdata structure specifies the destination
#include <xti.h>
int t_rcvudata(int

fd, struct

t_unitdata *unitdata, int *flagsp) ; int

t_sndudata(int fd, struct t_unitdata *unitdata) ;

Both return: 0 if OK, -1 on error

address, any options, and the actual data to send.
struct t_unitdata
struct
netbuf
struct netbuf
struct netbuf

addr;
opt;
udata;

/* protocol-specific address */
/* protocol-specific options */
/* user data */
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For the t_rcvudata function this structure specifies where to store the sender's protocol
address, any received options, and the actual data.
Both of these functions return 0 if everything is OK, or -1 on an error. This differs
from most read and write functions that usually return the number of bytes transferred.
With t_rcvudata the size of the received datagram is returned as the udata .len
member of the t_unitdata structure. t_sndudata does not return the number of bytes
written; it just returns 0 on success (i.e., the entire datagram has been copied into the
kernel's buffers).
The integer pointed to by flagsp is similar to the final argument to t_rcv: it is not a
value—result argument because its value is not examined by the function; it is set only on
return. The T_MORE flag is returned if another call to t_rcvudata is required to read
more of the datagram (i.e., what remains of the datagram exceeds the length of the receive
buffer). We show an example of this in Section 31.6.
These two XTI functions correspond to the sendto and r e c v f r o m functions.

31.3 udp_client Function
Before showing a UDP example using XTI we will write a function named udp_client,
with the same calling sequence as shown in Section 11.10, that creates an XTI endpoint for
a UDP client. This function, shown in Figure 31.1, handles the host-name and service
name conversions described in Chapter 29.
Look up hostname and service name
12-19

The calls to getnetpath and netdir_getbyname are similar to the calls described in
Figure 29.6.
Open device, bind any local address

22-21

t_open opens the appropriate device and t_bind binds any local address to the
endpoint.
Allocate tunitdata structure

22

t_alloc allocates a t_unitdata structure but only the addr structure within, not the opt
or udata structures. We do not allocate the opt structure because perdatagram options
are rare with UDP (Chapter 32). We do not allocate the udata structure because the
range of UDP datagram sizes is large, up to 65507 bytes as' shown in Figure 28.2, but few
applications deal with these maximum-sized datagrams. Since most applications deal
with smaller datagrams (a few thousand bytes at the most), it makes more sense for the
application to allocate the data buffer itself, based on its needs.
Use first returned address for server

23-25

The addr structure is filled in with the first address returned for the server. Figure 31.2
(p. 822) shows the data structures involved, assuming that two netbuf structures are
returned for the specified hostname and service name, and assuming that the
implementation uses the sockaddr_i.n structure to represent IPv4 addresses.

udp_client Function
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libxti/udp_client.c
1 #include

"unpxti.h"

2 int
3 udp_client(const char *host, const char *serv, void **vptr, socklen_t *lenp)
4 {
5
int
tfd;
6
void
*handle;
7
struct netconfig *ncp;
8
struct nd_hostserv hs;
9
struct nd_addrlist *alp;
10
struct netbuf *np;
11
struct t_unitdata *tudptr;
12

handle = Setnetpath();

13
14

hs.h_host = (char *) host;
hs.h_serv = (char *) serv;

15
16
17

while ( (ncp = getnetpath(handle)) != NULL) {
if (strcmp(ncp->nc_proto, "udp") != 0)
continue;

18
19

if (netdir_getbyname(ncp, &hs, &alp) != 0)
continue;

20

tfd = T_open(ncp->nc_device, O_RDWR, NULL);

21

T_bind(tfd, NULL, NULL);

22

tudptr = T_alloc(tfd, T_UNITDATA, T_ADDR);

23
24
25

np = alp->n_addrs;
/* use first server address */
tudptr->addr.len = min(tudptr->addr.maxlen, np->len);
memcpy(tudptr->addr.buf, np->buf, tudptr->addr.len);

26
27

endnetpath(handle);
netdir_free(alp, ND_ADDRLIST);

28
29
30
31
32
33
34 }

*vptr = tudptr;
/* return pointer to t_unitdata{} */
*lenp = tudptr->addr.maxlen;
/* and size of addresses *!
return (tfd);
}
endnetpath(handle);
return (-1);

Figure 31.1 udp_client function for Kn.

l ibxti/ud p_cl ient.c
The addr . maxl en value should be the same as the maxi en values in the structure
returned by netdir_getbyname (16 for IPv4), but we use the min macro to be certain
we do not overflow the destination of the memcpy. We show four lengths of 0 and two
null pointers for the opt and udata structures, since t_alloc initializes these members
to these values because we told it to allocate and initialize only the addr structure with
the T_ADDR argument.

822
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Free memory and return
endnetpath frees the memory allocated for the netconfig structure and
netdir_free releases the memory that netdir_getbyname allocated (Figure 31.2).
The pointer to the t_unitdata structure is returned to the caller, along with the size of
the protocol addresses and the descriptor for the endpoint. We return the size of the
protocol addresses as addr . maxl en instead of addr . l en, because this value is
returned for the caller to use in a call to malloc. Should the addresses be variablelength, we should return the maximum size, and not just the size of this address.

Section 31.3
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Example: Daytime Client
We now use our udp_client function to recode our protocol-independent daytime client
from Figure 11.12 to use XTI, which we show in Figure 31.3.
1 #include

"unpxti.h"

xtiuudp/daytimetldpcl il.c

2 int
3 main(int argc, char **argv)
4 {
5
int
tfd, flags;
6
char
recvline[MAXLINE + 1];
7
socklen_t addrlen;
8
struct t_unitdata *sndptr, *rcvptr;
9
10

if (argc != 3)
err_quit("usage: daytimeudpcli <hostname> <service>");

11

tfd = Udp_client(argv[1], argv[2], (void **) &sndptr, &addrlen);

12

rcvptr = T_alloc(tfd, T_UNITDATA, T_ADDR);

13

printf("sending to %s\n", Xti_ntop_host(&sndptr->addr));

14
15
16
17
18

sndptr->udata.maxlen = MAXLINE;
sndptr->udata.len = 1;
sndptr->udata.buf = recvline;
recvline[0] = 0;
/* 1-byte datagram containing null byte */
T_sndudata(tfd, sndptr);

19
20
21
22
23

rcvptr->udata.maxlen = MAXLINE;
rcvptr->udata.buf = recvline;
T_rcvudata(tfd, rcvptr, &flags);
recvline[rcvptr->udata.len] = 0;
/* null terminate */
printf("from %s: $s", Xti_ntop_host(&rcvptr->addr), recvline);

24
25 }

exit(0);

xtiudp/daytimeudpcl i I .c
Figure 31.3 U D P daytime client using XTI and our udp_client function.

Create endpoint
11-13 We call our udp_client function to create the XTI endpoint and to allocate a
t_unitdata structure that we will use for sending datagrams. We allocate another
t_unitdata structure that we will use for receiving replies. We call our xti_ntop_host
function to print the server's IP address.
Send datagram
14-18 We initialize the udata structure within the t_unitdata structure to point to our
recvline buffer and to contain one byte of O. t_sndudata sends the datagram to the
server.
We should be able to send a 0-byte UDP datagram, given our discussion with Figure 28.4, but
many implementations of XTI do not allow this.

824
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Read reply
We initialize the udata structure for the receiving t_unitdata structure and call
t_rcvudata to read the server's reply. The reply is null terminated and printed to
standard output, along with the server's address.
This example shares all the unreliable UDP properties of our sockets client in Figure
11.12: the client will block forever in the call to t_rcvudata if there is no response. If we
run the client to a host that is running the server, the output is as we expect.
Un xware S daytimeudpclil bsdi daytime
sending to 206.62.226.35
from 206.62.226.35: Fri Feb 28 17:23:40 1997

What if we send a datagram to this same host, but to a UDP port that no process has
bound? We expect an ICMP port unreachable error to be returned. Recall with our sockets
client, if the client does not call connect, this error is not returned to the client. There is
nothing similar to connect for a UDP endpoint with XTI, but we see that the error is
returned to our client and our T_rcvudata wrapper function prints an error:
unixware % daytimeudpclil bsdi 9999
sending to 206.62.226.35
t_rcvudata error: event requires attention

When an asynchronous error is received for a UDP endpoint, t_rcvudata returns an
error of TLOOK and we must call t_rcvuderr to determine the actual error. We discuss this in the next section.

3 1 . 4 t _ r c v u d e r r Function: Asynchronous Errors
For a connectionless protocol, errors can be returned asynchronously. That is, a datagram can be correctly transmitted by the protocol stack, only to have an error in it
detected somewhere else in the network. Common errors with UDP datagrams are to elicit
an ICMP port unreachable from the destination host or an ICMP host unreachable from
some intermediate router. When this ICMP error is received at some later time by the
provider, it requires some form of notification from the provider to the process and some
means for the process to determine the actual error. As shown at the end of the previous
section, XTI provides this notification by setting t_errno to TLOOK when we call
t_rcvudata to indicate that an error occurred on a previously sent datagram. We can
then call the t_rcvuderr function to determine what happened and to clear the error
status.
#include <xci.h>
int t_rcvuderr (int fd, struct t_uderr *uderr);

Returns: 0 if OK, -1 on error

Section 31.4

t_rcvuderr Function: Asynchronous Errors
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If the uderr pointer is nonnull, a t_uderr structure is filled in with information about
the error.
struct t_uderr {
struct netbuf addr;
struct netbuf opt;
error;
t_scalar_t
};

/* protocol-specific address */
/* protocol-specific Options */
/* protocol-specific error */

The addr structure contains the destination address of the datagram that caused the
error, the opt structure contains any protocol-specific options from the datagram that
caused the error, and error contains a protocol-specific error code. For UDP, error is
normally one of the errno values from <sys/errno.h>.
If uderr is a null pointer, this clears the error status without returning any
information.
Example: ICMP Port Unreachable

23-33

We now recode our client from Figure 31.3 to handle asynchronous errors. This is shown
in Figure 31.4.
Handle asynchronous errors

What has changed from Figure 11.12 is the call to our wrapper function T_rcvudata is
replaced with a call to t_rcvudata, and we handle an asynchronous error by calling
t_rcvuderr, printing the returned error code.
If we run this program and send a datagram to a host that does not support the
daytime protocol, we receive the ICMP port unreachable error from t_rcvuderr:
unixware % daytimeudpcli2 gateway.tuc.noao.edu daytime
sending to 140.252.104.1
error 146 for datagram sent to 140.252.104.1
unixware % grep 146 /usr/include/sys/errno.h
#define ECONNREFUSED
146
/* Connection refused */

We see that the error value returned in the t_uderr structure is the errno value corresponding to the ICMP error (Figure A.15).
Unfortunately, as nice as this design feature appears (returning ICMP errors for XTI UDP endpoints), there are still problems. First, there is no requirement that the provider notify the
application when these errors occur. With UnixWare 2.1.2, for example, ICMP port unreachables
are returned to the application, but ICMP host unreachables are not. Also, if we modify our
client to send three datagrams to three different servers and then read all the replies, but two of
the datagrams elicit an ICMP port unreachable error, only the first of these two errors is returned
to the application by t_rcvuderr. This is because the provider maintains only one error per
endpoint. All of these problems are what led us to develop an independent way of notifying a
datagram application of asynchronous errors: our icmpd daemon in Section 25.7.
Notice that all we receive is the error code and the destination address of the datagram that
caused the error. Another piece of information that is not returned is the source address of who
returned the error (e.g., the source address of the ICMP error).
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xtiudp/daytimeudpcli2.c
1 #include

"unpxti.h"

2 int
3 main (int argc, char **argv)
4 {
5

int

tfd,

6

char

recvline[MAXLINE +

7

socklen_t addrlen;

8

struct t_unitdata *sndptr, *rcvptr;

9

flags;
1];

struct t_uderr *uderr;

10
11

if (argc != 3)
err_quit("usage: a.out <hostname or IPaddress> <service or port#>");

12

tfd = Udp_client(argv[1], argv[2], (void **) &sndptr, &addrlen);

13
14

rcvptr = T_alloc(tfd, T_UNITDATA, T_ADDR);
uderr = T_alloc(tfd, T_UDERROR, T_ADDR);

15

printf("sending to %s\n", Xti_ntop_host(&sndptr->addr));

16
17
18
19
20

sndptr->udata.maxlen = MAXLINE;
sndptr->udata.len = 1;
sndptr->udata.buf = recvline;
recvline[0] = 0;
/* 1-byte datagram containing null byte */
T_sndudata(tfd, sndptr);

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35 }

rcvptr->udata.maxlen = MAXLINE;
rcvptr->udata.buf = recvline;
if (t_rcvudata(tfd, rcvptr, &flags) == 0) {
recvline[rcvptr->udata.len] = 0;
/* null terminate */
printf("from %s: %s", Xti_ntop_host(&rcvptr->addr), recvline);
} else {
if (t_errno == TLOOK) {
T_rcvuderr(tfd, uderr);
printf(“error old for datagram sent to %s\n",
uderr->error, Xti_ntop_host(&uderr->addr));
} else
err_xti("t_rcvudata error");
}
exit(0);

3 1 . 5 u d p _ s e r v e r Function
We can also recode our udp_server function from Figure 11.14 to use XTI, and we
show this in Figure 31.5.

Section 31.5
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1 #include
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libxti/udp_server.c

"unpxti.h"

2 int
3 udp_server(const char *host, const char *serv, socklen_t *addrlenp)
4 {
5
int
tfd;
6
void
*handle;
7
struct t_bind tbind;
8
struct t_info tinfo;
9
struct netconfig *ncp;
10
struct nd_hostserv hs;
11
struct nd_addrlist *alp;
12
struct netbuf *np;
13

handle = Setnetconfig () ;

14
15

hs.h_host = (host == NULL) ? HOST_SELF:
hs.h_serv = (char *) serv;

16
17

while ( (ncp = getnetconfig(handle)) != NULL &&
strcmp(ncp->nc_proto, "udp") != 0) ;

18
19

if (ncp == NULL)
return (-1);

20
21
22

if (netdir_getbyname(ncp, &hs, &alp) != 0)
return (-2);
np = alp->n_addrs;
/* use first address */

23

tfd = T_open(ncp->nc_device, O_RDWR, &tinfo);

24
25
26

tbind.addr = *np;
tbind.qlen = 0;
T_bind(tfd, &tbind, NULL);

27
28

endnetconfig(handle);
netdir_free(alp, ND_ADDRLIST);

29
30
31
32 }

if (addrlenp)
*addrlenp = tinfo.addr; /* size of protocol addresses */
return (tfd);

(char *) host;

/* copy entire netbuf {}
/* not used for connectionless server */

libxti/udp_server.c
Figure 31.5 udp_server function using XTI.

Lookup protocol, host, and service
The beginning of the function is similar to our tcp_listen function (Figure 30.3),
finding the protocol by calling getnetconfig and then calling netdir_getbyname to
look up the hostname and service name.

13-22

Open device, bind server's IP address and port
t_open opens the correct device and t_bind binds the server's IP address (the
wildcard address if the host argument is a null pointer) and port. The memory allocated
by netdir_getbyname is returned by netdir_free.

23-28
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Return address length and descriptor
The size of the protocol's addresses is returned if the final argument is a nonnull pointer,
and the descriptor for the endpoint is the return value of the function.

Example: Daytime Server
We can now recode our simple daytime server from Figure 11.15 using XTI. We show this
in Figure 31.6.
1 #include
2 #include

"unpxti.h"
<time.h>

xtiudpldaytimeudpsrv2.c

3 int
4 main(int argc, char **argv)
5 {
6
int
tfd, flags;
7
char
buff[MAXLINE);
8
time_t ticks;
9
struct t unitdata *tud;
10
11
12
13
14
15

if (argc == 2)
tfd = Udp_server(NULL, argv[l], NULL);
else if (arge == 3)
tfd = Udp_server(argv[1], argv[2], NULL);
else
err_quit(“usage: daytimeudpsry [ <host> ] <service or port>");

16

tud = T_alloc(tfd, T_UNITDATA, T_ADDR);

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

for ( ; ; ) {
tud->udata.maxlen = MAXLINE;
tud->udata.buf = buff;
if (t_rcvudata(tfd, tud, &flags) == 0) {
printf("datagram from %s\n", Xti_ntop(&tud->addr));
ticks = time(NULL);
snprintf(buff, sizeof(buff), "%.24s\r\n", ctime(&ticks));
tud->udata.len = strlen(buff);
T_sndudata(tfd, tud);

26
27
28
29
30
31 }

} else if (t_errno == TLOOK)
T_rcvuderr(tfd, NULL); /* just clear error */
else
err_xti("t_rcvudata error");
}

Figure 31.6 UDP daytime server using XTI.

10-16

xtiudp/daytimeudpsrv2.c

Create XTI endpoint
Our udp_server function creates the endpoint and binds the local IP address and port.
We allocate a t_unitdata structure by calling t_alloc, specifying the T_ADDR argument,
so that it allocates a buffer for only the protocol address.
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Read request, send reply
The program then loops, reading a client request with t_rcvudata and sending a reply
with t_sndudata. If one of our replies generates an asynchronous error, t_rcvudata
will return an error with t_errno set to TLOOK and we handle the error by calling
t_rcvuderr. Notice that the final argument to t_rcvuderr is a null pointer to clear
the error without returning any information (since there is nothing for us to do when these
errors occur). If we did not handle these errors as shown, but aborted if t_rcvudata
returned an error, then any client could crash our server by sending a datagram to the
server and then immediately terminating. When the reply was received by the client's host,
it would respond with an ICMP port unreachable, causing the server's t_rcvudata to
return an error. Therefore the handling of these asynchronous errors is mandatory for a
UDP server written using XTI.

17-30

31.6 Reading a Datagram in Pieces
Recall our discussion of datagram truncation in Section 20.3 and the different scenarios
when a datagram is read on a UDP socket, but the datagram length exceeds the number of
bytes requested by the application. XTI handles this scenario differently.
Recall the final flagsp argument for t_rcvudata. If the application's buffer is not
large enough to hold the next datagram on the queue, the number of bytes returned will
be udata.maxlen and the T_MORE bit in the integer pointed to by the flagsp argument
will be turned on. This flag tells the application to call t_rcvudata again to read the
remainder of this datagram. The sender's address and options are returned by only the
first call to t_rcvudata for a given datagram. For all subsequent calls to this function
that read the remainder of the datagram, addr.len and opt.len members will be 0 on
return.
We can show the use of this feature by modifying our client from Figure 31.4, as
shown in Figure 31.7.
Redefine MAXLINE
2-3 We

redefine the constant MAXLINE from our unp.h header to be 2 bytes, and this is the
size of our recvline buffer.
Create endpoint, send datagram to server
This code has not changed from Figure 31.4.

12-22

Read reply, 2 bytes at a time
We now call t_rvcudata in a loop, until our flags variable does not have the
T_MORE bit set. We print the server's IP address for only the first piece of the datagram,
when the addr.len member is nonzero.

23-41
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xtiudp/daytimeudpcli4.c

2 #undef MAXLINE
3 #define MAXLINE 2
4 int
5 main(int argc, char **argv)
6 {
7
int
tfd, flags;
8
char
recvline[MAXLINE + 1];
9
sockler__t addrlen;
10
struct t_unitdata *sndptr, *rcvptr;
11
struct t_uderr *uderr;
12
13

it (argc != 3)
err_quit("usage: a.out <hostname or IPaddress> <service or port#>");

14

tfd = Udp_client(arav[1], argv[2], (void **) &sndptr, &addrlen);

15
16

rcvptr = T_alloc(tfd, T_UNITDATA, T_ADDR);
uderr = T_alloc(tfd, T_UDERROR, T_ADDR);

17

printf("sending to %s\n", Xti_ntop_host(&sndptr->addr));

18
19
20
21
22

sndptr->udata.maxlen = MAXLINE;
sndptr->udata.len = 1;
sndptr->udata.buf = recvline;
recvline[0] = 0;
/* 1-byte datagram containing null byte */
T_sndudata(tfd, sndptr);

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43 }

do {
rcvptr->udata.maxlen = MARLINE;
rcvptr->udata.buf = recvline;
flags = 0;
if (t_rcvudata(tfd, rcvptr, &flags) == 0) {
recvline[rcvptr->udata.len] = 0;
/* null terminate */
if (rcvptr->addr.len > 0)
printf("from %s:
Xti_ntop_host(&rcvptr->addr));
printf("%s\n", recvline);
} else {
if (t_errno == TLOOK) {
T_rcvuderr(tfd, uderr);
printf("error %ld from %s\n",
uderr->error, Xti_ntop_host(&uderr->addr));
} else
err_xti("t_rcvudata error");
flags = 0;
}
} while (flags & T_MORE);
exit(0);

________________________________________________ xtiudp/daytimeudpcli4.c
Figure 31.7 UDP client using XTI that reads returned datagram in pieces.
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We now run this client to a daytime server.
unixware % daytimeudpcli4 bsdi daytime
sending to 206.62.226.35
from 206.62.226.35: Su
n
Ma
r
2
1
1:
53
:5
0
19
97

If we remove the newline from the printf format string for recvline (line 31, which we
used only to show how much data was returned by t_rcvudata), we get the more
familiar output:
unixware % daytimeudpcli4 bsdi daytime
sending to 206.62.226.35
from 206.62.226.35: Sun Mar 2 12:04:48 1997

31.7

Summary
The two XTI functions t_rcvudata and t_sndudata are similar to recvfrom and
sendto. One new feature with XTI, which is not provided with sockets, is reading a
datagram in pieces, having the T_MORE flag returned when there is more to read.
Asynchronous errors are returned with XTI by having t_rcvudata and
t_sndudata return an error of TLOOK. We then call t_rcvuderr to obtain more
protocol-dependent information about the error. This is better than the sockets approach
(returning an asynchronous error only if the socket is connected), but even with the XTI
approach asynchronous errors can be lost, and our application is still depending on the
protocol stack to decide which ICMP errors to return. A better solution is to use a daemon
like icmpd (Section 25.7) and return all the errors on a separate channel.

32
XTI Options

32.1 Introduction
Another of the mystery areas of XTI has been option processing. The standards and
most manuals spend page after page describing the intricacies of option processing and
option negotiation, providing no examples, and ending with a statement of the form
"the details are protocol dependent."
The term negotiation is used heavily with XTI options. An option is not "set"; it is
negotiated, meaning the provider may not set the option to exactly what we ask for.
When an XTI option is negotiated, the actual value used by the provider is returned, so
we can see what that value is.
Figure 32.1 shows all of the standard XTI options, both the generic options (those
beginning with X T I _ ) and those for IPv4.
Unix 98 prepended T_ to all the INET_, I P _ , TCP_, and UDP_ names, but Posix.1g does not do
this. For example, the UDP option is called UDP_CHECKSUM by Posix.lg. Unix 98 accepts
these Posix.lg names as legacy names, but we will use the newer names in this text.

XTI classifies options as either end-to-end or local. End-to-end options normally
cause some type of information to be sent to the peer across the network. An example is
the IPv4 type-of-service field. It can be set by one endpoint (for either TCP or UDP), is
carried in the IPv4 header, and is available to the other endpoint. The IPv4 header
options and the UDP checksum are the two other end-to-end options in Figure 32.1. An
example of a local option is T _ I P_REUSEADDR, as this option affects the ability of the
calling process to bind a port number that is already in use to its endpoint but has no
effect on the data that is sent to the other endpoint.
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Name

Datatype

XTI_GENERIC

XTI_DEBUG
XTI_LINGER
XTI_RCVBUF
XTI RCVLOWAT
XTI_SNDBUF
XTI_SNDLOWAT

t _ u s c a l a r_ t []
t _ l i n g e r ()
t_uscalar_t
t_uscalar_t
t_uscalar_t
t_uscalar_t

T_INET_IP

T_IP_BROADCAST
T_IP_DONTROUTE
T_IP_OPTIONS
T_IP_REUSEADDR
T_IP_TOS
T_IP_TTL

u_int
u_int
u_char []
u_int
u_char
u_char

T_INET_TCP

T_TCP_KEEPALIVE
T_TCP_MAXSEG
T_TCP_NODELAY

t _ k p a l i v e {}
t_uscalar_t
t_uscalar_t

T_INET_UDP

T_UDP_CHECKSUM

i t_uscalar_t

End-toend

Absolute

Description

•
•

enable debug tracing
linger on close if data to send
receive buffer size
receive buffer low-water mark
send buffer size
send buffer low-water mark

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

permit sending of broadcast mesg
bypass routing table lookup
IP header options
allow local address reuse
type-of-service and precedence
time-to-live
Periodically test if connection alive
TCP MSS (read-only)
disable Nagle algorithm

•
•

•

enable UDP checksum

Figure 32.1 XTI options.

Some XTI options are classified as an absolute requirement, which we also show in
Figure 32.1. When setting the value of an option with this property, if the requested value
cannot be assigned to the option, failure is returned. If an option does not have this
property, and we try to set the option to some value that is not within the range of
supported values, the provider will change the requested value to be within the acceptable range. An example of the latter is the receive buffer size, X T I _ R C V B U F , as most
systems enforce a lower limit and an upper limit on this value. If we request a value less
than the lower limit or greater than the upper limit, the value will be changed to the
appropriate limit and the return is then "partial success."
XTI options are specified and received in the following ways:
1.

Calling the t_optmgmt function lets us specify any options (end-to-end and
local) that we desire. We can also call this function to obtain the current value or
the default value of an option.

2.

For a UDP endpoint we can specify our desired options (end-to-end and local) with
each call to t_sndudata, using the opt member of the t_unitdata
structure.

3.

For a UDP endpoint any end-to-end options that arrive with the datagram are
returned by t_rcvudata through the opt member of the t_unitdata structure.

4.

For a TCP client we can specify our desired options (end-to-end and local) when
calling t_connect, as the opt member of the t_call structure.

5.

For a TCP server any end-to-end options that arrive with the connection are
returned by t_listen through the opt member of the t_call structure.

t:k
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The t_optmgmt function is a combination of the getsockopt and setsockopt functions. In
the sockets API, however, there is no way to specify options when sending or receiving UDP
datagrams, or when initiating or accepting TCP connections. The sendmsg and recvmsg
functions provide the capability to specify and receive ancillary data, and this is used for IPv6
options.

Figure 32.2 summarizes the sending and receiving of options by the XTI functions.

Endpoint

Function

any endpoint

t_optmgmt

TCP endpoint

t_accept
t_connect
t_listen
t_rcvconnect

UDP endpoint

t_rcvudata
t_rcvvudata
t_rcvuderr
t_sndudata
t_sndvudata

Return
end-to-end
only

Return
end-to-end
and local

Specify
end-to-end
and local

•

•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Figure 32.2 XTI functions that can specify and return options.

Figure 32.2 indicates that we can specify options with t_accept. With TCP this is not
possible, because the connection is already established when t_listen returns. Hence,
any desired end-to-end options that we want to effect the three-way handshake must be
specified for the listening endpoint.

32.2 t_o pt hd r

Structure

XTI options are always specified and returned through a netbuf structure named opt
that is a member of the t_call, t_optmgmt, t_uderr, and t_unitdata structures
(Figure 28.6). The contents of the options buffer is one or more t_opthdr structures,
each followed by an optional value.
struct t_opthdr {
t_uscalar_t len;

/* total length of option:
sizeof(struct t_opthdr) + length of value */
t_uscalar_t level; /* protocol affected */
t_uscalar_t name;
/* option name */
t_uscalar_t status; /* status value */
/* followed by the option value, and then possible padding */

};
One difference from TLI to XTI is that TLI said nothing about the format of the options buffer
other than it was implementation dependent. Many implementations of TLI used a structure
named opthdr, which had only three elements: 1evel, name, and len.

We show two of these XTI structures, pointed to by a netbuf structure that is part of
a t_unitdata structure, in Figure 32.3.
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In Figure 32.3 we are specifying the IP TTL as 137 and the IP type-of-service as 0x10
(routine precedence and low delay). Each option value is a 1-byte u_char (Figure 32.1)
and we show 3 bytes of padding after each value. We also assume here that a
t_uscalar_t occupies 4 bytes; hence the total size of the option buffer is 40 bytes.
We show another example in Figure 32.4, this time a call to the t_optmgmt function, which we describe in Section 32.4. This function takes pointers to two t_optmgmt
structures: one is the input and the other is the result.
In this example we are asking for the default values of the IP TTL and TOS options
(the flags of T_DEFAULT) so we specify only a t_opthdr structure for each option
without any value. The result is a copy of the input, with the default values returned after
each of the t_opthdr structures. In the result structures the status member is also
filled in.
Unix 98, but not Posix.lg, defines three macros that can be used when processing a t_opthdr
structure and the data that follows: T_OPT_FIRSTHDR, T_OPT_NEXTHDR, and T_OPT_DATA.
These are similar to the three macros CMSG_FIRSTHDR, CMSG_NXTHDR, and CMSG_DATA used
to process ancillary data with sockets, which we described in Section 13.6.

32.3 XTI Options
Most XTI options can be mapped directly to one of the socket options that we described in
Chapter 7. Therefore our description of them here is brief. We also note that the header
<xti_inet.h> must be included to define the constants for all the IP, TCP, and UDP
options.
Note that XTI does not define any way to multicast.

XTI_DEBUG Option
This option is similar to the SO_DEBUG socket option and normally supported by only
TCP. This option is disabled by specifying an option header with no value. By this we
mean that the len member of the t_opthdr structure is just the size of this structure
(16 bytes, for example, in Figure 32.4).
XTI_LINGER Option
This option is similar to the SO_LINGER socket option and is supported by TCP. It
specifies what to do when an endpoint is closed. The t_linger structure is
struct t_linger {
t_scalar_t l_onoff;
/* T_NO, T_YES */
t_scalar_t l_linger; /* T_UNSPEC (use default), T_INFINITE, or
linger time in seconds */
};

We specified in Figure 32.1 that this option is an absolute value, but only the value of
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l_onoff is an absolute requirement; the value of l_linger is not an absolute requirement. That is, the implementation can place lower and upper limits on the linger time
itself.
Unlike the SO_LINGER socket option, XTI_LINGER is not used to send an RST.
t_snddis sends an RST.

XTI_RCVBUF and XTI_RCVLOWAT Options
These two options are similar to the SO_RCVBUF and SO_RCVLOWAT socket options. The
first option specifies the size of the endpoint's receive buffer and the second the receive
buffer low-water mark used with p o l l or select.
Figure 32.1 does not consider the XTI_RCVBUF option end-to-end, but with TCP's
long fat pipe support (RFC 1323 [Jacobson, Braden, and Borman 19921), this option does
indeed have end-to-end significance since it affects TCP's window scale option that is
negotiated with the three-way handshake.

XTI_SNDBUF and XTI_SNDLOWAT Options
These two options are similar to the SO_SNDBUF and SO_SNDLOWAT socket options. The
first option specifies the size of the endpoint's send buffer and the second the send buffer
low-water mark that is used with p o l l or select.

T_IP_BROADCAST Option
This option is similar to the SO_BROADCAST socket option. The value of this option is
either T_YES or T_NO.

T_IP_DONTROUTE Option
This option is similar to the SO_DONTROUTE socket option. The value of this option is
either T_YES or T_NO.

T_IP_OPTIONS Option
This option is similar to the IP_OPTIONS socket option. The value of this option is used
as the IPv4 header options. An example of these options is provided in Chap-ter 24. The
option is disabled if specified with no value (i.e., only a t_opthdr structure).
Calling t_optmgmt with a request of T_CURRENT returns the current value of the IP
options that will be used in outgoing datagrams.

T_IP_REUSEADDR Option
This option is similar to the SO_REUSEADDR socket option. The value of this option is
either T_YES or T_NO.
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T_IP_TOS Option
This option is similar to the IP_TOS socket option. The option value is a combination of
the IPv4 precedence field, from the values shown in Figure 32.5, with the IPv4 typeofservice field, from the values shown in Figure 32.6.
Constant
T_ROUTINE
T_PRICRITY
T_IMMEDIATE
T_FLASH
T_OVERRIDEFLASH
T_CRITIC_ECP
T_INETCONTROL
T NETCONTROL

Value
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Figure 32.5 IPv4 precedence values used with T_IP_TOS option.
Constant

Description

T_NOTOS
T_LDELAY
T_HITHRPT
T_HIREL
T_LOCOST

normal
minimize delay
maximize throughput
maximize reliability
minimize cost

Figure 32.6 IPv4 type-of-service values used with T_IP_TOS option.

The macro S E T _ T O S (defined by including the < x t i .h> header) combines its first
argument, a precedence value from Figure 32.5, with its second argument, a type-ofservice value from Figure 32.6, and the result should be used with this XTI option.
Calling t_optmgmt with a request of T_CURRENT returns the current value of the
option that will be used in outgoing datagrams.

T_IP_TTL Option
This option is similar to the I P _ T T L socket option. The value of the option is the IPv4
time-to-live field. This option may be set to specify the value used in outgoing datagrams. There is no way, however, to obtain the 1"1'L from a received datagram.

T_TCP_KEEPALIVE Option
This option is similar to the SO_KEEPALIVE socket option and controls the sending of
keepalive packets on a TCP connection. This XTI option uses the following structure:
struct t_kpalive {
t_scalar_t
t_scalar_t

kp_onoff;

/* T_NO (disable), T_YES (enable), or
T YES|T GARBAGE (enable & send garbage byte) */
kp_timeout; /* timeout in minutes; T_UNSPEC means default */
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This option is similar to the XTI_LINGER option in that the value of kp_onoff is an
absolute requirement but the value of kp_timeout is not an absolute requirement.
Sending a garbage byte should not be required and in fact T_GARBAGE was removed from Unix
98. The use of the garbage byte is discussed on p. 335 of TCPv1.

T_TCP_MAXSEG

Option

This option is similar to the TCP_MAXSEG socket option. This option is read-only and
returns the maximum segment size (MSS) for a TCP endpoint. Since this option is readonly, its value cannot be an absolute requirement.
T_TCP_NODELAY

Option

This option is similar to the TCP_NODELAY socket option. The value of this option is
either T_YES (disable the Nagle algorithm) or T_NO (the default, the Nagle algorithm is
enabled). We say more about the Nagle algorithm in Section 7.9.
T_UDP_CHECKSUM

Option

This XTI option is one of the end-to-end options; therefore it is always returned by
t_rcvudata if received options are requested (i.e., if opt.maxlen is nonzero). The
value of this option is either T_YES or T_NO.
This option should never be enabled and providing the ability for an application to disable the
sending of UDP checksums for an endpoint is a mistake. Examples exist of data corruption
when UDP checksums are disabled and there is no reason to ever disable UDP checksums. The
only use of this option should be to detect whether a peer has UDP checksums enabled.

32.4 t _ o p t m g m t Function
The t_optmgmt function lets us perform the following operations with regard to XTI
options:
•
•
•
•

check whether one or more options are supported,
obtain the default value of one or more options,
obtain the current value of one or more options, and
negotiate values for one or more options.

#include <xti.h>
int t_optmgmt ( int

fd ,

const struct t_optmgmt *request, struct t_optmgmt

*result) ;

Returns: 0 if OK, -1 on error
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We specify our request as a t_optmgmt structure, and one of these structures is returned
as the result. If we are not interested in the result, we set the maxlen member of the
structure pointed to by result to 0. We showed an example of these two structures in
Figure 32.4.
struct t_optmgmt {
struct netbuf opt;
/* one or more t_opthdr structures */
t_scalar_t
flags; /* action on input, result on output */
};

The flags member of the request structure specifies the action desired by the caller:
T_CHECK
T_DEFAULT
T_CURRENT
T_NEGOTIATE

check whether the options are supported,
return the default values of the options,
return the current values of the options, and
negotiate values for the options.

We will examine each of these four operations in the following sections.
We are able to specify multiple options in a single call to t_optmgmt as shown in
Figure 32.4. But if we do this all options must specify the same l e v e l . This is OK in
Figure 32.4 because the level of both options is T_INET_IP. There is another complication when negotiating new values for multiple options in a single call to this function:
the returned flags contains the worst single result, even though each option contains its
own status return. To avoid these complications, it is simplest to manipulate just one
option at a time in each call to t_optmgmt.
This XTI function corresponds to the getsockopt and setsockopt functions.

32.5 Checking If an Option Is Supported and Obtaining the Default
Our first example of XTI options is to check which of the options listed in Figure 32.1 are
supported on our system, and for each supported option, to print its default value. Figure
32.7 shows our program.
1 #include

xtiopt/checkopts.c

"unpxti.h"

2 struct xti_opts {
3
4
5
6

char
t_uscalar_t
t_uscalar_t
char

*opt_str;
opt_level;
opt_name;
*(*opt_val_str)(struct t_opthdr *);

7 } xti_opts[]
= {
"
8
XTI_DEBUG",
9
"XTI_LINGER",
10
"XTI_RCVBUF",
11
"XTI_RCVLOWAT",
12
"XTI_SNDBUF",
13
"XTI_SNDLOWAT",
14
"T_IP_BROADCAST",
15
"T_IP_DONTROUTE",
16
"T_IP_OPTIONS",

XTI_GENERIC,
XTI_GENERIC,
XTI_GENERIC,
XTI_GENERIC,
XTI_GENERIC,
XTI_GENERIC,
T_INET_IP,
T_INET_IP,
T_INET_IP,

XTI_DEBUG,
XTI_LINGER,
XTI_RCVBUF,
XTI_RCVLOWAT,
XTI_SNDBUF,
XTI_SNDLOWAT,
T_IP_BROADCAST
T_IP_DONTROUTE,
T_IP_OPTIONS,

xti_str_uscalard,
xti_str_linger,
xti_str_uscalard,
xti_str_uscalard,
xti_str_uscalard,
xti_str_uscalard,
xti_str_uiyn,
xti_str_uiyn,
xti_str_uchard,
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17

"T_IP_REUSEADDR",

T_INET_IP,

T_IP_REUSEADDR,

xti_str_uiyn,

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25 };
26 int

"T_IP_TOS",
"T_IP_TTL” ,
"T_TCP_KEEPALIVE",
"T_TCP_MAXSEG",
“T_TCP_NODELAY",
"T_UDP_CHECKSUM",
NULL,

T_INET_IP,
T_INET_IP,
T_INET_TCP,
T_INET_TCP,
T_INET_TCP,
T_INET_UDP,
0,

T_IP_TOS,
T_IP_TTL,
T_TCP_KEEPALIVE
T_TCP_MAXSEG,
T_TCP_NODELAY,
T_UDP_CHECKSUM,
0,

xti_str_ucharx,
xti_str_uchard,
Xti_str_kpalive,
xti_str_uscalard,
xti_str_usyn,
xti_str_usyn,
NULL

27 main (int argc, char **argv)
28 {
29

int

30

struct t_opthdr *topt;

fd;

31

struct t_ooptmgmt *reg, *ret;

32

struct xti:opts *ptr;

33
34

if (argc != 2)
err_quit("usage: checkopts <device>");

35
36

fd = T_open(argv[1], O_RDWR, NULL);
T_bind(fd, NULL, NULL);

37
38

req = T_alloc(fd, T_OPTMGMT, T_ALL);
ret = T_alloc(fd, T_OPTMGMT, T_ALL);

39
40
41
42
43
44

for (ptr = xti_opts; ptr->opt_str != NULL; ptr++) {
topt = (struct t_opthdr *) req->opt.buf;
topt->level = ptr->opt_1evel;
topt->name = ptr->opt_name;
topt->len = sizeof(struct t_opthdr);
req->opt.len = topt->len;

45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59 }
60
61
62 }
63
64

req->flags = T_CHECK;
printf("%s: ", ptr->opt_str);
if (t_optmgmt(fd, req, ret) < 0) {
err_xti_ret("t_optmgmt error");
} else {
topt = (struct t_opthdr *) ret->opt.buf;
printf("%s", xti_str_flags(topt->status));
if (topt->status == T_SUCCESS || topt->status == T_READONLY) {
req->flags = T_DEFAULT;
if ( t_optmgmt ( fd, req, ret) < 0) {
err_xti_ret("t_optmgmt error for T_DEFAULT"); %
} else {
topt = (struct t_opthdr *) ret->opt.buf;
printf(", default = %s", (*ptr->opt_val_str) (topt));
}
printf("\n");
}
exit(0);

xtiopt/checkopts.c

65 }
Figure 32.7 Check which XTI options are supported.
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2-25 We define and initialize a structure defining all the XTI options from Figure 32.1. The

final member of each array element is a pointer to a function that prints the value of the
option. We need one function for each of the different option types. We do not show the
source code for all these functions here.
Open device
35-38

39-48

49-62

We take the device name as a command-line argument and open the device. This lets us
run the program twice, once for /dev/tcp and once for /dev/udp, as we expect different
options to be supported by each provider. We bind any local address to the endpoint,
because most calls to t_optmgmt require that the endpoint be bound. We also allocate
two t_optmgmt structures, one for our request and one for the function's reply.
Call t_optmgmt for request of T_CHECK
We call t_optmgmt for each option in our xti_opts array, with a request flag of
T_CHECK. We fill in our req structure, building a single t_opthdr structure in the opt
buffer (Section 32.2). This structure contains just a t_opthdr structure, without any
data (e.g., similar to the left side of Figure 32.4).
Call t_optmgmt for request of T_DEFAULT
If the first call to t_optmgmt succeeds, we print the status of the option. If the status
is T_SUCCESS or T_READONLY, we call t_optmgmt again, this time with a request of
T_DEFAULT. If this second call succeeds, we call the function pointed to by the
opt_val_str member of our structure in Figure 32.7 to print the default value. When we
call t_optmgmt the second time, we change only the flags member of our request
structure. Since the pointer to this structure in the function prototype for t_optmgmt has
the const qualifier, we know the structure was not changed by the first call.
We now run the program two times under AIX 4.2: first for TCP and then for UDP.
Notice that AIX uses the device names /dev/xti/tcp and /dev/xti/udp.
aix % checkopts /dev/xti/tcp
XTI_DEBUG: T_SUCCESS, default = 0
XTI_LINGER: T_SUCCESS, default = T_NO, 0 sec
XTI_RCVBUF: T_SUCCESS, default = 16384
XTI_RCVLOWAT: T_SUCCESS, default = 1
XTI_SNDBUF: T_SUCCESS, default = 16384
XTI_SNDLOWAT: T_SUCCESS, default = 4096
T_IP_BROADCAST: T_SUCCESS, default = T_NO
T_IP_DONTROUTE: T_SUCCESS, default = T_NO
T_IP_OPTIONS: T_SUCCESS, default = 0 (length of value)
T_IP_REUSEADDR: T_SUCCESS, default = T_NO
T_IP_TOS: T_SUCCESS, default = 0x00
T_IP_TTL: T_SUCCESS, default = 0
T_TCP_KEEPALIVE: T_SUCCESS, default = T_NO T_UNSPEC
T_TCP_MAXSEG: T_READONLY, default = 512
T_TCP_NODELAY: T_SUCCESS, default = T_NO
T_UDP_CHECKSUM: t_optmgmt error: incorrect option format
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aix % checkopts /dev/xti/udp
XTI_DEBUG: T_SUCCESS, default = 0
XTI_LINGER: T_SUCCESS, default = T_NO, 0 sec
XTI_RCVBUF: T_SUCCESS, default = 41600
XTI_RCVLOWAT: T_SUCCESS, default = 1
XTI_SNDBUF: T_SUCCESS, default = 9216
XTI_SNDLOWAT: T_SUCCESS, default = 4096
T_IP_BROADCAST: T_SUCCESS, default = T_NO
T_IP_DONTROUTE: T_SUCCESS, default = T_NO
T_IP_OPTIONS: T_SUCCESS, default = 0 (length of value)
T_IP_REUSEADDR: T_SUCCESS, default = T_NO
T_IP_TOS: T_SUCCESS, default = 0x00
T_IP_TTL: T_SUCCESS, default = 0
T_TCP_KEEPALIVE: t_optmgmt error: incorrect option format
T_TCP._MAXSEG: t_optmgmt error: incorrect option format
T_TCP_NODELAY: t_optmgmt error: incorrect option format
T_UDP_CHECKSUM: T_NOTSUPPORT

The supported values are as we expect, other than the T_IP_TTL value. The
T_UDP_CHECKSUM option that is not supported by TCP, and the three TCP options that
are not supported by UDP cause t_optmgmt to return an error of TBADOPT. The UDP
provider understands the T_UDP_CHECKSUM option but returns T_NOTSUPPORT since it
is not supported. The string "(length of value)" that is printed for T_IP_OPTIONS
indicates that the len member that was returned was 0, so there is no value to output.

32.6 Getting and Setting XTI Options
We now show examples of getting and setting XTI options. We define two functions of our
own, xti_getopt and xti_setopt, that have identical calling sequences to
getsockopt and setsockopt (Section 7.2).
#include "unpxti.h"
int xti_getopt (int
int xti_setopt(int

fd, int
fd, int

level, int name, void *optval, socklen_t *optlen) ;
level, int name, const void *optval, socklen_t *optlen) ; i

Both return: 0 if OK, on error
These functions can simplify our XTI programs, since each comprises about 20—30 lines of
C code.
xti_getopt Function
To fetch the current value of an XTI option we call t_optmgmt with the flags member of
the request structure set to T_CURRENT. Figure 32.8 shows our xti_getopt function.

1 ‘include

"unpxti.h"

l ibxti/xti_getopt.c

2 int.
3 xti_getopt(int fd, int level, int name, void *optvai, socklen_t *optlenp)
4 {
5
int
rc, len;
6
struct t_optmgmt_*req, *ref.;
7
struct t_opthdr *tope;
8
9
10
11

req = T_alloc(fd, T_OPTMGMT, T_ALL);
ret_ = T_alloc(fd, T_OPTMGMT, T_ALL);
if (req->opt.maxlen == 0)
err_quit("xti_getopt: opt.maxlen == 0");

12
13
14
15
16

topt = (struct t_opthdr *) req->opt.buf;
topt->level = level;
topt->name = name;
topf->len = sizeof(struct t_opthdr);
/* just a t_opthdr{} */
req->opt.len = topt->len;

17
18
19
20
21
22
23

req->flags = T_CURRENT;
if (t_optmgmt(fd, req, ret) < 0) {
T_free(req, T_OPTMGMT);
T_free(ret, T_OPTMGMT);
return (-1);
}
rc = ret->flags;

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

if (rc == T_SUCCESS || rc == T_READONLY) {
/* copy back value and length */
topt = (struct t_opthdr *) ret->opt.buf;
len = topt->len - sizeof(struct t_opthdr);
len = min(len, *optlenp);
memcpy(optival, topt + 1, len);
*optlenp = len;
}
T_free(req, T_OPTMGMT);
T_free(ret, T_OPTMGMT);

34
35
36
37 }

if (rc == T_SUCCESS || rc == T_READONLY)
return (0);
return (-1);
/* T_NOTSUPPORT */

libxti/xti_getopt.c

Allocate request and reply structures
We call t _ a l l o c to allocate room for a request structure and a reply structure. We
also verify that the size of the options buffer is nonzero.

3-11

Older implementations of TLI often used a value of 0 for the size of the TCP options, meaning the
application had to allocate its own buffer.
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Fill in t_opthdr structure
We fill in a t_opthdr structure with the option's level and name. We do not specify any
value in the request structure because this is not required when fetching the current value
of an option.

12-16

Call t_optmgmt and return option value
We call t_optmgmt and then save the flags member in the returned structure. If the
return value was T_SUCCESS or T_READONLY, we copy back the value of the option and
its size. (The pointer expression topt+l points to the returned option value, which
immediately follows the t_opthdr structure.) The final argument to our function is a
value–result argument and we are careful not to overflow the caller's buffer (in case it is
too small).

17-31

Free memory and return
We free the memory allocated by t_alloc and return 0 on success or -1 on an error.

32-36

xti_setopt Function
To set the value of an XTI option we call t_optmgmt with the flags member of the
request structure set to T_NEGOTIATE. Figure 32.9 shows our xti_setopt function.
This function is similar to the xti_getopt function in Figure 32.8 with a few exceptions.
Copy caller's value
We copy the caller's option value into the buffer that we build, placing it immediately
following the t_opthdr structure.

12-19

Call t_opmgmt
The request flags is now T_NEGOTIATE for t_optmgmt.

20-26

Free memory and return
If the option value is not an absolute requirement the return value is
T_PARTSUCCESS, which is OK.

27-31

XTI lets us set an option and fetch its value in a single call to t_optmgmt. This
might be useful for an option whose value is not an absolute requirement (e.g., the send
and receive buffer sizes). Using our functions requires a call to xti_setopt followed by a
call to xti_getopt. We could have defined a function that does both, but the extra call
to xti_getopt would rarely be the bottleneck of an application.
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1 #include

"unpxti.h"
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2 int
3 xti_setopt(int fd, int level, int name, void *optval, socklen_t optlen)
4 {
5
int
rc;
6
struct t_optmgmt treq, *ret;
7
struct t_opthdr *topt;
8
9
10
11

req = T_alloc(fd, T_OPTMGMT, T_ALL);
ret = T_alloc(fd, T_OPTMGMT, T_ALL);
if (req->opt.maxlen == 0)
err_quit("xti_setopt: req.opt.maxlen == 0");

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

topt = (struct t_opthdr *) req->opt.buf;
topt->level = level;
topt->name = name;
topt->len = sizeof(struct t_opthdr) + optlen;
if (topt->len > req->opt.maxlen)
err_quit("optlen too big");
req->opt.len = topt->len;
memcpy(topt + 1, optval, optlen);
/* copy option value */

20
21
22
23
24
25
26

req->flags = T_NEGOTIATE;
if (t_optmgmt(fd, req, ret) < 0) {
T_free(req, T_OPTMGMT);
T_free(ret, T_OPTMGMT);
return (-1);
}
rc = ret->flags;

27
28

T_free(req, T_OPTMGMT);
T_free(ret, T_OPTMGMT);

29
30
31
32 }

if (rc == T_SUCCESS || rc == T_PARTSUCCESS)
return (0);
return (-1);
/* T_FAILURE, T_NOTSUPPORT, T_READONLY */

Figure 32.9 xti_setopt function: set the value of an XTI option.

libxti/xti_setopt.c
Example
We now use the two functions that were just shown. The program in Figure 32.10 fetches
the current value of TCP's maximum segment size, sets the size of the send buff-er to
65536, and then fetches and prints the size of the send buffer. If we compile and execute
this program, its output is
aix % getsetopt
TCP mss = 512
send buffer size = 65536
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1 #include
1 #include

xtiopt/getsetopt.c

"unpxti.h"
“unpxti.h”

2 int
3 main(int argc, char **argv)
4 {
5
int
fd;
6
socklen_t optlen;
7
t_uscalar_t mss, sendbuff;
3
9
10
11
12

fd = T_open(XTI_TCP, O_RDWR, NULL);
T_bind(fd, NULL, NULL);
optlen = sizeof(mss);
Xti_getopt(fd, T_INET_TCP, T_TCP_MAXSEG, &mss, &optlen);
printf("TCP mss = %d\n", mss);

13
14

sendbuff = 65536;
Xti_setopt(fd, XTI_GENERIC, XTI_SNDBUF, &sendbuff, sizeof(sendbuff));

15
16
17

optlen = sizeof(sendbuff);
Xti_getopt(fd, XTI_GENERIC, XTI_SNDBUF, &sendbuff, &optlen);
printf("send buffer size = %d\n", sendbuff);

18
19 }

exit(0);

xtiopt/getsetopt.c
Figure 32.10 Example of our xti_getopt and xti_getopt functions.

3 2 1 Summary
XTI options are negotiated with the possibility that the provider returns a different value
than we asked for. Although XTI option processing is very general, the simplest approach
is to define two basic functions that look like getsockopt and setsockopt and call
them from our application.
9

33
Streams

33.1 Introduction
Before describing some of the additional features of XTI, such as signal-driven I/O and
out-of-band data, we need to understand some implementation details. XTI and the
networking protocols are normally implemented using the streams system, as is the terminal I/O system on most SVR4-derived kernels.
In this chapter we provide an overview of the streams system and the functions used
by an application to access a stream. Our goal is to understand the implementation of
networking protocols within the streams framework. We also develop a simple TCP client
using TPI, the interface into the transport layer that both XTI and sockets normally use on
a system based on streams. Additional information on streams, including information on
writing kernel routines that utilize streams, can be found in [Rago 1993].
Streams were designed by Dennis Ritchie [Ritchie 1984] and first made widely available with
SVR3 in 1986. They have never been standardized by Posix. The basic streams functions are
required by Unix 98: getmsg, getpmsg, putmsg, putpmsg, fattach, and all of the streams
ioctl commands. XTI is often implemented using streams. Any system derived from System V
should provide streams, but the various 4.xBSD releases do not provide streams.
The streams system is often written as STREAMS, but it is not even an acronym, so we write it as
just streams.
Be careful to distinguish between the stream I/O system that we are describing in this chapter,
versus "standard I/O streams." The latter term is used when talking about the standard I/O
library (e.g., functions such as fopen, (gets, print f, and the like).
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33.2 Overview
Streams provide a full-duplex connection between a process and a driver, as shown in
Figure 33.1. Although we describe the bottom box as a driver, this need not be associated
with a hardware device; it can also be a pseudo-device driver (e.g., a software driver).

The stream head consists of the kernel routines that are invoked when the application
makes a system call for a streams descriptor (e.g., read, putmsg, i o c t l , and the like).
A process can dynamically add and remove intermediate processing modules between
the stream head and the driver. A module performs some type of filtering on the messages
going up and down a stream. We show this in Figure 33.2.

Figure 33.2 A stream with a processing module.

Any number of modules can be pushed onto a stream. When we say push, we mean
that each new module gets inserted just below the stream head.
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A special type of pseudo-device driver is a multiplexor, which accepts data from
multiple sources. A streams-based implementation of the TCP/IP protocol suite, as found
on SVR4 for example, could be as shown in Figure 33.3.

•

When a socket is created, the module sockmod is pushed onto the stream by the
sockets library. It is the combination of the sockets library and the sockmod
streams module that provides the sockets API to the process.

•

When an XTI endpoint is created, the module timod is pushed onto the stream by
the XTI library. It is the combination of the XTI library and the timod streams
module that provides the XTI API to the process.

• We mentioned in Section 28.12 that the streams module tirdwr must normally be
pushed onto a stream to use read and write with an XTI endpoint. The middle
process using TCP in Figure 33.3 has done this. This process has probably
abandoned the use of XTI by doing this, so we have removed the XTI library.
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• Three service interfaces define the format of the networking messages exchanged up
and down a stream. TPI, the Transport Provider Interface [Unix International 1992b],
defines the interface provided by a transport-layer provider (e.g., TCP and UDP) to
the modules above it. NPI, the Network Provider Interface [Unix International 1992a],
defines the interface provided by a network-layer provider (e.g., IP). DLPI is the
Data Link Provider Interface [Unix International 1991]. An alternate reference for TPI
and DLPI, which contains sample C code, is [Rago 1993].
The claim is regularly made to Usenet that "in a streams environment sockets are implemented on top of TLI (XTI)." This is false. As we can see in Figure 33.3, both sockets and XTI
are implemented on top of TPI. This claim is often followed with "therefore TLI (XTI) is faster
than sockets." This is also false. The TCP, UDP, and IP layers are the same, regardless of
whether XTI or sockets are used. What changes is the user library and whether cimod or
sockmod is on the stream. But the author is not aware of any numbers comparing these
libraries and modules, For the bottleneck of most applications (data transfer), the code path
is probably similar for XTI and sockets, unless special optimizations have been applied to
one and not the other.

Each component in a stream—the stream head, all processing modules, and the
driver—contain at least one pair of queues: a write queue and a read queue. We show this
in Figure 33.4.

Message Types
Streams messages can be categorized as high priority, priority band, or normal. There are
256 different priority bands, between 0 and 255, with normal messages in band 0. The
priority of a streams message is used for both queueing and flow control. By convention,
high-priority messages are unaffected by flow control.
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Figure 33.5- Ordering of streams messages on a queue, based on priority.

Although the streams system supports 256 different priority bands, networking protocols
often use band 1 for expedited data and band 0 for normal data.
TCP's out-of-band data is not considered true expedited data by TPI. Indeed, TCP uses band 0 for
both normal data and its out-of-band data (as we will verify in Figure C.4). The use of band 1 for
expedited data is for protocols in which the expedited data (not just the urgent pointer, as in
TCP) is sent ahead of normal data.
Beware of the.term normal. In releases before SVR4 there were no priority bands; there were just
normal messages and priority messages. SVR4 implemented priority bands, requiring the
getpmsg and" putpmsg functions, which we describe shortly. The older priority messages
were renamed, high priority. The question is what to call the new messages, with priority bands
between 1 and 255. Common terminology [Rago 1993] is to refer to everything other than highpriority messages as normal-priority messages and then subdivide these normal-priority
messages into priority bands. The term normal message should always refer to a message with a
band of O.

Although we talk about normal-priority messages and high-priority messages, there
are about a dozen normal-priority message types and around 18 high-priority message
types. From an application's perspective, and the getmsg and putmsg functions that
we are about to describe, we are interested in only three different types of messages:
M_DATA, M_PROTO, and M_PCPROTO (PC stands for "priority control" and implies a
high-priority message). Figure 33.6 shows how these three different message types are
generated by the write and putmsg functions.
Function

write
putmsg
putmsg
putmsg

Control?

Data?

Flags

yes
no
yes
yes

Message type
generated

M_DATA

yes

0

don't care
don't care

0

MSG_HIPRI

M_DATA
M_PROTO
M_PCPROTO

Figure 33.6 Streams message types generated by write and putmsg.
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We will see what we mean by control, data, and flags in our description of the putmsg
function in the next section.

33.3 getmsg and putmsg Functions
The data transferred up and down a stream consists of messages and each message contains control, data, or both. If we use read and w r i t e on a stream, these transfer only
data. To allow a process to read and write both data and control information, two new
functions were added.
#include <stropts.h>
int getmsg (int fd, struct strbuf *ctlptr, struct strbuf *dataptr, int *flagsp) ;
int putmsg (int fd , const struct strbuf *ctlptr,
const struct strbuf *dataptr, int flags) ;
Both return: nonnegative value if OK (see text), - 1 on error

Both the control and data portions of the message are described by a strbuf structure:
struct strbuf {
int
maxlen;
int
len;
char *buf;

/* maximum size of buf */
/* actual amount of data in buf */
/* data */

Note the similarity between the strbuf structure and the netbuf structure. The names of the
three elements in each structure are identical.
But the two lengths in the netbuf structure are unsigned integers, while the two lengths in the
strbuf structure are signed integers. The reason is that some of the streams functions use a len
or maxlen value of—1 to indicate something special.

We can send only control information, only data, or both using putmsg. To indicate
the absence of control information we can either specify ctlptr as a null pointer, or set
ctlptr->len to -1. The same technique is used to indicate no data.
If there is no control information, an M_DATA message is generated by putmsg (Figure
33.6); otherwise either an M_PROTO or an M_PCPROTO message is generated, depending
on the flags. The flags argument to putmsg is 0 for a normal message or RS_HIPRI for a
high-priority message.
The final argument to getmsg is a value—result argument. If the integer pointed to by
flagsp is 0 when the function is called, the first message on the stream is returned (which
can be normal or high priority). If the integer value is RS_HIPRI when the function is
called, the function waits for a high-priority message to arrive at the stream head. In both
cases the value stored in the integer pointed to by flagsp will be 0 or RS_HIPRI,
depending on the type of message returned.
Assuming we pass nonnull ctlptr and dataptr values to getmsg, if there is no control
information to return (i.e., an M_DATA message is being returned), this is indicated by
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setting ctlptr->len to -1 on return. Similarly, dataptr->len is set to -1 if there is no
data to return.
The return value from putmsg is 0 if all is OK, or -1 on an error. But getmsg
returns 0 only if the entire message was returned to the caller. If the control buffer is too
small for all the control information, the return value is MORECTL (which is guaranteed to
be nonnegative). Similarly if the data buffer is too small, MOREDATA can be returned. If
both are too small, the logical OR of these two flags is returned.

33.4 getpmsg and putp msg Functions
When support for different priority bands was added to streams with SVR4, the following
two variants of getmsg and putmsg were added.

#include <stropts.h>
int getpmsg ( int fd, struct strbuf *ctlptr,
struct strbuf *dataptr, int *bandp, int *flagsp) ;
int putpmsg(int fd, const struct strbuf *ctlptr,
const struct strbuf *dataptr, int band, int flags) ;
Both return: nonnegative value if OK, -1 on error

The band argument to putpmsg must be between 0 and 255, inclusive. If the flags argument is MSG_BAND, then a message is generated in the specified priority band. Setting
flags to MSG_BAND and specifying a band of 0 is equivalent to calling putmsg. If flags is
MSG_HIPRI, band must be 0, and a high-priority message is generated. (Note that this
flag is named differently from the RS_HIPRI flag for putmsg.)
The two integers pointed to by bandp and flags p are value-result arguments for
getpmsg. The integer pointed to by flagsp for getpmsg can be MSG_HIPRI (to read a
high-priority message), MSG_BAND (to read a message whose priority band is at least
equal to the integer pointed to by bandp), or MSG_ANY (to read any message). On return
the integer pointed to by bandp contains the band of the message that was read, and the
integer pointed to by flagsp contains MSG_HIPRI (if a high-priority message was read) or
MSG_BAND (if some other message was read).

33.5 i o c t l Function
With streams we again encounter the

i

oc t 1 function that we described in Chapter 16.

#include <stropts.h>
int ioctl(int f d , int request, ... /* void *arg */ );
Returns: 0 if OK, -1 on error
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The only change from the function prototype shown in Section 16.2 is the headers that
must be included when dealing with streams.
There are about 30 requests that affect a stream head. Each request begins with i_
and they are normally documented on the streamio manual page. We showed the
I_PUSH request in Figure 28.14 when we pushed the tirdwr module onto a stream.
When we discuss signal-driven I/O with XTI in Section 34.11 we discuss the
I_SETSIG request.

33.6 TPI: Transport Provider Interface
In Figure 33.3 we showed that TPI is the service interface into the transport layer from
above. Both sockets and XTI use this interface in a streams environment. In Figure 33.3 it
is a combination of the sockets library and sockmod, along with a combination of the XTI
library and timod that exchange TPI messages with TCP and UDP.
TPI is a message-based interface. It defines the messages that are exchanged up and
down a stream between the application (e.g., the XTI or sockets library) and the trans-port
layer: the format of these messages and what operation each message performs. In many
instances the application sends a request to the provider (such as "bind this local
address") and the provider sends back a response ("OK" or "error"). Some events occur
asynchronously at the provider (the arrival of a connection request for a server), causing a
message or a signal to be sent up the stream.
We are able to bypass both XTI and sockets and use TPI directly. In this section we
rewrite our simple daytime client using TPI, instead of sockets (Figure 1.5) or XTI (Figure
28.13). Using programming languages as an analogy, using sockets or XTI is like
programming in a high-level language such as C or Pascal, while using TPI directly is like
programming in assembler. We are not advocating the use of TPI directly in real
applications. But examining how TPI works and developing this example gives us a better
understanding of how the sockets library and the XTI library work in a streams
environment.
Figure 33.7 is our tpi_daytime.h header.
____________________________________________________________streams/tpi_daytime.h
1 #include
"unpxti.h"
2 #include
<sys/stream.h>
3 #include
<sys/tihdr.h>
4
5
6
7

void
void
ssize_t
void

tpi_bind(int, const void *, size_t);
tpi_connect(int, const void *, size_t);
tpi_read(int, void *, size_t);
tpi_close(int);

____________________________________________________________streams/tpi_daytime.h
Figure 33.7 Our tpi_daytime.h header.

We need to include one additional streams header along with <sys/tihdr.h>, which
contains the definitions of the structures for all the TPI messages.
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Figure 33.8 is the main function for our daytime client.
1 #include

"tpi_daytime.h"

streams/tpi_daytime.c

2 int
3 main(int argc, char **argv)
4 {
5
int
fd, n;
6
char
recvline[MAXLINE + 1];
7
struct sockaddr_in myaddr, servaddr;
8
9

if (argc != 2)
.
err_quit("usage: tpi_daytime <IPaddress>");

10

fd = Open(XTI_TCP, 0_RDWR, 0);

11
12
13
14
15

/* bind any local address */
bzero(&myaddr, sizeof(myaddr));
myaddr.sin_family = AF_INET;
myaddr.sin_addr.s_addr = htonl(INADDR_ANY);
myaddr.sin_port = htons(0);

16

tpi_bind(fd, &myaddr, sizeof(struct sockaddr_in));

17
18
19
20
21

/* fill in server's address */
bzero(&servaddr, sizeof(servaddr));
servaddr.sin_family = AF_INET;
servaddr.sin_port = htons(13); /* daytime server */
Inet_pton(AF_INET, argv[1], &servaddr.sin_addr);

22

tpi_connect(fd, &servaddr, sizeof(struct sockaddr_in));

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

for ( ; ; ) {
if ( (n = tpi_read(fd, recvline, MAXLINE)) <= 0) {
if (n == 0)
break;
else
err_sys("tpi_read error");
}
recvline[n] = 0;
/* null terminate */
fputs(recvline, stdout);
}
tpi_close(fd);
exit(0);
}

streams/tpi_daytime.c
Figure 33.8 main function for our daytime client written to TPI.

Open transport provider, bind local address
10-16

We open the device corresponding to the transport provider (normally /dev/tcp).
We fill in an Internet socket address structure with INADDR_ANY and a port of 0, telling
TCP to bind any local address to our endpoint. We call our own function tpi_bind
(shown shortly) to do the bind.
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Fill in server's address, establish connection
We fill in another Internet socket address structure with the server's IP address (taken
from the command line) and port (13). We call our tpi_connect function to establish
the connection.
Read data from server, copy to standard output
As in our other daytime clients, we just copy data from the connection to standard
output, stopping when we receive the end-of-file from the server (e.g., the FIN). We have
written this loop to look like our sockets client (Figure 1.5) instead of our XTI client (Figure
28.13), because our tpi_read function will convert an orderly release from the server
into a return of 0. We then call our tpi_close function to close our endpoint.
Our tpi_bind function is shown in Figure 33.9.
Fill in T_bind_req structure

16-20

The <sys/tihdr.h> header defines the T_bind_req structure:
struct T_bind_req {
long
PRIM_type;
/* T_BIND_REQ */
long
ADDR_length;
/* address length */
long
ADDR_offset;
/* address offset */
unsigned long CONIND_number; /* connect indications requested */
/* followed by the protocol address for bind */
};

All TPI requests are defined as a structure that begins with a long integer type field. We
define our own bind_req structure that begins with the T_bind_req structure, followed by a buffer containing the local address to be bound. TPI says nothing about the
contents of this buffer; it is defined by the provider. TCP providers expect this buffer to
contain a sockaddr_in structure.
We fill in the T_bind_req structure, setting the ADDR_length member to the size
of the address (16 bytes for an Internet socket address structure) and ADDR_offset to the
byte offset of the address (it immediately follows the T_bind_req structure). We are not
guaranteed that this location is suitably aligned for the sockaddr_in structure that is
stored there, so we call memcpy to copy the caller's structure into our bind_req
structure. We set CONIND_number to 0, because we are a client, not a server.
21-23

Call putmsg
TPI requires that the structure that we just built be passed to the provider as one
M_PROTO message. We therefore call putmsg specifying our bind_req structure as the
control information, with no data and with a flag of 0.
Call getmsg to read high-priority message
The response to our T_BIND_REQ request will be either a T_BIND_ACK message or a
T_ERROR_ACK message. These acknowledgment messages are sent as high-priority
messages (M_PCPROTO) so we read them using getmsg with a flag of RS_HIPRI. Since
the reply is a high-priority message, it will bypass any normal-priority messages on the
stream.

24-30
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_________________________________________________________________ streams/tpi_bind.c
1 #include

"tpi_daytime.h"

2 void
3 tpi_bind(int fd, const void *addr, size_t addrlen)
4 {
5
struct {
6
struct T_bind_req msg_hdr;
7
char
addr[128];
8
} bind_req;
9
struct {
10
struct T_bind_ack msg_hdr;
11
char
addr[128];
12
} bind_ack;
13
struct strbuf ctlbuf;
14
struct T_error_ack *error_ack;
15
int
flags;
16
17
18
19
20

bind_req.msg_hdr.PRIM_type = T_BIND_REQ;
bind_req.msg_hdr.ADDR_length = addrlen;
bind_req.msg_hdr.ADDR_offset = sizeof(struct T_bind_req);
bind_req.msg_hdr.CONIND_number = 0;
memcpy(bind_req.addr, addr, addrlen);
/* sockaddr_in{} */

21
22
23

ctlbuf.len = sizeof(struct T_bind_req) + addrlen;
ctlbuf.buf = (char *) &bind_req;
Putmsg(fd, &ctlbuf, NULL, 0);

24
25
26
27
28
29
30

ctlbuf.maxlen = sizeof(bind_eck);
ctlbuf.len = 0;.
ctlbuf.buf = (char *) &bind_ack;
flags = RS_HIPRI;
Getmsg(fd, &ctlbuf, NULL, &flags);
if (ctlbuf.len a (int) sizeof(long))
err_quit("bad length from getmsg");

31
32
33

switch (bind_ack.msg_hdr.PRIM_type) {
case T_BIND_ACK:
return;

34
case T_ERROR_ACK:
35
if (ctlbuf.len < (int) sizeof(struct T_error_ack))
36
err_quit("bad length for T_ERROR_ACK");
37
error_ack = (struct T_error_ack *) &bind_ack.msg_hdr;
38
err_quit(“T_ERROR_ACK from bind (%d, %d)*,
39
error_ack->TLI_error, error_ack->UNIX_error);
40
default:
41
err_quit("unexpected message type: %d", bind_ack.msg_hdr.PRIM_type);
42
}
43 }
_________________________________________________________________ streams/tpi_bind.c
Figure 33.9 tpi_bind function: bind a local address to an endpoint.
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These two messages are
struct T_bind_ack {
long
PRIM_type;
/*
long
ADDR_length;
/*
long
ADDR_offset;
/*
unsigned long
CONIND_number; /*
/* followed by the bound address

T_ERROR_ACK */
address length */
address offset */
connect ind to be queued */
*/

};
struct T_error_ack {
long
PRIM_type;
long
ERROR_prim
long
TLI_error;
long
UNIX_error;

/*
/*
/*
/*

T_ERROR_ACK */
primitive in error */
TLI error code */
UNIX error code */

};

All these messages begin with the type, so we can read the reply assuming it is a
T_BIND_ACK message, look at the type, and process the message accordingly. We do not
expect any data from the provider, so we specify a null pointer as the third argument to
getmsg.
When we verify that the amount of control information returned is at least the size of a long
integer, we must be careful to cast the sizeof value to an integer. The sizeof operator
returns an unsigned integer value but it is possible for the returned len field to be -1. But since
the less-than comparison is comparing a signed value on the left to an unsigned value on the right,
the compiler casts the signed value to an unsigned value. On a twos-complement architecture, -1
considered as an unsigned value is very large, causing -1 to be greater than 4 (if we assume a
long integer occupies 4 bytes).

Process reply
If the reply is T_BIND_ACK, the bind was successful, and we return. The actual
address that was bound to the endpoint is returned in the addr member of our bind_ack
structure, which we ignore.
34-39
If the reply is T_ERROR_ACK, we verify that the entire message was received and then
print the three return values in the structure. In this simple program we terminate when
an error occurs; we do not return to the caller.
31-33

We can see these errors from the bind request by changing our main functV to bind
some port other than 0. For example, if we try to bind port 1 (which requires superuser
privileges, since it is a port less than 1024) we get
aix % tpi_daytime 206.62.226.33
T_ERROR_ACK from bind (3, 0)

The error EACCES has the value of 3 on this system. If we change the port to a value
greater than 1023, but one that is currently in use by another TCP endpoint, we get
aix % tpi_daytime 206.62.226.33
T_ERROR_ACK from bind (23, 0)

The error EADDRBUSY has a value of 23 on this system.
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This error is new with the TPI to support XTI. Older versions of TPI that support TLI would
bind another unused port if the requested one was busy. This meant that a server binding a
well-known port would have to compare the returned address (from the T_bind_ack message, which is returned by t_bind if the third argument is a nonnull pointer) to the requested
address, and abort if they were not equal.

The next function, shown in Figure 33.10, is tpi_connect, which establishes the
connection with the server.
Fill in request structure and send to provider
13-26

TPI defines a T_conn_req structure that contains the protocol address and options
for the connection:
struct T_conn_req {
long
PRIM_type;
long
DEST_length;
long
DEST_offset;
long
OPT_length;
long
OPT_offset;
/* followed by the

/* T_CONN_REQ */
/* destination address length */
/* destination address offset */
/* options length */
/* options offset */
protocol address and options for connection */

};

As in our tpi_bind function, we define our own structure named conn_req that
includes a T_conn_req structure along with room for the protocol address. We fill in our
conn_req structure, setting the two members dealing with options to 0. We call putmsg
with only control information and a flag of 0 to send an M_PROTO message down the
stream.
______________________________________________________________________ streams/tpi_connect.c
1 #include

"tpi_daytime.h"

2 void
3 tpi_connect(int fd, const void *addr, size_t addrlen)
4 {
5
struct {
6
struct T_conn_req msg_hdr;
7
char
addr[128];
8
} conn_req;
9
struct {
10
struct T_conn_con msg_hdr;
11
char
addr[128];
12
} conn_con;
13
struct strbuf ctlbuf;
14
union T_primitives rcvbuf;
15
struct T_error_ack *error_ack;
16
struct T_discon_ind *discon_ind;
17
int
flags;
18
19
20
21
22
23

conn_req.msg_hdr.PRIM_type = T_CONN_REQ;
conn_req.msg_hdr.DEST_length = addrlen;
conn_req.msg_hdr.DEST_offset = sizeof(struct T_conn_req);
conn_req.msg_hdr.OPT_length = 0;
conn_req.msg_hdr.OPT_offset = 0;
memcpy(conn_req.addr, addr, addrlen); /* sockaddr_in{} */
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24
25
26

ctlbuf.len = sizeof(struct T_conn_req) + addrlen;
ctlbuf.buf = (char *) &conn_req;
Putmsg(fd, &ctlbuf, NULL, 0);

27
28
29
30
31
32
33

ctlbuf.maxlen = sizeof(union T_primitives);
ctlbuf.len = 0;
ctlbuf.buf = (char *) &rcvbuf;
flags = RS_HIPRI;
Getmsg(fd, &ctlbuf, NULL, &flags);
if (ctlbuf.len < (int) sizeof(long))
err_quit("tpi_connect: bad length from getmsg");

34
35
36

switch (rcvbuf.type) {
case T_OK_ACK:
break;

37
38
39
40
41
42

case T_ERROR_ACK:
if (ctlbuf.len < (int) sizeof(struct T_error_ack))
err_quit("tpi_connect: bad length for T_ERROR_ACK");
error_ack = (struct T_error_ack *) &rcvbuf;
err_quit("tpi_connect: T_ERROR_ACK from conn (%d, %d)",
error_ack->TLI_error, error_ack->UNIX_error);

43
44
45

default:
err_quit("tpi_connect: unexpected message type: %d", rcvbuf.type):
}

46
47
48
49
50
51
52

ctlbuf.maxlen = sizeof(conn_con);
ctlbuf.len = 0;
ctlbuf.buf = (char *) &conn_con;
flags = 0;
Getmsg(fd, &ctlbuf, NULL, &flags);
if (ctlbuf.len < (int) sizeof(long))
err_quit("tpi_connect2: bad length from getmsg");

53
54
55

switch (conn_con.msg_hdr.PRIM_type) {
case T_CONN_CON:
break;

56
57
58
59
60
61

case T_DISCON_IND:
if (ctlbuf.len < (int) sizeof(struct T_discon_ind))
err_quit("tpi_connect2: bad length for T_DISCON_IND");
discon_ind = (struct T_discon_ind *) &conn_con.msg_hdr;
err_quit("tpi_connect2: T_DISCON_IND from comm (%d)",
discon_ind->DISCON_reason);

62
default:
63
err_quit("tpi_connect2: unexpected message type: %d",
64
conn_con.msg_hdr.PRIM_type);
65
}
66 }
______________________________________________________________streams/tpi_connect.c
Figure 33.10 tpi_connect function: establish connection with server.

Read response
27-45

We call getmsg expecting to receive either a T _ O K _ A C K message

struct T_ok_ack {
long
PRIM_type;
long
CORRECT prim;

/* T_0K_ACK
*/
/* correct primitive */

};

if the connection establishment was started, or a T_ERROR_ACK message (which we
showed earlier). In the case of an error, we terminate. Since we do not know what type of
message we will receive, a union named T_primitives is defined as the union of all the
possible requests and replies, and we allocate one of these that we use as the input buffer
for the control information when we call getmsg.
46-65

Wait for connection establishment to complete
The successful T_OK_ACK message that was just received only tells us that the connection establishment was started. We must now wait for a T_CONN_CON message to tell
us that the other end has confirmed the connection request.
structT_conn_con {
/* T_CONN_CON */
long
PRIM_type;
long
RES_length;
/* responding address length */
long
RES_offset;
/* responding address offset */
long
OPT_length;
/* option length */
long
OPT_offset;
/* option offset */
/* followed by peer's protocol address and options */

};

We call getmsg again, but the expected message is sent as an M_PROTO message, not an
M_PCPROTO message, so we set the flags to 0. If we receive the T_CONN_CON message,
the connection is established, and we return, but if the connection was not established
(either the peer process was not running, a timeout, or whatever), a T_DISCON_IND
message is sent up the stream instead:
struct T_discon_ind {
long
PRIM_type;
long
DISCON_reason;
long
SEQ_number;

/* T_DISCON_IND */
/* disconnect reason */
/* sequence number */

We can see the different errors that are returned by the provider. We first specify the
IP address of a host that is not running the daytime server:
solaris26 % tpi_daytime 140.252.1.4
tpi_connect2: T_DISCON_IND from conn (146)

The error of 146 corresponds to ECONNREFUSED. Next we specify an IP address that is
not connected to the Internet:
solaris26 % tpi_daytime 192.3.4.5
tpi_connect2: T_DISCON_IND from conn (145)

The error this time is ETIMEDOUT. But if we run our program again, specifying the same
IP address, we get a different error:
solaris26 % tpi_daytime 192.3.4.5
tpi_connect2: T_DISCON_IND from conn (148)
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The error this time is EHOSTUNREACH. The difference in the last two results is that the first
time no ICMP host unreachable errors were returned, while the next time this error was
returned.
The next function is tpi_read, shown in Figure 33.11. It reads data from a stream.
_____________________________________________________________________streams/tpi_read.c
1 #include

”tpi_daytime.h”

2 ssize_t
3 tpi_read(int fd, void *buf, size_t len)
4 {
5
struct strbuf ctlbuf;
6
struct strbuf datbuf;
7
union T_primitives rcvbuf;
8
int
flags;
9
10

ctlbuf.maxlen = sizeof(union T_primitives);
ctlbuf.buf = (char *) &rcvbuf;

11
12
13

datbuf.maxlen = len;
datbuf.buf = buf;
datbuf.len = 0;

14
15

flags = 0;
Getmsg(fd, &ctlbuf, &datbuf, &flags);

16
if (ctlbuf.len >= (int) sizeof(long)) {
17
if (rcvbuf.type == T_DATA_IND)
18
return (datbuf.len);
19
else if (rcvbuf.type == T_ORDREL_IND)
20
return (0);
21
else
22
err_quit("tpi_read: unexpected type %d", rcvbuf.type);
23
} else if (ctlbuf.len == -1)
24
return (datbuf.len);
25
else
26
err_quit("tpi_read: bad length from getmsg");
27 }
_________________________________________________________________ streams/tpi_read.c
Figure 33.11 tpi_read function: read data from a stream.
Read control and data; process reply

This time we call getmsg to read both control information and data. The strbuf
structure for the data points to the caller's buffer. Four different scenarios can occur on
the stream.

9-26

•

The data can arrive as an M_DATA message, and this is indicated by the returned
control length set to -1. The data was copied into the caller's buffer by getmsg, and
we just return the length of this data as the return value of the function.

•

The data can arrive as a T_DATA_IND message, in which case the control information will be a T_data_ind structure:
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struct T_data_ind {
long
PRIM_type; /* T_DATA_IND */
long
MORE_flag; /* more data */
};

•

If this message is returned, we ignore the MORE_flag member (it will never be set
for a stream protocol such as TCP) and just return the length of the data that was
copied into the caller's buffer by getmsg.
A T_ORDREL_IND message is returned if all the data has been consumed and the
next item is a FIN:.
struct T_ordrel_ind {
long
PRIM_type:
/* T_ORDREL_IND
*/ };

•

This is the orderly release that we described in Section 28.9. We just return 0,
indicating to the caller that the end-of-file has been encountered on the connection.
A T_DISCON_IND message is returned if a disconnect has been received. We
discussed this in Section 28.10 and said this occurs in the case of TCP if an RST is
received on an existing connection. We do not handle this scenario in this simple
example, but we did handle it in Figure 28.13.

We can now explain the two different scenarios that we saw in Section 28.12 when we
called read but had not pushed the tirdwr module onto the stream. In the first example,
which generated the error "read error: Not a data message," the provider had sent a
T_DATA_IND message up the stream as an M_PROTO message (since it had control and
data). But read handles only M_DATA messages, hence the error.
In the second example the error was "read error: Bad message" but this appeared after
the server's expected reply was received and printed. On this implementation the provider
sent the data up the stream as an M_DATA message, so it was handled by read correctly.
But the next message up the stream was a T_ORDREL_IND message, which read cannot
handle.
Our final function is tpi_close, shown in Figure 33.12.
Send orderly release to peer
7-10

We build a T_ordrel_req structure
struct T_ordrel_req {
long PRIM_type;
/* T_ORDREL_REQ */
};

and send it as an M_PROTO message using putmsg. This corresponds to the XTI
t_sndrel function.
This example has given us a flavor for TPI. The application sends messages down a
stream to the provider (requests) and the provider sends messages up the stream
(replies). Some exchanges are a simple request–reply scenario (binding a local address)
while others may take a while (establishing a connection), allowing us to do something

______________________________________________________streams/tpi_close.c
1 #include

”tpi_daytime.h”

2 void
3 tpi_close(int fd)
4 {
5
struct T_ordrel_req ordrel_req;
6
struct strbuf ctlbuf;
7

ordrel_req.PRIM_type = T_ORDREL_REQ;

8
9
10

ctlbuf.len = sizeof(struct T_ordrel_req);
ctlbuf.buf = (char *) &ordrel_req;
Putmsg(fd, &ctlbuf, NULL, 0);

11
12 }

Close (fd);

______________________________________________________streams/tpi_close.c
Figure 33.12 tpi_close function: send an orderly release to peer.

while we wait for the reply. Our choice of writing a TCP client using TPI was done for
simplicity; writing a TCP server and handling connections as we described in Section 30.7
becomes much harder.
It should be obvious that the mapping from the XTI functions to TPI is very close. On
the other hand, the mapping from sockets to TPI is not as close. Nevertheless, both the
XTI and socket libraries handle lots of the details required by TPI, simplifying our
applications.
We can compare the number of system calls required for the network operations that we have
seen in this chapter, when using TPI versus a kernel that implements sockets within the kernel.
Binding a local address takes two system calls with TPI, but only one with kernel sockets
(TCPv2, p. 454). To establish a connection on a blocking descriptor takes three system calls with
TPI, but only one with kernel sockets (TCPv2, p. 466).

33.7 Summary
XTI is often implemented using streams. Four new functions are provided to access the
streams subsystem, g e t m s g , g e t p m s g , p u t m s g , and p u t p m s g , and the existing i o c t l
function is heavily used by the streams subsystem also.
TPI is the SVR4 streams interface from the upper layers into the transport layer. It is
used by both XTI and sockets, as shown in Figure 33.3. We developed a version of our
daytime client using TPI directly, as an example to show the message-based interface that
TPI uses.

Exercises
33.1

In Figure 33.12 we call putmsg to send the orderly release request down the stream and
then immediately close the stream. What happens if our orderly release request is lost by
the streams subsystem when the stream is closed?

34
XTI: Additional Functions

34.1 Introduction
In the previous chapters we have covered the XTI functions for
•
•
•
•
•
•

TCP clients,
hostname and service name lookups,
TCP servers,
UDP clients and servers,
options, and
the common streams implementation.

This chapter covers the remaining XTI functions.

34.2 Nonblocking I/O
An endpoint can be put into a nonblocking mode. This is done by specifying the
0_NONBLOCK flag in the call to t_open when the endpoint is created, or at a later time
with the fcntl function (as shown in Section 7.10).
The operation of some of the XTI functions changes when the endpoint is nonblocking.
•

t_connect returns immediately with a return of -1 and t_errno set to
TNCDATA. With TCP this call initiates the three-way handshake, and we must call
t_rcvconnect (Section 34.3) to wait for the connection establishment to
complete.
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•

t_rcvconnect returns -1 with t_errno set to TNODATA if a connection is in
progress but has not yet completed.

•

t_listen returns immediately with a return of -1 and t_errno set to TNODATA
when there are no connections ready for the application to call t_accept.

•

The four receive functions, t_rcv, t_rcvudata, t_rcvv, and t_rcvvudata,
return -1 with t_errno set to TNODATA if there is no data available. If some data is
available, that data is returned, even though it may be less than asked for by the
application. (The last two functions mentioned are new; we describe them in Section
34.8.)

•

The four send functions, t_snd, t_sndudata, t_sndv, and t_sndvudata, return
-1 with t_errno set to TFLOW if the provider is not able to accept any data. If some
data can be accepted, then the return value might be less than the amount requested
for t_snd and t_sndv. The two datagram functions write a complete datagram, or
they return an error. (The last two of the four functions listed are new; we describe
them in Section 34.9.)

3 4 . 3 t _ r c v c o n n e c t Function
In the previous section we mentioned initiating a connection in the nonblocking mode
and then waiting for the connection to complete by calling t_rcvconnect.
#include <xti.h>
int

t_rcvconnect(int

fd, s t r u c t

t_call

*recvcall);
Returns: 0 if OK, -1 on error

The sequence of steps typically used with this function are as follows:
1. An endpoint is created using t_open and set nonblocking.
2. t_connect initiates the connection establishment. Since the endpoint is in the
nonblocking mode, this function returns immediately with a value of -1 and t_errno
set to TNODATA.
3. At some later time the process calls t_rcvconnect to determine if the connection
has completed. If the endpoint is no longer in a nonblocking mode (the process has
turned off the nonblocking flag since calling t_connect in step 2), then
t_rcvconnect blocks until the connection is established. If the endpoint is still in a
nonblocking mode, then this call to t_rcvconnect either (a) returns immediately with
a return value of 0 if the connection is established, or (b) returns a value of -1 with
t_errno set to TNODATA if the connection is not vet established.
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Note in the case of a blocking t_connect (the default), the provider returns the information in the t_call structure that is pointed to by the third argument to t_connect.
But with a nonblocking t_connect, this information is returned in the t_call structure that is pointed to by the second argument to t_rcvconnect.
Unless the application converts the endpoint from nonblocking to blocking between
the calls to t_connect and t_rcvconnect (steps 2 and 3 above), calling
t_rcvconnect to determine when a nonblocking connection establishment completes is
a waste.of time, because the application must call t_rcvconnect in a loop of some
form, waiting for the connection to complete (or an error to be returned). This is called
polling. Better techniques for waiting for a nonblocking connection establishment to
complete are to call either select or p o l l (Chapter 6), or to use signal-driven I/O
(Section 34.11).
Recall our discussion of an interrupted connection establishment at the end of Section 15.4. With XTI, if a call to t_connect on a blocking endpoint is interrupted, we just
call t_rcvconnect .to wait for the connection establishment to complete.

3 4 . 4 t _ge t i nf o Function
Recall the t_info structure that is returned by the t_open function (Section 28.2). The
following function returns the same information to the caller.
#include <xti.h>
int t_getinfo(int fd, struct t_info

*info);

Returns: 0 if OK, -1 on error

This function is called, for example, by t _ a l l o c , to obtain the information about an
endpoint that is already open for t _ a l l o c to obtain the required buffer sizes.

3 4 . 5 t _ge t s ta t e Function
Every transport endpoint has a current state associated with it. The following function
returns the current state (an integer value) to the caller.
#include <xti.h>
int t_getstate(int fd);
Returns: current state if OK, -1 on error

The current state is specified by one of the constants shown in Figure 34.1. The final
three columns indicate which states are valid for the different service types (Figure 28.3).
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Figure 34.1 Possible states of an XTI endpoint.

A state transition diagram can be developed to show exactly how the state of a transport endpoint
changes as different XTI functions are called and as different events occur at the endpoint. This diagram
would also show which XTI functions are allowed in the different states. For example, the only function
call allowed in the T_UNINIT state is t_open and the new state becomes T_UNBND. Four events can
occur in the T_UNBND state:
1.
2.

3.
4.

A successful return from t_close changes the state to T_UNINIT.
Calling t_optmgmt is allowed but does not change the state. (What this state transition
diagram cannot show, however, is that the option processing might change depending on the
state. For example, the T_UDP_CHECKSUM option behaves differently in the T_UNBND state,
versus other states.)
A successful return from t_bind changes the state to T_IDLE.
Passing a connection to the endpoint (by t_accept) is allowed, and changes the state to
T_DATAXFER.

Once we get past these first two states, however, the diagram becomes unwieldy, so we will not attempt to
show it.
34.6 t_sync Function
Historically TLI was implemented as a library of functions in SVR3. Consider % pro-gram using TLI that
calls exec as shown in Figure 34.2. Perhaps the program on the left is a listening server that waits for a
connection to arrive and be accepted and then execs the program on the right to handle the client.
(Remember that the process ID does not change across an exec, but the caller's memory is replaced with
the new pro-gram that then begins execution at its main function.)
The problem encountered with this scenario in SVR3 was that state information is maintained in both
the TLI library within the process and in the provider within the kernel. After an exec all of the state
information in the library is discarded, and the library in the new program starts off fresh. The purpose of
the t_sync function was to allow the new program (on the right in Figure 34.2) to synchronize the state of
its library with the provider in the kernel.
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Figure 34.2 TLI implementation when a process calls exec.

With SVR4, however, the need to call t_sync for the scenario that we show in Figure
34.2 disappeared. The TLI library functions could detect the need for performing a
synchronization themselves. For example, if the library has a variable declared as
static int synced;

/* initialized to 0 when program starts */

then each function can begin with the sequence similar to the following:
int
t_connect(fd, ... )
{
if (synced == 0)
t_sync(fd); /* also sets synced = 1 */
...
}

While this handles the case of a process calling exec, there is still one scenario,
albeit rare, where t_sync is required: when multiple processes are sharing an XTI endpoint. In this scenario it is assumed that the processes are cooperating with each other
and that each calls t_sync when it deems necessary (which depends, of course, on the
specifics of the application). One example where t_sync might be necessary is in a
parent—child relationship, if the parent calls t_l is t en and then the child calls
t_accept. The parent would need to call t_sync to update its library copy of the
endpoint state, which might change after the child calls t_accept.
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*include <xti.h>
int t_sync(int fd ) ;
Returns: current state if OK, -1 on error

The successful return from this function is one of the states shown in Figure 34.1.
There is no operation similar to this function in the sockets API.

3 4 . 7 t _ u n b i n d Function
The effect of the t_bind function is undone by t_unbind.
*include <xti.h>
int t_unbind(int fd);
Returns: 0 if OK, -1 on error

This function disables the transport endpoint specified by fd. No further data will be
accepted for this endpoint. t_bind may be called, however, to bind another local address
to the endpoint.
With sockets this operation can be performed only on a connected UDP socket by calling bind
with an invalid address.

3 4 . 8 t _ r c v v and t _ r c v v u d a t a Functions
These two functions extend the t_rcv and t_rcvudata functions to operate on a vector
of buffers, instead of just a single buffer. They provide a scatter read capability.
These two functions and the two described in the next section were introduced with Posix.lg.
The concept of operating on a vector of buffers comes from the ready and write functions,
along with the recvmsg and sendmsg functions.

*include <xti.h>
int t_rcvv(int fd, struct t_iovec *iov, unsigned int iovcnt, int *flags);
int t_rcvvudata(int fd, struct t_unitdata *unitdata,
struct t_iovec *iov, unsigned int iovcnt, int *flags);
Both return: number of bytes read or written if OK, -1 on error

The iov argument to both functions is a pointer to an array of t _ i o v e c structures:
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struct t_iovec {
void
*iov_base; /* starting address of buffer */
size_t iov_1en;
/* length of buffer in bytes */
}

The number of entries in the array is specified by the iovcnt argument. The limit on the
number of entries in the array is given by the constant T_I0V_MAX, defined by including
the <xti.h> header, whose value must be at least 16.
Comparing these new functions to their earlier counterparts we see the following:



The buffer pointer and its length are the middle two arguments to t_rcv.
The buffer pointers and their lengths are in an array of t_iovec structures for
t_rcvv, and the middle two arguments for this function point to this array of
structures and specify the number of entries in the array.



The buffer pointer and its length are in the udata member of the t_unitdata
structure for t_rcvudata. Also, this function returns 0 upon success, with the
actual length of the received datagram in the udata.len member of the
t_unitdata structure.



The buffer pointers and their lengths are in an array of t_iovec structures for
t_rcvvudata. The third argument to this function is a pointer to this array of
structures and the fourth argument is the number of entries in the array. A
pointer to a t_unitdata structure is the second argument to this function and
the addr and opt member are still used (for the sender's protocol address and
any received options), but the udata member is ignored. This function returns
the number of bytes in the datagram as its return value, not 0.

34.9 t_sndv

and t _ s n d v u d a t a Functions

These two functions extend the t_snd and t_sndudata functions to operate on a vector
of buffers, instead of just a single buffer. They are the send counterparts of the two
functions described in the previous section and provide a gather write capability.
#include <xti.h>
int t_sndv (int

fd, struct

t_iovec

*iov,

unsigned int iovcnt , int flags)

;

Returns: number of bytes read or written if OK, -1 on error

int t_sndvudata(int fd, struct t_unitdata *unitdata, struct
t_iovec *iov , unsigned int iovcnt) ;
Returns: 0 if OK, -1 on error

The iov argument to both functions is a pointer to an array of t_iovec structures, which
we showed in the previous section. The number of entries in the array is specified by the
iovcnt argument.
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The output buffers are specified by the two middle arguments to t_sndv, replacing the
two middle arguments to t_snd. For the datagram functions, the output buffer is
specified by the udata member of the t_unitdata structure with t_sndudata but by the
iov vector with t_sndvudata. The udata member of the t_unitdata structure is ignored
by t_sndvudata.

34.10 t_rcvreldata

and t _ s n d r e l d a t a Functions

If we send an orderly release with t_sndrel (Section 28.9) we cannot send data with the
orderly release notification (the only argument to the function is a descriptor), but if we
send a disconnect with t_snddis (Section 28.10), we can send data (the udata member
of the t_call structure). We find the same limitation for t_rcvrel, compared to
t_rcvdis. To get around this limitation XTI invented two new functions that send and
receive data with an orderly release.
_______________________________________________________________________________________
#include <xti.h>
int t_sndreldata(int
int t_rcvreldata(int

rd,

const struct t_discon *discon)

fd,

struct t_discon *discon);

Both return: 0 if OK, -1 on error

The difference between these two functions and t_sndrel and t_rcvrel is the addition
of the second argument (a pointer to a t_discon structure).
These functions are useful only when the provider supports the sending of data with
an orderly release, as indicated by the T_ORDRELDATA flag in the flag member of the
t_info structure (Figure 28.4). If supported, the amount of orderly release data is limited
to the value of the discon member of the t_info structure.
TCP does not support this optional feature.

34.11

Signal-Driven I/O

Signal-driven I/O is provided by the streams system, not XTI. The signal name is SIGPOLL
and the signal is not delivered just because the process installs a signal handling function
for the signal. The process must also tell the kernel that it wants to receive the signal by
issuing the I_SETSIG streams ioctl request, specifying which conditions should
generate the signal. This is similar to what we must do to receive the SIGIO and SIGURG
signals that we described for the sockets API.
The third argument to ioctl is an integer value that specifies the conditions for which
a SIGPOLL signal should be generated. If this value is 0, the process will no longer receive
the SIGPOLL signal for the stream. This value can also be formed as the logical OR of the
following constants:
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S_BANDURG

If this flag is specified in conjunction with S_RDBAND, the SIGURG signal will
be generated instead of SIGPOLL when a message in a priority band
greater than 0 can be read.

S_ERROR

The stream is in error.

S_HANGUP

A hangup message has reached the stream head.

S_HIPRI

A high-priority message can be read.

S_INPUT

This is equivalent to S_RDNORM S_RDBAND and means that a message with
any band (including 0) can be read.

S_OUTPUT

The write queue just below the stream head is no longer flow controlled for
normal messages (band 0).

S_MSG

A streams signal message is at the front of the stream's read queue

S_RDNORM

A normal message (band 0) can be read.

S_RDBAND

A message in a priority band greater than 0 can be read

S_WRNORM

Equivalent to S_OUTPUT.

S_WRBAND

The write queue is no longer flow controlled for messages in a priority
band greater than 0.
The S_BANDURG flag is used by the sockets API when it is implemented using
streams.
There is no output equivalent for S_HIPRI. This is because putmsg and putpmsg do
not block when sending a high-priority message: these messages are not flow
controlled.
The streams signal SIGPOLL is used for both signal-driven I/O and for the notification of the arrival of out-of-band data. This corresponds to the two signals SIGIO
and SIGURG that we described with the sockets API.

The default action for S I G P O L L is to terminate the process, so when using this signal
we must establish the signal handler and then call i o c t 1 to enable the signal.
There is a conflict between the default action of SIGPOLL, which we just said terminates the
process, and SIGIO. Posix.lg specifies that the default action of SIGIO is to be ignored. Since
SVR4 systems define these two signals to be the same, these systems will have to change the
default action for SIGPOLL to be ignored, to be Posix.lg compliant.

Even though the S I G P O L L signal can be generated for numerous conditions, typical
applications that do not deal with out-of-band data are interested in only S_RDNORM and
S_WRNORM.

34.12 Out-of-Band Data
Out-of-band data is called expedited data by XTI. Support for this feature is provided by the
transport provider and the streams system. We mentioned in Chapter 33 that
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out-of-band data is often implemented as normal-priority data in priority band 1. Normal
data (i.e., not out-of-band data) is in priority band 0.
We also mentioned in Chapter 33 that since TCP's out-of-band data is not true expedited data (in
the XTI sense), it is actually implemented in band 0, not band 1.
Everything that we said in Chapter 21 about the support for out-of-band data with
TCP, and the mapping of TCP's urgent mode into out-of-band data, applies to XTI just like
sockets.
Out-of-band data is sent with the XTI t_snd function by specifying a flags argument of
T_EXPEDITED. This flag value is also returned to the caller by the t_rcv function.
We cannot use the read and write functions when writing an application that deals
with out-of-band data (recall our xti_rdwr function in Section 28.12). We must use
t_snd and t_rcv.
Since TCP's out-of-band data corresponds to normal-priority messages in band 0, to
receive SIGPOLL when out-of-band data arrives requires that we specify S_RDNORM when
we call ioctl with a request of I_SETSIG (Section 34.11). Since this also generates the
signal when normal data arrives, if we want to differentiate between normal data and outof-band data, we must call t_look from our signal handler and check for either T_DATA or
T_EXDATA (Figure 28.9). XTI sets the event T_EXDATA as soon as a TCP segment with an
urgent pointer is received, and this event remains set until all data up through the urgent
pointer has been received.
SIGPOLL corresponds to the SIGURG signal for sockets.

If using p o l l to await the arrival of out-of-band data (Section 6.10), the events
member of the po11fd structure must be set to POLLRDNORM since it appears as normal
data in band 0. We will verify that TCP's out-of-band data appears as normal data to p o l l
in Figures 34.4 and C.5. Also note that this treatment of out-of-band data with XTI differs
from sockets, which considers out-of-band data as belonging to a priority band.
Using poll corresponds to calling select and waiting for an exception condition, but poll
does not tell us what type of data arrived: we must call t_look and t_rcv.
Recall that by default the sockets API removes a received out-of-band byte from%he normal
stream of data, placing it into its own special 1-byte buffer that the application reads using recv
with the MSG_00B flag. There is nothing similar to this mode with XTI: TCP's out-ofband data
is always received inline, something we have to enable with sockets using the SO_OOBINLINE
socket option.
We now look at a few examples to see how signal-driven I/O and p o l l work with
XTI's out-of-band data.

Example Using sIGpoLL
Figure 34.3 is a program that uses SIGPOLL to be notified when data is available on an XTI
endpoint.
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________________________________________________________________ xtioob/tcprecv0l.c
1 #include

"urpxti.h"

2 #define NREAD

100

3 int

listenfd, connfd;

4 void

sig_poii(int);

5 int
6 main(int argc, char **argv)
7 {
8
int
n, flags;
9
char
buff[NREAD + 1];

/* +1 for null at end */

10
11
12
13
14
15

if (argc == 2)
listenfd = Tcp_listen(NULL, argv[1], NULL);
else if (argc == 3,)
listenfd = Tcp_listen(argv[1], argv[2], NULL);
else
err_quit("usage: tcprecvtl [ <host> ] <port#>");

16

connfd = Xti_accept(listenfd, NULL, NULL);

17
18

Signal(SIGPOLL, sig_poll);
Ioctl(connfd, I_SETSIG, S_RDNORM);

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35 }

for ( ; ; ) {
flags = 0;
if ( (n = t_rcv(connfd, buff, NREAD, &flags)) < 0) {
if (t_errno == TLOOK) {
if ( (n = T_look(connfd)) == T_ORDREL) {
printf(“received T_ORDREL\n");
exit(0);
} else
err_quit("unexpected event after t_rcv: %d", n);
}
err_xti("t_rcv error");
}
buff(n] = 0;
/* null terminate */
printf("read %d bytes: %s, flags = %s\n",
n, buff, Xti_flags_str(flags));
}

36 void
37 sig_poll(int signo)
38 {
39
printf("SIGPOLL received, event = %s\n", Xti_tlook_str(connfd));
40 }
__________________________________________________________________ xtioob/tcprecvOl .c
Figure 34.3 Receive normal and out-of-band data using SIGPOLL on an XTI endpoint.

10-16

Create listening endpoint and wait for connection
We call our tcp_listen function to create a listening endpoint and then our
xti_accept function waits for a connection to arrive and accepts it.
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Establish signal handler
17-18

19-34

We call signal to establish a signal handler for SIGPOLL and then call ioctl to
enable the signal to be generated when normal data arrives for the endpoint.
Loop, reading data
We call t_rcv to receive the data, handling an orderly release when the peer closes
the connection. We print the data bytes that are received, along with the flags returned
by t_rcv. Our function xti_flags_str returns a pointer to a message describing the
flags that are passed as an argument.
Signal handler

36-40

Our signal handler just prints a message that includes the current event for the endpoint. Our function xti_tlook_str calls t_look and returns a pointer to a message
describing the current event for the endpoint.
We start this program and then run the program from Figure 21.3 as the client. Here
is the output from our server:
unixware % tcprecvOl 9999
read 3 bytes: 123, flags = 0
SIGPOLL received, event = T_EXDATA
read 1 bytes: 4, flags = T_EXPEDITED
SIGPOLL received, event = T_DATA
read 2 bytes: 56, flags = 0
SIGPOLL received, event = T_EXDATA
read 1 bytes: 7, flags = T_EXPEDITED
SIGPOLL received, event = T_DATA
read 2 bytes: 89, flags = 0
SIGPOLL received, event = T_ORDREL
received T_ORDREL

The first 3 bytes are received as normal data but SIGPOLL is not generated. This is a
timing issue. Recall from Figure 2.5 that the client's connect (or t_connect if XTI is
being used) returns one-half an RTT before the server's accept (or t_accept), given how
the TCP three-way handshake operates. This gives the client a head start in sending its
first segment of data, and we see in this example that the first 3 bytes arrive before we
establish our signal handler.
We then receive SIGPOLL and the event is T_EXDATA. t_rcv returns a flag of
T_EXPEDITED. We can see from the remaining lines of output that each time a TCP
segment arrives, SIGPOLL is generated, and we must call t_look to see what event has
occurred.
When we have read all the data and are notified that the client closed its end of the
connection, the signal is generated and the event is T_ORDREL, as expected.

Example Using poll
Our next example, shown in Figure 34.4, uses the p o l l function.
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________________________________________________________________ xtioob/tcprecv03.c
1 *include

"unpxti.h"

2 #define NREAD
3 int

100

listenfd, connfd;

4 int
5 main(int argc, char **argv)
6 {
7
int
n, flags;
8
char
buff[NREAD + 1];
9
struct pollfd pollfd[l];
10
11
12
13
14
15

/* +1 for null at end */

if (argc == 2)
listenfd = Tcp_listen(NULL, argv[1], NULL);
else if (argc == 3)
listenfd = Tcp_listen(argv[1], argv[2], NULL);
else
err_quit("usage: tcprecv03 [ <host> ] <port#>");

16

connfd = Xti_accept(listenfd, NULL, NULL);

17
18

pollfd[0].fd = connfd;
pollfd[0].events = POLLIN;

19
20

for ( ; ; ) {
Poll(pollfd, 1, INFTIM);

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
}
39 }

printf("revents = %x\n", pollfd[0].revents);
if (pollfd[0].revents & POLLIN) {
flags = 0;
if ( (n = t_rcv(connfd, buff, NREAD, &flags)) < 0) {
if (t_errno == TLOOK) {
if ( (n = T_look(connfd)) == T_ORDREL) {
printf("received T_ORDREL\n");
exit(0);
} else
err_quit("unexpected event after t_rcv: %d", n);
}
err_xti("t_rcv error");
}
buff[n] = 0;
/* null terminate */
printf("read %d bytes: %s, flags = %s\n",
n, buff, Xti_flags_str(flags));
}

_______________________________________________________________________________xtioob/tcprecv03.c
Figure 34.4 Receive normal and out-of-band data using p o l l on an XTI endpoint.

Wait for client connection
10-16

The creation of the listening endpoint and accepting the client's connection have not
changed from Figure 34.3.
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Prepare for poll
We allocate a 1-element p o l l f d array and initialize it to tell us when normal or priority data arrives for our connected endpoint.

17-18

19-38

Call poll
We call p o l l with an infinite time limit. When it returns, we print the revents
member of our p o l l f d structure to see what type of data has arrived. If the event is
POLLIN, we call t_rcv to read the data and print the data and the returned flags.
We run this program with Figure 21.3 as the client (the same client as in the previous
example).
unixware % tcprecv03 7777
revents = 1
read 3 bytes: 123, flags = 0
revents = 1
read 1 bytes: 4, flags = T_EXPEDITED
revents = 1
read 2 bytes: 56, flags = 0
revents = 1
read 1 bytes: 7, flags = T_EXPEDITED
revents = 1
read 2 bytes: 89, flags = 0
revents = 1
received T_ORDREL

Each time poll returns, the event is 1, which is P O L L I N on this system. t_rcv
tells us the type of data being returned through the returned flags.

34.13 Loopback Transport Providers
Many implementations of XTI provide a loopback transport provider. The names in
the netconfig file are normally ticlts, ticots, and ticotsord for the three types
of XTI providers (Figure 28.3). The ti prefix stands for "transport independent."
These three names are also the filenames in the / dev directory for t_open.
Unix domain sockets are often implemented on streams-based systetßts using
two of these three providers: ticlts is used for SOCK_DGRAM sockets, and either
ticots or ticotsord is used for SOCK_STREEAM sockets, depending which of the two
appears first in the netconfig file.
One point to be aware of, when using these providers directly with XTI, is that the
addresses used are called flex a d d r e ss e s , which are just arbitrary strings of one or more
bytes. These addresses are not null terminated; their length is specified by the len
member of the netbuf structure containing the address. But the addr member of the
t_info structure can be returned as -1 (T_INFINITE), causing t_alloc not to
allocate a buffer for the address.
One of the differences between TLI and XTI is the handling of T_INFINITE by t_alloc.
TLI would allocate a 1024-byte buffer by default, while XTI does not allocate a buffer.
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34.14 Summary
Nonblocking I/O is enabled for an XTI endpoint by specifying the 0_NONBLOCK
in the call to t_open, or anytime later with f c n t l . The changes are similar
to the changes with sockets when an endpoint is made nonblocking, with the
exception of a nonblocking t_connect. We can wait for this to complete with
the t _ r c v c o n n e c t function.
Four new I/O functions are defined by XTI to operate on vectors of buffers:
t_rcvv,t_rcvvudata,t_sndv,andt_sndvudata.
Signal-driven I/O is enabled for an XTI endpoint using i o c t l , and we
also must specify all the conditions under which the signal is to be generated:
one of the S_xxx flags. Out-of-band data is sent by t_snd when the
T_EXPEDITED flag is set. Nothing special need be done to receive out-of-band
data: t _ r c v returns a flag of T_EXPEDITED. A signal can also be generated
when out-of-band data arrives.
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blocking I/O model, 144-145
BOOTP (Bootstrap Protocol), 47, 52, 470-471
Bootstrap Protocol, see BOOTP
Border Gateway Protocol, routing protocol, see
BGP
Borman, D. A., 35-36, 43, 48, 95, 99, 544, 671, 838,
964, 966
Bostic, K., 19, 968
Bound, J., xix-xx, 26, 62, 199, 300, 463, 497, 965
Bourne shell, 24
Bowe, G., xix
BPF (BSD Packet Filter), 30, 32, 87, 703-706, 708,
723
Braden, R. T., 35-36, 40-41, 187, 209, 219, 369, 472,
509, 533, 544, 671, 838, 891, 964, 966
Bradner, S., 26, 964
Briggs, A., xix broadcast,
183, 469-486
address, 470-472
flooding, 495
IP fragmentation and, 477-478
multicast versus, 490-493
storm, 473
versus unicast, 472-475
BSD (Berkeley Software Distribution), 19
networking history, 19
Packet Filter, see BPF
BSD/OS, 19-21, 23, 67, 88, 98-99, 133, 155, 185,
198, 231, 345,359, 375, 390, 429,433-434, 456,
471, 477, 503,538-539, 572, 377,721,
728-729, 740,742, 744, 751, 907,914, 919, 926,
934, 938, 945,950-951
buf member, 769-770, 790-791, 854
buffer sizes, 46-50
buffering, double, 705
BUFFSIZE constant, definition of, 918
BUFLEN constant, 451
bufmod streams module, 706
Butenhof, D. R., xix, 602, 964
byte manipulation functions, 69-70
byte order
big-endian, 66
functions, 66-69
host, 66, 92, 100, 110, 138, 657, 660, 927
little-endian, 66
network, 59, 68, 70, 100, 141, 251-252, 277,
657-658, 660, 930
byte-stream protocol, 9, 29, 32, 83, 87, 360, 378, 397,
580, 766
C standard, C9X, 15
c a l i c o function, 437, 618
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canonical name record, DNS, see CNANIE

caplen member, 722
carriage return, see CR
CDE (Common Desktop Environment), 26
CERT (Computer Emergency Response Team), 99,
945
chargen program, 51, 176, 257, 347, 940, 945
check_dup function, 526-527 check_loop
function, 526 checksum, 964
ICMPv4, 657, 670-671, 719, 896
ICMPv6, 658, 671-672, 896 IGMP,
671
IPv4, 198, 657, 671
IPv4 header, 885
IPv6, 200, 658, 887
TCP, 671
UDP, 230, 456, 458, 671, 708-725, 840
Cheswick, W. R., 99, 637, 964 Child
structure, 747-748, 752
child_makn function, 737, 740-741, 743, 745, 751
child_make function, 737, 743, 745, 747
child.h header, 747
CIDR (classless interdomain routing), 888-889
Cisco, 21
Clark, E., xx
Clark, J. J., xx
classless address, 888-889
classless interdomain routing, see CIDR

i

cleanup function, 714, 725 c l
structure, 806, 809-812, 817 client
structure, 691, 693-696, 699 client-server
design alternatives, 727-760
examples road map, 16-17
heartbeat functions, 581-585
clock resolution, 151
clock time, 81
clock_gettime function, 631
close
active, 36-38, 40-41, 51, 926, 928, 933
passive, 36-38
simultaneous, 37-38
close function, 12, 15, 34, 36-37, 53, 91, 104, 107,
110, 126, 160-161, 176, 187-190, 207, 302303, 408, 422, 424, 608, 633, 696, 798, 805806, 814, 866, 927, 931, 945, 949
definition of, 107
CLOSE_WAIT state, 38
CLOSED state, 37-38, 52, 91, 93, 191
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c l o s e l o g function, 333-335
definition of, 334
CLOSING state, 38
Clouter, M., xx
CMSGDATA macro, 386, 837
definition of, 364
CMSG_FIRSTRDR macro, 365, 534, 837
definition of, 364
CMSG_LEN constant, 917
CMSG_LEN macro, 365
definition of, 364
CMSG_NXTHDR macro, 365, 534, 837
definition of, 364
CMSG_SPACE constant, 917
CMSG_S PACE macro, 365
definition of, 364
c r o s g _ c o n t r o l member, 365
crosg_dara member, 363-364, 386, 648, 651
crosg_ien member, 361, 363-365, 652
crosg_ e v e l member, 361, 363, 561-562, 649,
652-653
crosg_ty p e member, 361, 363, 561-562, 649,
652-653
orris ghdr'structure, 361, 363-365, 371, 386,
560-562, 648-649, 651-652
definition of, 363
CN 11eIE (canonical name record, DNS), 238, 241,
244
code field, ICVIP, 896
coding
style, 7, 12
TLV, 646
Comer, D. E., 192, 964
commit protocol, two-phase, 370
Common Desktop Environment, see CDE
communications
endpoint, XTI, 763
provider, XTI, 763
completed connection queue, 94
completely duplicate binding, 195-197, 530, 934
Computer Emergency Response Team, see CERT
Computer Systems Research Group, see CSRG
concurrent programming, 624
concurrent server, 15, 104-106
one child per client, TCP, 732-736
one thread per client, TCP, 752-753
port numbers and, 44-46
UDP, 557-559
condition variable, 627-631
c o n f i g . h header, 386, 919-920
c o n f i g u r e program, 919
configured tunnel, 894
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congestion avoidance, 370, 422, 541, 966
CONIND_number member, 858, 860
c o r n _ r e q structure, 861
c o n n e c t function, xvi-xvii, 7-8, 11, 13, 25, 27, 3435, 43, 53, 58, 63, 65, 89-91, 93, 95 , 98 , 108,
110, 114, 116-117, 124, 129, 135, 141, 192, 196197, 208, 211, 213, 217, 22 1, 224-228, 231232, 241, 254, 263, 265-266, 270-271, 275,
277, 282, 286, 295, 309, 329, 334, 350-351, 354,
369-372, 377-378, 382, 394-395, 398, 409410, 412-413, 415, 417-419, 421, 424, 620,
622, 633, 643, 656, 659, 685, 689, 693, 736, 767,
771-772, 782, 794, 798, 819, 824, 878, 904, 907908, 927, 932-933, 937, 945-946, 960
definition of, 89
interrupted, 413
nonblocking, 409-422
timeout, 350-351
UDP, 224-227
connect indication, 797
c o n n e c t member, 765-766
c o n n e t t _ n o r b function, 410, 415
source code, 411
c o n n e c t _ t i m e o function, 350
source code, 350
connected TCP socket, 100
connected GDP socket, 224
connection
abort, a c c e p t function, 129-130
establishment, TCP, 34-40
persistent, 735
queue, completed, 94
queue, incomplete, 94
termination, TCP, 34-40
connectionless, 32
connection-oriented, 32
c o n n i d streams mödule, 391
c o n s t qualifier, 69, 93, 151
Conta, A., 896, 964
continent-local multicast scope, 490
control information, see ancillary data
conventions
source code, 6
typographical, 7
Coordinated Universal Time, see UTC
copy
deep, 279
shallow, 279
copy-on-write, 601
c o p y t o function, 605, 957
c o r e file, 133, 337
CORRECT prim member, 863
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c p i o program, 24
CPU_VENDOR_0S constant, 67
CR (carriage return), 9, 910, 928
crashing and rebooting of server host, 134-135
crashing of server host, 133-134
Crawford, M., 489, 965
credentials, receiving sender, 390-394
creeping featurism, 661
crop program, 332, 334
CSRG (Computer Systems Research Group), 19
ctermid function, 611 ctime function, 14-15,
611, 805
ctime_r function, 611
CTL_NET constant, 455-457
daemon, 15
definition of, 331
process, 331-347
daemon_inetd function, 344-346
source code, 344
daemon_init function, 335-339, 344, 346, 945
source code, 336
daemon oroc variable, 336, 344, 922
data formats, 137-140
binary structures, 138-140
text strings, 137-138
Data Link Provider Interface, see DLPI
datagram
service, reliable, 542-553
socket, 31
truncation, UDP, 539
datalink socket address structure, routing socket,
446
Davis, J., xx
daytime program, 51, 329, 945
DCE (Distributed Computing Environment), 542
RPC, 52
deadlock, 928
debugging techniques, 903-914
deep copy, 279
Deering, S. E., 47, 200, 488-489, 498, 646, 651, 653,
885-886, 892-893, 896, 964-965, 967-968
delayed ACK, 203-204, 209, 935 delta time, 630
denial-of-service attack, 99, 167, 423, 945
descriptor
passing, 381-389, 685, 746-752
reference count, 107, 383 set,
151
design alternatives, client-server, 727-760
DEST_length member, 861 DEST_offset
member, 861
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destination
address, IPv4, 885
address, IPv6, 886
IP address, recvmsg function, receiving,
532-538
options, IPv6, 645-649
unreachable, fragmentation required, ICMP, 47,
688, 897
unreachable, ICMP, 89-90, 134, 185, 221, 679,
681-682, 688, 691, 772, 780, 782, 824-825,
864, 897-898, 959
destructor function, 616
detached thread, 604
Detailed Network Interface, see DNI
/dev/bpf device, 713
/dev/console device, 332
/dev/icmp device, 764, 784
i dev/ ipx device, 784
!dev/klog device, 332
i dev/kmem device, 441, 443
dev/log device, 332
/dev nspx2 device, 784
i dev; null device, 337, 627
dev i rawip device, 784
dev / top device, 764, 784, 800, 843, 857, 904
deviticits device, 764, 784
!dev/ticots device, 764,784
/dev/ticotsord device, 764, 784
/ dev; udp device, 764, 784, 843
/dev; xtii tcp device, 843 i
dev/xti/udp
device, 843
!dev/zero device, 740, 746
Dewar, R. B. K., 68, 965
DF (don't fragment flag, IP header), 47, 406, 688,
884, 897
DG structure, 592
dg_c1i function, 216-218, 227-228, 351, 353-354,
381, 475, 480, 483-484, 486, 502, 544, 688, 937
dg_echo function, 214, 216-217, 228, 231,
380-381, 536, 592, 594
dg_send_recv function, 544, 546, 549-550, 563
source code, 547
DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol), 52
Digital Equipment Corp., xx Digital Unix, xx, 2123, 59, 67, 99, 133, 228, 233,
240, 302, 304-305, 446, 477, 503, 626,
728-729, 744-745, 751, 753, 756, 765,
815-816, 950-951 disaster,
recipe for, 399, 609 discard
program, 51, 945 discon member,
765, 767, 777, 874 DISCON_reason
member, 863
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diskless node, 31, 470
DISPLAY environment variable, 373
Distributed Computing Environment, see DCE
DL_ATTACH_REQ constant, 706
DLPI (Data Link Provider Interface), 30, 32, 87,
703, 706-708, 723, 852, 969
DLT_EN10MB constant, 721
DNI (Detailed Network Interface), 25
DNS (Domain Name System), 9, 47, 52, 211,
237—240, 252, 370, 705
absolute name, 237
alternatives, 240
canonical name record, see CNAME
mail exchange record, see MX
pointer record, see PTR
resource record, see RR
round robin, 733
simple name, 237
do_child function, 961 do_get_read
function, 621—623, 631 do_parent
function, 961 dom_tamily member, 88
Domain Name System, see DNS domain
structure, 88 don't fragment flag, IP
header, see DF dotted-decimal notation,
888 double buffering, 705
Doupnik, J., xix
driver, streams, 850
dual-stack host, 239, 261—265, 267, 280, 283, 288,
291—292, 308
definition of, 32
dup function, 739
dup2 function, 341
duplicate
lost, 41
wandering, 41
Durst, W., 274
Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol, see DHCP
dynamic port, 42
EACCES error, 184, 475, 860
EADDRBUSY error, 860 EADDRINUSE
error, 93, 413, 554, 933
EAFNOSUPPORT error, 72, 226
EAGAIN error, 398, 572, 577, 603
EAI_ADDRFAMILY constant, 279
EAI_AGAIN constant, 279
EAI_BADFLAGS constant, 279
EAI_FAIL constant, 279
EAI_FAMILY constant, 279
EAI_MEMORY constant, 279
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EAI_NODATA constant, 279
EAI_NONAME constant, 279
EAI_SERVICE constant, 279
EAI_SOCKTYRE constant, 279
EAI_SYSTEM constant, 279
EBUSY error, 705
echo program, 51, 133, 329, 347, 945
echo reply, ICMP, 655, 661, 897—898
echo request, ICMP, 655, 659, 661, 897—898, 952
ECONNABORTED error, 130, 423—424
ECONNREFUSED error, 13, 89, 228, 378, 412, 688,
825, 863, 897—898
ECONNRESET error, 132, 135, 185, 774, 778, 782,
933
EDESTADDRREQ error, 225
EEXIST error, 454
EHOSTDOWN error, 898
EHOSTUNREACH error, 90, 134, 185—186, 688, 864,
897—898
EINPROGRESS error, 398, 409—410
EINTR error, 79, 123—124,127,151, 168, 234, 351,
413, 424, 476, 484, 486, 582, 595, 682, 717, 950
EINVAL error, 435, 537, 568, 572, 691, 927
EISCONN error, 225, 412
EMSGSIZE error, 49, 477, 688, 897, 937
encapsulating security payload, see ESP
end of option list, see EOL
endnetconfig function, 784, 802, 959
definition of, 785 endnetpath
function, 794, 822
definition of, 786 endpoint state,
XTI, 869 ENETUNREACH error, 90,
134, 184
ENOBUFS error, 50
ENOMEM error, 455
ENOPROTOOPT error, 182, 371, 537, 897—898
ENOSPC error, 72
ENOTCONN error, 225, 371, 412
environ variable, 104
environment variable
DISPLAY, 373
LISTENQ, 96, 802
NETPATH, 784-786, 792, 800
PATH, 22, 104
RES_OPTIONS, 245,247
EOL (end of option list), 635, 638, 957
EOPNOTSUPP error, 537
ephemeral port, 42—45, 77, 89, 91—93, 101, 110, 112,
217-218, 222, 232, 300, 378, 558, 685, 689, 695,
927, 951, 959
definition of, 42
EPIPE error, 132—133, 928, 959
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Epoch, 14, 551
EPROTO error, 130,423-424,742
EPROTONOSUPPORT error, 325
Eriksson, H., 899, 965 ,
e r r _do l t function, source code, 922
e r r dump function, 922
source code, 922 err_msg
function, 338, 922
source code, 922
e r r _ q u i t function, 11, 131, 346, 922
source code, 922 e r r _ r e t function, 922
source code, 922
e r r _ s y s function, 8,11-12,90,228,577,779,922
source code, 922 e r r _ x t i
function, 768, 922
e r r _ x t i _ r e t function, 922
errata availability, xix
errno variable, 11-13,28,72,130,132,153-154,
156, 171,184-185, 221, 243,
388, 412,
302-303, 333, 351,
687, 699, 549
767-768, 774
602-603, 685, 386
778-779, 782, 794, 825, 896-898, 922, 925
error
asynchronous, 212,221,224,685-702,824-826,
829
functions, 922-924
hard, 89
soft, 89
e r r o r member, 769, 825
ERROR_prim member, 860
ESP (encapsulating security payload), 645, 963, 967
ESRCH error, 454
ESTABLISHED state, 37-38, 52, 91, 94-95, 117,
129, 928
/ e t c / h o s t s file, 240
/ e t c / i n e t d . conf file, 339-340, 345
/ e t c / i r s . c o n f file, 240
/etc/netconfig file, 784-785, 796, 800, 904
/ e t c / n e t s v c . c o n f file, 240
/ e t c / n e t w o r k s file, 256 e t c / n s s w i t c h .
conf file, 240
" e t c / r c file, 331,339
/ e t c / r e s o l e . conf file, 226, 240, 245, 275
/ e t c / s e r v i c e s file, 51,251-252,277,345,945
/ e t c / s v c . c o n f file, 240 ; e t c / s y s l o g . conf
file, 332, 334, 346 ETH_P_ALL constant, 707
ETH_?_ARP constant, 707 ETH_P_IP constant,
707 ETH_P_IPV6 constant, 707
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Ethernet, 31, 39, 46, 48, 53, 183, 192, 263, 431,
433-434, 441, 446, 461, 472-474, 477-478,
488-489, 491-492, 707, 721-722, 884, 894,
926, 950-951
ETIME error, 630
ETIMEDOUT error, 12, 89-90, 134, 185-186, 351, 412,
549, 863, 931, 936
ETSDU (expedited transport service data unit),
765-766
etsdu member, 765-766
EUI (extended unique identifier), 431, 468, 893, 966
e v e n t structure, 173
e v e n t s member, 170-171, 876
EWOULDBLOCK error, 145, 188, 191,354,397-398,
401, 403, 424, 568, 576-577, 58. 4, 597, 958
examples road map, client-server, 16-17
exec function, 24, 81, 102-104, 108-109, 137,
268-269, 339-340, 342-344, 382-384, 386,
602, 736, 760, 870-871, 946
exec]. function, 386
detinition of, 103
e x e c v e function, definition of, 103
e x e c i p function, 104 definition of, 103
execv function, definition of, 103
execve function, 103
definition of, 103
execvp function, 104
definition of, 103
exercises, solutions to, 925-962
exit function, 9, 37, 104, 118, 126, 208, 368-369,
372, 388, 559, 605-606, 922, 946
expedited data, see out-of-band data
expedited transport service data unit, see ETSDU
exponential backoff, 543, 717
extended unique identifier, see EUI
extension headers, IPv6, 645
external data representation, see XDR
F_CONNECTING constant, 418-419, 421
F_DONE constant, 421, 622
F_GETFL constant, 206
F_GETOWN constant, 205-207, 427
F_JOINED constant, 632
F_READING constant, 419, 421
F_SETFL constant, 205-206,428,590
F_SETOWN constant, 205-207,427,590
F_UNLCK constant, 744
F_WRLCK constant, 744
f _ f l a g s member, 419
f _ t i d member, 621
FAQ (frequently asked question), 132, 194
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FASYNC
constant,
206
fattach function, 849
fc_gid
member,
390
fc_groups member, 390
fc_login member, 390
fc_ngroups member, 390-391
fc_rgi d member, 390
fc_ruid member, 390
fc_uid member, 390
fcnt1 function, 104, 177, 205-207, 401, 410,
426-428, 567, 569, 590, 595, 743-744, 867, 881
definition of, 206
fcred structure, 364, 390-391
definition of, 390 fd
member, 170-173
FD_CLOEXEC constant, 104
FD_CLR macro, 343
definition of, 152
FD_ISSET macro, 152
definition of, 152 FD_SET macro, 156, 622
definition of, 152
FD_SETSIZE constant, 152, 155, 165, 171
FD_ZERO macro, 156
definition of, 152
fd_set datatype, 151-153, 171
FDDI (Fiber Distributed Data Interface), 31,
488-489
fdopen function, 366-367
Feng, W., xix
Fenner, W. C., xix, 198, 965
f f lush function, 367-369
fgets function, 15,111, 115-116, 118, 130, 132,
155, 157, 217, 367-368, 399, 475, 849,
927-928, 936
Fiber Distributed Data Interface, see FDDI
FIFO (first in, first out), 215, 376, 809
FILE structure, 369, 605
file structure, 416, 421, 621, 632, 739
file table entry, 104-105, 383
File Transfer Protocol, see FTP
fileno function, 156,367
filtering
ICMPv6 type, 660-661
imperfect, 492
perfect, 492
FIN (finish flag, TCP header), 36-37, 167, 369-370,
704
FIN_WAIT_1 state, 37-38 FIN_WAIT_2
state, 38, 118, 131, 957
finish flag, TCP header, see FIN
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Fink, R., 893, 965

FIOASYNC constant, 205, 427-428, 590
FIOGETOWN constant, 427-428 FIONBIO
constant, 205, 427-428 FIONREAD constant,
205, 366, 372, 427-428 FIOSETOWN
constant, 427-428 firewall, 908, 964
first in, first out, see FIFO
f lags member, 765, 767, 769, 841
flex address, XTI, 880
flock structure, 744
flooding
broadcast, 495
SYN, 99, 964
flow control, 33
UDP lack of, 228-231
flow information, 886
flow label field, IPv6, 886
FNDELAY constant, 206
(open function, 849
fork function, xvii, 15, 24, 44, 85, 102-105, 108,
110, 112, 116, 122, 129, 162, 215, 235, 268,
335-336, 339-340, 342-344, 346-347, 382383, 386, 391, 395, 407-409, 424, 509,
554, 557-559, 601-603, 605, 607-608, 624,
633, 643, 727-728, 730-733, 735-737, 739-740,
747, 752, 760, 806, 808, 945, 957-958
definition of, 102
format prefix, 892-893
formats
binary structures, data, 138-140
data, 137-140
text strings, data, 137-138
fpathconf function, 193
fprintf function, 302-303,333,336,338,401, 404
fputs function, 9, 11, 111, 115, 156-157, 217,
367-369, 399, 582, 606, 931
FQDN (fully qualified domain name), 237, 243,
250, 275, 299, 327
fragmentation, 47-49, 486, 645, 657, 659, 688, 884,
887, 897-898, 926, 938, 958
and broadcast, IP, 477-478
and multicast, IP, 504
offset field, IPv4, 884
frame type, 473, 475, 492, 707
Franz, M., xx
free function, 325, 467, 609, 800
free_ifi_info function, 431, 438, 522
source code, 439
freeaddrinfo function, 278-279, 286, 304, 315,
325
definition of, 279
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FreeBSD, 19-20, 198, 369, 592, 636
f r e e n e t c o n f i g e n t function, 792
frequently asked question, see FAQ
Friesenhahn, R., xix
f s e e k function, 367
f s e t p o s function, 367
f s t a t function, 81
f s t a t program, 914
FTP (File Transfer Protocol), 9, 19, 52, 186, 197, 199,
252, 268, 271, 334, 342, 586, 799, 926, 963, 968
fudge factor, 95, 99, 459
full-duplex, 33, 377
Fuller, V., 889, 965
fully buffered standard I/O stream, 368
fully qualified domain name, see FQDN
function
destructor, 616
system call versus, 903
wrapper, 11-13
g a _ a i s t r u c t function, 311-312, 314-315,
320-322, 329
g a _ c i o n e function, 315, 319
g a _ e c h e c k function, 306, 324
g a _ n s e a r c h function, 307, 309-310
g a _ p o r t function, 315, 317, 319, 324
g a _ s e r y function, 314-315, 317, 324
g a _ u n i x function, 306, 320
g a i _ h d r .h header, 305
g a i _ s t r e r r o r function, 278-279
definition of, 278
Garfinkel, S. L., 15, 965
Gari Software, xix
g a t e d program, 184, 445, 655
gather write, 357, 873
generic socket address structure, 60-61
g e t _ i f i _ i n f o function, 429-439, 443, 459-462,
513, 515-517, 520, 553
source code, 434, 460
g e t _ r t a d d r s function, 452, 461, 464
g e t a d d r i n f o function, 10, 15, 82, 256, 270,
273-286, 291-294, 296, 298, 302, 304-307,
309, 314, 317, 325, 328, 394, 563, 665, 689, 783,
788, 792, 794, 796, 944-945, 953
definition of, 274
examples, 282-284
implementation, 305-327
IPv6 and Unix domain, 279-282
g e t c _ u n l o c k e d function, 611
g e t c h a r _ u n l o c k e d function, 611
g e t c o n n i n f o function, 274
g e t g r i d function, 611
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g e t g r i d _ r function, 611
g e t g r n a m function, 611
g e t g r n a m _ r function, 611
g e t h o s t b y a d d r function, 35, 237, 239-240, 245,
247-249, 255-257, 270, 273, 299-302, 304,
327, 329, 610, 783, 938, 940
definition of, 248 IPv6 support, 249
g e t h o s t b y a d d r _ r function, 303-305
definition of, 304
g e t h o s t b y n a m e function, 35, 237, 239-250,
252-253, 255-257, 263, 265, 270, 273, 278,
280-281, 287, 299-305, 312, 317, 329, 610,
783, 796, 940-941, 943, 945
definition of, 241
g e t h o s t b y n a me 2 function, 246-249, 256, 280,
301, 312
definition of, 246
g e t h o s t b y n a m e _ r function, 303-305
definition of, 304
g e t h o s t e n t function, 256
g e t h o s t n a m e function, 250-251, 257, 711, 940
definition of, 251
g e t i f a d d r s function, 429
g e t l o g i n function, 611
g e t i o g i n _ r function, 611
getmsg function, 144, 722-723, 849, 853-855, 858,
860, 862-866, 903-907
definition of, 854
g e t n a me i n f o function, 82, 256, 270, 273, 278, 290,
298-300, 302-303, 305, 325, 327, 329, 679,
796, 945
definition of, 298
implementation, 305-327
g e t n a m e i n f o _ t i m e o function, 329
g e t n e t b y a d d r function, 255
g e t n e t b y n a m e function, 255
g e t n e t c o n f i g function, 784-785, 787, 796, 800,
827, 959
definition of, 785
g e t n e t c o n f i g e n t function, 792
g e t n e t p a t h function, 787, 792, 794, 800, 820
definition of, 786
g e t o p t function, 642-643, 712
g e t p e e r n a me function, 43, 58, 64, 107-110, 137,
269, 286, 299, 344-345, 412, 791
definition of, 108 g e t p i d function, 604
getpmsg function, 849, 853, 855, 866
definition of, 855
g e t p p i d function, 102, 949
g e t p r o t o b y n a m e function, 255
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g e t p r o t o b y n u m b e r function, 255
getpwnam function, 342, 611
getpwnam_r function, 611
g e t p w u i d function, 611
g e t p w u i d _ r function, 611
g e t r l i m i t function, 931
g e t r u s a g e function, 735, 737
g e t s function, 15
g e t s e r v b y a d d r function, 255
g e t servbyname function, 237,251-256,278, 287,
3017302, 315, 317, 340, 783
definition of, 251
g e t s e r v b y p o r t function, 237, 251-255,
301-302, 327
definition of, 252
g e t s o c k n a me function, 58, 64, 93, 107-110, 135,
137,'195, 223, 232, 299, 374-376, 685, 695. 791,
927, '944
definition of, 108
g e t s o c k c p t function, 66,153-154,177-182,184,
198-199, 201, 208, 269-270, 412, 421, 495,
537, 562, 636-637, 640, 643-644, 654, 660,
835, 841, 844, 848
definition of, 178
g e t t i m e o f d a y function, 513-514, 525, 550-551,
630-631, 666
g e t u i d function, 714
g f _ t i m e function, 404
source code, 404 Gierth, A., xix, 422, 965
GIF (graphics interchange format), 415, 735
Gilliam, W., xx
Gilligan, R. E., 26, 62, 199, 300, 463, 497, 965
global mufticast scope, 490
Glover, B., xx
gmtime function, 611
gmtime_r function, 611
gn_ipv46 function, 326-327
goto, nonlocal, 482, 717
g p i c program, xx
Grandi, S.,. xx
graphics interchange format, see GIF
g r e p program, 118, 925
group ID, 390-391, 393, 602
g t b l program, xx
h_addr member, 241
h _ a d d r _ l i s t member, 241-242, 250, 314, 940
h _ a d d r t y p e member, 241-242,249,943
h _ a l i a s e s member, 241-242
h _ c n t member, 788
h _ e r r n o variable, 243,303-304,312
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. _ h o s t member, 787
h _ h o s t s e r v s member, 788
h__length member, 241-242, 246-247, 249, 257,
940
h_name member, 241-242, 248-249, 256
h _ s e r y member, 787 hacker,
15, 99, 644, 702, 964
half-close, 37, 161, 776, 910
half-open connection, 186, 207
Handley, M., 504, 965
Hanson, D. R., xix-xx
hard error, 89
Hathaway, W., xix
Haug, J., xx
HAVE_MSGHDR_MSG_CONTROL constant, 386, 920
HAVE_SOCKADDR_SA_LEN constant, 59, 920
hdr structure, 546,548-549,953
head, streams, 850
header
checksum, IPu4, 885
extension length, 645, 650
length field, IPv4, 883
heartbeat functions, client-server, 581-585
h e a r t b e a t _ c l i function, 582, 584
source code, 583
F e a r t b e a t _ s e r y function, 584
source code, 585
Hewlett-Packard, xx
High-Performance Parallel Interface, see HIPPI
high-priority, streams message, 170, 852
Hinden, R., 200, 489, 646, 651, 653, 885-886,
892-893, 965-966, 968
HIPPI (High-Performance Parallel Interface), 46
history, BSD networking, 19
Hofer, K., xix
Hogue, J., xix
home p a g e function, 416-417, 621-622
hop count, routing, 440
hop limit, 40, 200-201, 489, 496, 498, 500, 561-562,
670, 673, 676, 678, 688, 886-887, 898
hop-by-hop options, IPv6, 645-649
host byte order, 66, 92, 100, 110, 138, 657, 660, 927
Host Requirements RFC, 964
HOST_NOT_FOUND constant, 243
HOST_SELF constant, 800
h o s t _ s e r y function, 284-285, 417, 639, 643, 665,
677, 713
definition of, 284
source code, 284
h o s t e n t structure, 241-242,245-250,255-256,
303-304, 940 definition of, 241
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hostent_data structure, 304
HP-UX, xx, 21, 67, 98-99, 228, 233, 240, 302,
304-305, 765, 781, 815-816
hstrerror function, 243-244
HTML (Hypertext Markup Language), 415, 735
htonl function, 68, 92, 141, 930
definition of, 68
[tons function, 8, 251
definition of, 68
HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol), 9, 37, 52, 93,
96-97, 194, 370, 413, 417, 421, 540, 622, 732,
735, 913
Huitema, C., 238, 969
Hypertext Markup Language, see HTML
Hypertext Transfer Protocol, see H 1 11

I_PUSH constant, 856, 904
I_RECVFD constant, 382, 391
I_SENDFD constant, 382
I_SETSIG constant, 856, 874, 876
I_STR constant, 904
IANA (Internet Assigned [lumbers Authority), 4243, 282, 329
IBM, xx
ICMP (Internet Control Message Protocol), 31, 52,
185, 221, 228, 655, 659, 661, 673, 825-826, 913,
934, 937
address request, 659, 897
code field, 896
destination unreachable, 89-90, 134, 185, 221,
679, 681-682, 688, 691, 772, 780, 782, 824825, 864, 897-898, 959
destination unreachable, fragmentation
required, 47, 688, 897
echo reply, 655, 661, 897-898
echo request, 655, 659, 661, 897-898, 952
header, picture of, 896
message daemon, implementation, 685-702
packet too big, 47, 688, 898
parameter problem, 646, 897-898
port unreachable, 221, 225, 228, 236, 473, 673,
679, 681, 688, 708, 726, 824-825, 829, 897898, 937, 951
redirect, 445, 456, 897-898
router advertisement, 655, 660, 897-898
router solicitation, 655, 897-898
source quench, 688, 897
time exceeded, 673, 679, 681, 688, 897-898
timestamp request, 659, 897
type field, 896
ICMP6_FILTER socket option, 199, 660, 670
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ICMP6_FILTER_SETBLOCK macro, definition of,
660

ICMP6_FILTER_SETBLOCKALL macro, definition
of, 660

ICMP6_FILTER_SETPASS macro, definition of,
660

ICMP6_FILTER_SETPASSALL macro, definition
of, 660

ICMP6_FILTER_WILLBLOCK macro, definition of,
660

ICMP6_FILTER_WILLPASS macro, definition of,
660

icmp6_filter structure, 179, 199, 660
icmpcode_v4 function, 682
icmpcode_v6 function, 682
icmpd program, 685, 688, 690-702, 825, 831, 958
icmpd_dest member, 688
icmpd_err member, 687-688, 690, 699
icmpd_errno member, 687
i cmpd_ f ill member, 688
icmpd. h header, 691
ICMPv4 (Internet Control Message Protocol version
4), 31, 655, 660, 685, 885, 896-898
checksum, 657, 670-671, 719, 896
header, 663, 673
message types, 897
ICMPv6 (Internet Control Message Protocol version
6), 31, 200, 655, 658, 685, 896-898
checksum, 658, 671-672, 896
header, 663, 675
message types, 898
socket option, 199
type filtering, 660-661
identification field, IPv4, 884
IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission)
24, 966
IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers), 24-25, 431, 468, 488, 893, 966
IEEEIX, 24
IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force), 26, 892,
963
if_freenameindex function, 463-467
definition of, 463
source code, 467
if_index member, 463, 918
if_indextoname function, 463-467, 500, 537
definition of, 463
source code, 465
if_msghdr structure, 447, 461
i f_name member, 463, 467, 918
f_name index function, 446, 463-467
definition of, 463
source code, 466
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f_nameindex structure, 463, 466-467, 918
definition of, 463
i f _ n a m e t o i n d e x function, 446,463-467,

500-501
definition of, 463
source code, 464
ifa_msghdr structure, 447
i f am_addrs member, 448, 452
i f c_buf :member, 429-430
i f c _ 1 e n member, 66, 428, 430
i f c _ r e q member, 429 i f c o n f
structure, 66, 427-430
i f c o n f i g ' program, 22-23, 93, 205, 432, 439
IFF_BROADCAST constant, 439
IFF_POINTOPOINT constant, 439
IFF_PROMISC constant, 707 1FF_UP
constant, 439 I F I _ A L I A S constant, 518 i f
i _ h l e n ' member, 433, 437, 461
i f i _ i n f o structure, 429, 431, 433, 435, 437-438,
443, 459, 461, 516, 522, 553
i f i _ n e x t . m e m b e r , 431 i
fm_addrs member, 448, 452
i f m _ t y p e . .member, 461
IFNAMSIZ constant, 463
r_addr member, 429, 439-440
i f r_broadaddr member, 429, 440, 443
i f r _ d a t a member, 429
i f r_ds t addr member, 429, 440, 443
_ f l a g s member, 429,439
i f r _ m e t r i c member, 429, 440
i f r_name' member, 430, 439

i f req structure, 427-430, 435, 437, 439, 443, 500
IFT_NONE constant, 535
IGMP (Internet Group Management Protocol), 31,
493, 655, 659-660, 885
checksum, 671
ILP32, programming model, 27
imperfect filtering, 492
implementation
ICMP message daemon, 685-702
ping program, 661-672
t r a c e r o u t e program, 672-685
i m r _ i n t e r f a c e member, 496, 500
imr_multiaddr member, 496
IN6_IS_ADDR_LINKLOCAL macro, definition of,
267
IN6_IS_ADDR_LOOPBACK macro, definition
of, 267
IN6_IS_ADDR_MC_GLOBAL macro, definition of,
267
IN6_IS_ADDR_MC_LINKLOCAL macro, definition
of, 267
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IN6_IS_ADDR_MC_NODELOCAL macro, definition
of, 267
IN6_IS_ADDR_MC_ORGLOCAL 'macro, definition
of, 267
IN6_IS_ADDR_MC_SITELOCAL macro, definition
of, 267
IN6_IS_ADDR_MULTICAST macro, definition of,
267
IN6_IS_ADDR_SITELOCAL macro, definition of,
267
IN6_IS_ADDR_UNSPECIFIED macro, definition
of, 267
IN6_IS_ADDR_V4COMPAT macro, definition of,
267
IN6_IS_ADDR_V4MAPPED macro, 263, 268, 271,
665
definition of, 267
in6_addr structure, 61, 179, 242, 248
i n 6 _ p k t i n f o structure, 532, 560-562, 653
definition of, 561
IN6ADDR_ANY_INIT constant, 92, 277, 280, 308,
374, 561, 895
IN6ADDR_LOOPBACK_INIT constant, 895
in6addr_any constant, 92, 895
in6addr_loopback constant, 895
in_addr structure, 60, 179, 242, 248, 266, 496-497
definition of, 58
i n _ a d d r _ t datatype, 59-60
in_cksum function, 670-671
source code, 672
in_pcbdetach function, 130
i n _ p k t i n f o structure, 532, 534, 917
definition of, 532 i n _ p o r t _ t datatype, 59
INADDR N ANY constant, 14, 44, 92, 112,116, 198,
214, 277, 280, 308, 374, 496-497, 771, 857, 891,
927
INADDR_LOOPBACK constant, 891
INADDR_MAX_LOCAL_GROUP constant, 927
INADDR_NONE constant, 71, 916, 927
i n - a d d r . arpa domain, 238, 248-249
in-band data, 565
incarnation, definition of, 41
incomplete connection queue, 94
index, interface, 201, 449, 457, 461, 463-467,
496-497, 499-501, 509, 561, 653
INET6_ADDRSTRLEN constant, 72, 75, 243, 917
i n e t 6 _ o p t i o n _ a l l o c function, 649
definition of, 648
i n e t 6 _ o p t i o n _ a p p e n d function, 649
definition of, 648
i n e t 6 _ o p t i o n _ f i n d function, 649
definition of, 649
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in . e t 6 _ o p t i o n _ i n i t function, 648–649

definition of, 648
i n e t 6 _ o p t i o n _ r e x t function, 649
definition of, 649
i n e t 6 _ o p t i o n _ s p a c e function, 648, 652
definition of, 648
i n e t 6 _ r t h d r _ a d d function, 652
definition of, 651
i n e t 6 _ r t h d r _ g e c a d d r function, 653
definition of, 652
i n e t 6 _ r t h d r _ g e t f l a g s function, 653
definition of, 652
i n e t 6 _ r t h d r _ i n i t function, 652
definition of, 651 i n e t 6 _ r t _ d r _ l a s t h o p function, 652
definition of, 651
_ n e t 6 _ r t h d r _ r e v e r s e function, 653
definition of, 652
U-et6_rthdr_segments function, 653
definition of, 652
i r e t 6 _ r t h d r _ s p a c e function, 651–652
definition of, 651
?IET_ADDRSTRLEN constant, 72, 75, 916
_NET_IP constant, 836
___et_addr function, 8, 57, 70–72, 83
definition of, 71
_ n e t _ a t o n function, 70–72, 83
definition of, 71
i n e t _ n t o a function, 57, 70–72, 302, 611
definition of, 71
i n e t _ n t o p function, 57, 71–75, 82, 100, 243, 300,
302–303, 327, 329, 441, 537
definition of, 72
IPv4-only version, source code, 74
i n e t pton function, 8, 11, 57, 71–74, 82–83, 291,
302, 310–311, 941
definition of, 72
IPv4-only version, source code, 74
i n e t _ p t o n _ l o o s e function, 83
i n e t _ s r c r t _ a d d function, 639, 641
l n e t _ s r c r t function, 638, 641
i n e t _ s r c r t _ p r i n t function, 640
i n e t d program, xviii, 51, 104, 108–109, 144, 268,
331–332, 339 –347, 503, 531, 558–559, 735,
760, 914, 945–946, 951, 957
Information Retrieval Service, see IRS
INFTIM constant, 171, 918
i r . i t program, 122, 135, 949
initial thread, 602
i n . r d i s c program, 655
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, see
IEEE
i n t 1 6 _ t datatype, 59
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i n t 3 2 _ t datatype, 59, 765
i n t 8 _ t datatype, 59
interface
address, UDP, binding, 553–557
configuration, i o c t l function, 428
ID, 893
index, 201, 449, 457, 461, 463–467, 496 –497,
499–501, 509, 561, 653
index, recvmsg function, receiving, 532–538
logical, 891
loopback, 22, 434, 707, 714, 722, 764, 784, 891
message-based, 856
operations, i o c t l function, 439–440
UDP determining outgoing, 231–233
International Electrotechnical Commission, see IEC
International Organization for Standardization, see
ISO
International Telecommunication Union, see ITU
Internet, 5
Internet Assigned Numbers Authority, see IANA
Internet Control Message Protocol, see ICMP
Internet Control Message Protocol version 4, see
ICMPv4
Internet Control Message Protocol version 6, see
IC.M1Pv6
Internet Draft, 963
Internet Engineering Task Force, see IETF
Internet Group Management Protocol, see IGMP
Internet Protocol, see IP
Internet Protocol next generation, see IPng
Internet Protocol version 4, see IPv4
Internet Protocol version 6, see IPv6
Internet service provider, see ISP
Internetwork Packet Exchange, see IPX
interoperability
IPv4 and IPv6, 261–271
IPv4 client IPv6 server, 262–265
IPv6 client IPv4 server, 265–267
sockets and XTI, 780
source code portability, 270
interprocess communication, see IPC
interrupts, software, 119
I/O
asynchronous, 149, 428, 589
definition of, Unix, 366
model, asynchronous, 148
model, blocking, 144–145
model, comparison of, 149
model, I/O, multiplexing, 146–147
model, nonblocking, 145
model, signal-driven, 147
models, 144–149
multiplexing, 143–176
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multiplexing I/O, model, 146-147
nonblocking, 77, 154, 206, 355-356, 365,
7
397-424, 428, 591, 595, 59 , 773, 867-868,
931, 958
signal-driven, 184, 206, 589-599
standard, 156, 303, 366-369, 372, 399, 582, 946,
967-968
synchronous, 149
ioctl function, 25, 177, 205, 250, 366, 372, 382,

391, 425-426,428-429, 434-435, 437-4 .43,
445, 459, 500,530, 567, 572, 590, 592, 595, 705,
707,714, 781,849-850, 855, 866, 874-876,
878,881, 904,906
ARP cache operations, 440-441
definition of, 426, 855
file operations, 427-428
intertace configuration, 428
interface operations, 439-440
routing table operations, 442-443
socket operations, 426-427
streams, 855-856
10V_MAX constant, 357
iov_base member, 357, 873
Icv_'_en member, 357, 360, 873
i o v e c structure, 357-358, 360, 546
definition of, 357
1P Internet Protocol), 31
address, determining, local host, 250
fragmentation and broadcast, 477-478
fragmentation and multicast, 504
routing, 883
spoofing, 99, 964
version number field, 883, 885
'_o6. ins domain, 238,248
I P_ADD_MEMBERSHI P socket option, 179, 496 I
P_DRO P_MEMBERSHIP socket option, 179,

496-497
IP_HDRINCL socket option, 179,197-198, 636,
656-658, 671, 673, 705, 708, 713, 719
IP_MULTICAST_IF socket option, 179, 496-497,
958
IP_MULTICAST_L00P socket option, 179, 496, 498
IP_MULTICAST_TTL socket option, 179, 496, 498,
884, 958
IP_ONESBCAST socket option, 471, 911
IP_OPTIONS socket option, 179, 198, 635-636,
644, 654, 838, 957
IP_RECVDSTADDR socket option, 179, 195, 198,
223, 359, 361-363, 531-532, 534, 537-538,
553, 561-562, 592, 910
ancillary data, picture of, 361
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IP RECVIF socket option, 179, 197-198,362,446,
532, 534, 537, 553, 562, 592

ancillary data, picture of, 535
IP_TOS socket option, 179, 198-199, 836, 839, 884,
905, 910
IP_TTL socket option, 179, 199, 201, 673, 678, 836,
839, 884, 910
i p _ i d member, 660, 720
ip_1en member, 657, 660
ip_mreq structure, 179, 496, 500
definition of, 496
ip_o f f member, 657, 660

IPC (interprocess communication), xviii, 373-374,
484-486, 601
ipii_addr member, 561
ipi6_ifindex member, 561
_pi_addr member, 532, 917
ipi_i11 index member, 532, 917
IPng (Internet Protocol next generation), 886
i p o p t _ d s t member, 640 i o c p t _ l i s t member,
640 ipoption structure, definition of, 640
IPPROTO_UGP constant, 656 IPPROTO_ICMP
constant, 636 IPPROTO_I^_MPV6 constant, 179, 199,
658, 660 TPPROTO_IP constant, 197, 270, 361-362,
535, 636 I ? ? R 0 0 0 _ I P V 6 - constant, 199, 270, 362,
560-562,
648-649, 652
y? P R O T O _ R A W constant, 657
I P P R O T O _ U D P constant, 201, 277, 325, 370
IPPROTO_UDP constant, 277 I?TOS_LOWCOST
constant, 199 IPTOS_LOWDELAY constant,
199 IPTOS_RELIABILITY constant, 199
IPTOS_THROUGHPUT constant, 199
IPv4 (Internet Protocol version 4), 31
address, 887-891
and IPv6 interoperability, 261-271
checksum, 198, 657, 671
client IPv6 server, interoperability, 262-265
destination address, 885 fragment offset field,
884 header, 663, 673, 883-885 header
checksum, 885 header length field, 883
header, picture of, 884 identification field,
884 multicast address, 487-489 options, 198,
635-637, 682, 838, 885
protocol field, 885
server, interoperability, IPv6 client, 265-267
socket address structure, 58-60
socket option, 197-199
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source address, 885
source routing, 637-645
total length field, 884
IPv4-compatible IPv6 address, 249, 894-895
IPv4/IPv6 host, definition of, 32
IPv4-mapped IPv6 address, 83, 246-249, 262-269,
280, 292, 312, 665, 894
IPi4 constant, 305
IPv6 (Internet Protocol version 6), 31
address, 892-895
and Unix domain, g e t a d d r i n f o function,
279-282
backbone, see 6bone
checksum, 200, 658, 887
client IPv4 server, interoperability, 265-267
destination address, 886 destination options,
645-649 extension headers, 645 flow label
field, 886
header, 663, 675, 885-887 header,
picture of, 885 hop-by-hop options,
645-649 interoperability, IPv4 and,
261-271
multicast address, 489
next header field, 886
payload length field, 886
receiving packet information, 560-562
routing header, 649-653
server, interoperability, IPv4 client, 262-265
socket address structure, 61-62
socket option, 199-201
source address, 886
source routing, 649-653
sticky options, 653-654
support, g e t h o s t b y a d d r function, 249
IPv6 constant, 305
IPV6_ADD_MEMBERSHIP socket option, 179, 496
IPV6_ADDRFORM socket option, 179, 200, 268-271
IPV6_CHECKSUM socket option, 179, 200, 658
IPV6_DROP_MEMBERSHIP socket option, 179,
496-497
IPV6_DSTOPTS socket option, 179, 200, 362, 647,
649
ancillary data, picture of, 648
IPV6_HOPLIMIT socket option, 179, 200-201,
362, 562, 886
ancillary data, picture of, 560
IPV6_HOPOPTS socket option, 179, 200, 362,
647-649
ancillary data, picture of, 648
IPV6_MULTICAST_HOPS socket option, 179, 496,
498, 561, 886
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IPV6_MULTICAST_IF socket option, 179,
496-497, 561
IPV6_MULTICAST_LOOP socket option, 179, 496,
498
IPV6_NEXTHOP socket option, 179, 200, 362, 562
ancillary data, picture of, 560
IPV6 PKTINFO socket option, 179, 201, 223, 362,
497, 553, 561-563, 592
ancillary data, picture of, 560
IPV6_PKTOPTIONS socket option, 179, 201,
653-654
IPV6_RTHDR socket option, 179, 201, 362, 651
ancillary data, picture of, 652
IPV5 RTHDR LOOSE constant, 652-653
IPV6_RTHDR_STRICT constant, 652-653
I?V6_RTHDR_TYPE_0 constant, 651
IPV6_UNICAST_HOPS socket option, 179, 201,
561-562, 673, 678, 886 ipv6_mreq structure, 179,
496, 501
definition of, 496
i p v 6 m r _ i n t e r f a c e member, 496, 501
i p v 6 m r _ m u l t i a d d r member, 496
IPX (Internetwork Packet Exchange), 754, 968
IRS (Information Retrieval Service), 240
i s f d t y p e function, 81-82 definition of,
81
source code, 82
ISO (International Organization for
Standardization), 18, 24, 966
ISO 8859, 506
ISP (Internet service provider), 889, 893
iterative, server, 15, 104, 215, 732
ITU (International Telecommunication Union), 507

Jackson, A., 647, 966
Jacobson, V., 35-36, 41, 504, 541, 543-544, 657, 704,
707, 799, 838, 913, 964-967
Jamin, S., xix
Johnson, D., xix
Johnson, M., xx
Johnson, S., xix
joinable thread, 604
Jones, R. A., xix-xx
Josey, A., 26, 966
Joy, W. N., 95, 966
jumbo payload length, 646
jumbogram, 886
Kacker, M., xix

Karels, M. J., 19, 274, 968
Karn, P., 543, 966
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Kam's algorithm, 543
Kaslo, P., xx
Katz, D., 488, 636, 647, 966
kdump program, 907
keepalive option, 185-186, 201, 209, 581, 839,

935-936
Kent, S. T., 636, 645, 967
Kernighan, B. W., xix-xx, 12, 922, 967
Key structure, 613-614, 616
k i l l program, 130, 132, 958
Korn, D. G., 369, 582, 967
KornShell, 133, 245, 786
kp_onoff member, 840
kp_timeout member, 840 ksh
program, 117
k t r a c e program, 907
Kureshi, Y., xix

1 _ f i x e d p t member, 511
l _ l e n member, 744
1 _ l i n g e r member, 187-188, 208, 422, 777,

837-838
1 o n o f member, 187, 208, 422, 777, 837-838
1_s t a r t member, 744 1 _ t y p e member, 744
1_whence member, 744
Lampo, M., xix
LAN' (local area network), 5, 33, 202, 409, 470, 478,

487, 490-493, 511, 541-542, 586, 893, 899, 901
Lanciani, D., 88, 209, 967
last in, first out, see LIFO
LAST_ACK state, 38
latency, scheduling, 151
lazy accept, 798-799
leader
process group, 335
session, 335-336
leak, memory, 304
Leisner, M., xix
len member, 722, 769-770, 772, 779, 790-791, 804,
835, 837, 844, 854, 880 Leres, C., 913
l e v e l member, 835
LF (linefeed), 9, 910, 928
Li, T., 889, 965
l i b p c a p library, 703,707-708
LIFO (last in, first out), 809, 814
lightweight process, 601
Lin, J. C., 192, 964
line buffered standard I/O stream, 369
linefeed, see LF
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l i n g e r structure, 178-179, 933
definition of, 187
link-local
address, 895
multicast group, 489
multicast scope, 490
Linux, xx, 19, 21-23, 30, 67, 87, 98-99, 151, 221, 228,

233, 477, 503, 592, 657, 660, 703, 707-708, 712,
722-723, 725, 950
l i s t e n function, 12, 14, 34-35, 91, 93-100, 110, 112,
116, 122, 129, 166, 192, 194, 197, 271, 277, 288,
297, 340, 346, 369, 693, 736, 751, 771, 802, 815816, 927, 936
backlog versus XTI queue length, 815-816
definition of, 94
LISTEN state, 38, 93, 116-118, 346, 797, 802, 933
L i s t e n wrapper function, source code, 96
listening socket, 44, 99
LISTENQ constant, 14, 811
definition of, 918
LISTENQ environment variable, 96, 802
little-endian byte order, 66 Liu, C., 238,
256, 963
LLADDR macro, definition of, 446
local area network, see LAN
local host IP address, determining, 250
: l o c a l service, 282-283, 293, 306, 326, 947
LOCAL_CREDS socket option, 390-391
l o c a l time function, 611 l o c a l
t i m e _ r function, 611
LOG_ALERT constant, 333
LOG_AUTH constant, 334
LOG_AUTHPRIV constant, 334
LOG_CONS constant, 335
LOG_CRIT constant, 333
LOG_CRON constant, 334
LOG_DAEMON constant, 334, 347
LOG_DEBUG constant, 333
LOG_EMERG constant, 333
LOG_ERR constant, 333, 922
LOG_FTP constant, 334
LOG_INFO constant, 333, 922
LOG_KERN constant, 334
LOG_LOCAL0 constant, 334
LOG_LOCAL 1 constant, 334
LOG_LOCAL2 constant, 334
LOG_LOCAL3 constant, 334
LOG_LOCAL4 constant, 334
LOG_LOCALS constant, 334
LOG_LOCAL6 constant, 334
LOG_LOCAL7 constant, 334
LOG_LPR constant, 334
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_Y.AIL constant, 334 ~CG_NDELP.Y constant, 315
I_:ons constant, 334
LOG_)TOTICE constant, 333, 347
LOG_PERROR constant, 335
LOG_PID constant, 335
G_SYSLOG constant, 334
LOG_T SER constant, 334, 337—338, 346
S30 00CP constant, 334
LLG_19ARNING constant, 333
l o g g e r program, 335 logical
interface, 891
login name, 340, 342, 393
long-fat pipe, 36, 193, 208, 544, 838, 966
definition of, 36
loom program, xx
loopback
address, 100, 309, 333, 395, 538, 591, 895
broadcast, 474, 515,526
interface, 22, 434, 707, 714, 722, 764, 784, 891
logical, 474 498
multicast, 496, 498, 500, 503, 509, 515, 523, 526
physical, 474, 498
routing, 161, 197, 468
transport provider, XTI, SSO
loose source and record route, scc LSRR
lost datagrams, UDP, 217—218
lost duplicate, 41
Lothberg, P, 892, 965, 968 LP64,
programming model, 27 1s
program, 376
1seeie function, 148, 367,004
_eof program, 914
LSRR (loose source and record route), 636—635,
651
Lucchina, P., xx
M_DAGA constant, 853—854, 864—865, 906
'r1_PCPROTO constant, 853—854,858,863, 906
M_PROTC constant, 853—854,858,861, 863, 865
MAC (medium access control), 431, 446, 893
machine member, 250
mail exchange record, DNS, see MX
main thread, 602
ma 11oc function, 27, 218, 275, 277—279, 287, 290,
304, 386, 467, 475, 592, 609, 613—614, 633, 695,
788, 822
management information base, see MIB
Marques, P., xx
Maslen, T. M., 305, 967
Maufer, T., 493, 967
?{_IPOPTLEN constant, 640
MAXFILES constant, 416

In

MAXHOSTNAiMELEN constant, 251
maximum segment lifetime, sec \ISL
maximum segment sire, sec MSS
maximum transmission unit, sec MTU
maxi en member, 769—770, 790—791, 821, 841,
MAXLINE constant, 7,79,81,517,829, 915
definition of, 918
NAXLOGNAPNE constant, 300
P-tAXSOCKADDR constant, 110, 286—287, 345
definition of, 918
MBone (multicast backbone), xx, 21, 487, 529,
899—901, 952
session announcements, 504—507
m c a s t _ g e t _ i S function, 499—502
definition of, 499 T c a s t _ g e t _ l o o p
function, 499—502
definition of, 499 m c a s t _ g e t _ t t 1
fnction, 499—502
definition of, 499
mcast_joir_ function, 499—502, 505, 509, 513
definition of, 499
source code, 501 n c a s t _ l e a v e
function, 499—502
definition ot, 499
m c a s t s e t i f function, 499—502,523,530
definition ot, 499
m c a s t _ s e t _ l o o p function, 499—502, 509, 523
definition of, 499
source code, 503
m c a s t _ s e t _ t t 1 function, 499—502
definition ot, 499 McCann, J.,
xix, 47, 967 McCanne, S., 704,
707, 913, 967
McDonald, D. L., 88, 645, 967
McKusick, M. K., 19, 968 medium
access control, see MAC
memcmp function, 69—70, 218
definition of, 70
memcpy function, 69—70, 257, 812, 817, 821—822,
858, 940—941, 961
definition of, 70
memmove function, 70, 812, 817, 941, 961
memory leak, 304
memset function, 8,69—70,917
definition of, 70
Mendez, T., 469, 968
message
high-priority, streams, 170, 852
normal, streams, 170, 852
priority band, streams, 170, 852
types,
ICMPv4,
897
types,
ICMPv6,
898
types, streams, 852—854
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message-based interface, 856
meter function, 740
Metz, C. 4V., xix-xx, 88, 967
Meyer, D., 490, 968
MF (more fragments flag, IP header), 884
MIS (management information base), 455
Michigan, University of, xix Milliken, W.,
469, 968
Mills, D. L., 511, 968
min function, 821
minimum link MTU, 46
minimum reassembly buffer size, 47
mkfifo function, 382
mktemp function, 744
mmap function, 24, 740, 746, 904-905
MODE_CLPENT constant, 513, 523
MODE_SERVER constant, 527
modules, streams, 850
Mogul, J. C., 47, 889-890, 967-968 more
fragments flag, IP header, see MF MORE
Slag member, 865 MORECTL constant,
855
MOREDATA constant, 855
mrouted program, 655, 900-901, 952
MSG_A ü constant, 855
MSG BAND constant, 855
MSG 3CAS7 constant, 359, 538 MSG_CTRUNC
constant, 359-360 MSG_DONTROOTE constant,
184, 355-356, 359
MSG DONTWAIT constant, 355-356, 359, 365
MSG_EOF constant, 356, 370-371
MSG_EOR constant, 356, 359-360, 370, 395, 947
MSG_HIPRI constant, 855, 906 MSG_MCAST
constant, 359, 538
MSG_00B constant, 191, 205, 355-356, 359-360,
566-569, 572, 574, 576-577, 586, 774, 876
MSG_PEEK constant, 355-356, 359, 365-366, 372,
383, 910, 946
MSG_TRUNC constant, 359-360, 538-539
MSG_WAITALL constant, 79, 355-356, 359, 397
msg_accrights member, 358, 383, 386, 388
msg_accrightslen member, 358
msg_control member, 358, 361-363, 365, 383,
386, 534
msg_controllen member, 66, 358, 360, 362-363,
365
msg_f lags member, 357-360, 362, 532, 534, 539,
947
msg_iov member, 358
msg_iovien member, 358 msg_ n ame
member, 358, 361 msg_nameien member,
66, 358, 361, 53 . 4
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msghdr structure, 66, 357-358, 360-362, 365, 383,

389, 532, 534, 539, 546 definition of, 358
MSL (maximum segment lifetime), 38, 40-41, 141,
187, 927
definition of, 40
MSS (maximum segment size), 36, 39, 48-50, 53,
192, 202, 208, 369, 371, 834, 840, 910, 926,
932-933
definition of, 35, 202
option, TCP, 35
MTU (maximum transmission unit), 18, 22-23, 4649, 192, 477-478, 540, 657, 688, 887, 898,
926, 950
definition of, 46
discovery, path, definition of, 47
minimum link, 46
path, 49, 53, 202, 406, 688, 887, 933, 968
path, definition of, 46
multicast, 487-530
address, 487-490
address, administratively scoped IPv4, 490
address, IPv4, 487-489 address, IPv6, 489
backbone, see MBone group
address, 487 group, all-hosts,
488 group, all-nodes, 489
group, all-routers, 488-489
group ID, 487
group, link-local, 489
group, transient, 489
group, well-known, 489, 504, 517
IP fragmentation and, 504
on WAN, 493-495 routing
protocol, 493 scope, 268,
489-490 scope, continentlocal, 490 scope, global,
490 scope, link-local, 490
scope, node-local, 490
scope, organization-local, 490
scope, region-local, 490
scope, site-local, 490
sending and receiving, 507-510
socket option, 495-499
versus broadcast, 490-493
MULTICAST constant, 23
multihomed, 44-45, 93, 112, 137, 218, 220, 222, 232,
253 -254, 282, 472-473, 496, 513, 515, 538,
702, 712, 787, 891, 937
multiplexor, streams, 851
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mutex, 622-627
MX (mail exchange record, DNS), 238, 243-244,
256
my_addrs function, 250, 257, 441, 940
source code, 250, 940
my_lock_init function, 743-744, 746
my_lock_release function, 746
mvlcck_ssa_t function, 746
my_open function, 383, 385, 388
my_read function, 81, 618
mycat program, 383-384
mydg_echo function, 554-555

n_addrs member, 787
cnt member, 787
Nagle algorithm, 209, 357, 935
definition of, 202
name member, 835
name server, 239-240, 248, 270, 275, 703, 708, 717,
725
National Optical Astronomy Observatories, see
NOAO
___device member, 785
nc flag member, 785
nc_lackuos member, 785 c
_netid member, 785
niockups member, 785 ncproto member, 7S5
nc p r o t o f m l y member, 785
nc_semantics member, 785
nc_unused member, 785
_ S I D
A D G R L I S T
constant, 788
' iD H O S T S E R V I I S T constant, 788
nd_addrlist structure, 787-788, 794, 322
definition of, 787
nd_hostsery structure, 787-788, 792, 796
definition of, 787
nd_hostservlist structure, 788
definition of, 788
neighbor discovery, 895
Nelson, R., xix
Nemeth, E., xix, 35, 968
Net/1, 20, 644
Net/2, 20, 657
Net/3, 20, 356
NET_RT_DUMP constant, 456
NET_RT_FLAGS constant, 456
NET_RT_IFLIST constant, 456-457, 459
ne t_r t_i f l i s t function, 459, 461, 464-465, 467
NetBIOS, xvii, 968
NetBSD, 19-20, 198
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netbuf structure, 769-771, 7S2-783, 787-792, 794,
796, 803-804, 820, 835-836, 854, 880, y60
definition of, 769
netcorrfig structure, 783-788, 791-792, 794, 800,
822, 880, 904, 959
definition of, 785
<netdb.h> header, 243, 255, 274, 299
netdir function, 783
netdir_free function, 788, 794,802,822, 827
netdir_getbyaddr function, 788, 791, 796
definition of, 788
netdir_getbyname function, 783, 786-788, 792,
794, 796, 800, 802, 820-822, 827
definition of, 786
netent structure, 255
<net/ if_arp.h> header, 440
<net / if _dl . h> header, 446, 534
<net if .h> header, 439, 463
<net inet icmp6. h> header, 660
<net i r e t i n . h > header, 58,
110, 561,
656
< n e t i n e t i p . h > header, 198
<netinet'ip_var.h> header, 640
<netir_et/udp_var.h> header, 458
NETPA H environment variable, 784-786, 792, 800
netpath function, 786
<net roots.h> header, 442, 447-448
Netscape 413 422
29, 34, 37, 44,
118, 131,141, 208,219,229-231, 256, 346, 439,
443, 445,508, 557,914,929, 938
Netware, 784,968
network
byte order, 59, 68, 70, 100, 141, 251-252, 277,
657-658, 660, 930 interface
tap, see NIT services library,
784 topology, discovering, 2223
virtual, 899-902
virtual terminal, see NVT Network File System, see
NFS
Network Information System, see NIS
Network News Transfer Protocol, see NNTP
Network Provider Interface, see NPI
Network Time Protocol, see NTP
next header field, IPv6, 886
next_pcap function, 721
next-level aggregation identifier, see NLA
nfds_t datatvpe, 171
NFS (Network File System), 52, 192, 196, 211,
541-542, 705
NGROUPS constant, 390
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NI_DGcAM constant, 299-300, 327
NI_MAXHOST constant, 299
NI_MAXSERV constant, 299
NI_NAMEREQD constant, 299-300, 327, 329
NI_NOFQDN constant, 299, 327
NI_NUMERICHOST constant, 299-300, 327, 945
NI_NUMERICSERV constant, 299-300, 327, 945
nibble, 238
NIS (Network Information System), 240
NIT (network interface tap), 704, 708
NLA (next-level aggregation identifier), 893
NNTP (Network News Transfer Protocol), 52
no operation, see NOP
NO_ADDRESS constant, 243
NO_DATA constant, 243
NO_RECOVERY constant, 243
NOAO (National Optical Astronomy
Observatories), xx, 21, 890
Noble, J. C., xix
node-local multicast scope, 490
nodename member, 250
nonblocking
accept function, 422-424
connect function, 409-422
I/ 0, 77, 154, 206, 355-356, 365, 397-424, 428,
591, 595, 597, 773, 867-868, 931, 958 I/O
model, 145
I/O, XTI, 867-868
nonlocal goto, 482, 717
NOP (no operation), 635, 637-640, 644, 654
normal, streams message, 170, 852
NPI (Network Provider Interface), 852, 970
n s e i c o l l variable, 742
ntoh_ function, 68, 141, 930
definition of, 68
ntohs function, 100
definition of, 68
NTP (Network Time Protocol), 52, 470, 477, 497,
507, 529-530, 591-592, 598, 952, 968 n t p
program, 517
n t p d a t a structure, 511
ntp .h header, 511, 516
NVT (network virtual terminal), 928

0_ASYNC constant, 205-206, 428, 590, 595
0_NONBLOCK constant, 205-206, 428, 595, 764,
867, 881
0_RDONLY constant, 385
0 RDWR constant, 764
0_SIGIO constant, 590
octet, definition of, 69
O'Dell, vl., 893,
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open
active, 34-35, 38, 44, 909
passive, 34, 38, 44, 274, 909
shortest path first, routing protocol, see OSPF
simultaneous, 37-38
systems interconnection, see OSI
open function, 124, 337, 377, 382-383, 385, 388,
705-706, 746, 904-905
Open Group, The, 25-26, 763, 968
Open Software Foundation, see OSF
OPEN_MAX constant, 173 open_pcap
function, 713-714, 716
OpenBSD, 19-20
o p e n f i l e program, 383-384, 386, 388
openlog function, 333-335, 337, 344
definition of, 334
o p t member, 769, 772, 777, 779, 789-790, 799,
820-821, 825, 834-835, 841, 843, 873
OPT_length member, 861, 863
OPT_offset member, 861, 863
opt_val_str member, 181-182
optarg variable, 643
opterr variable, 643
o p t h d r structure, 835
optind variable, 643
options
absolute requirement, XTI, 834
end-to-end, XTI, 833
local, XTI, 833
obtaining default, XTI, 841-844
socket, 177-209
TCP, 35-36
XTI, 833-848
o p t i o n s member, 765-766
optopt variable, 643 orderly
release, XTI, 774-775
organization-local multicast scope, 490
OSF (Open Software Foundation), 25
OSI (open systems interconnection), xvii, 18-19,
58, 87, 356, 358, 360, 363, 763, 766-767,
797-799, 968
model, 18-19
OSPF (open shortest path first, routing protocol),
52-53, 581, 655, 927 out-of-band
data, 119, 151, 153-155, 170, 175, 191, 205-206,
355-356, 360, 426, 565-587, 766, 773, 782,
853, 875

data, TCP, 565-572, 580-581
data, XTI, 875-880, 911-913
output
TCP, 48-49
UDP, 49-50
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overlap of fields, 817, 960
owner, socket, 206—207, 569, 590, 595
oxymoron, 542
packet
information, IPv6 receiving, 560—562
too big, ICMP, 47, 688, 898
Papanikolaou, S., xx
parallel programming, 624
parameter problem, ICMP, 646, 897—898
Partridge, C., 227, 469, 543, 647, 671, 964, 966, 968
passive
close, 36—38
open, 34, 38, 44, 274, 909
socket, 93, 308—309
PATH environment variable, 22, 104
path MTU, 49, 53, 202, 406, 688, 887, 933, 968
definition of, 46
path MTU discovery, definition of, 47
PATH_MAX constant, 817, 960 pause
function, 176, 271, 408, 577
PAWS (protection against wrapped sequence
numbers), 966
Paxson, V, xix, 47, 968
payload length field, IPv6, 886
p c a p _ c o m p i l e function, 705, 714
p c a p _ d a t a l i n k function, 716, 721
p c a p _ l o o k u p d e v function, 714
p c a p _ l o o k u p n e e function, 714
pcap_next function, 722
p c a p _ o p e n _ i i v e function, 714, 722 pcap
p
k t h d r structure, definition of, 722
p c a p _ s e e f i l t e r function, 715, 723
p c a p _ s e a t s function, 725
PCM (pulse code modulation), 507
_PC_SOCK_MAXBUF constant, 193
pending error, 153—154, 184
perfect filtering, 492
persistent connection, 735
pfmod streams module, 706—707
Phan, B. G., 88, 967
piggybacking, 40
Pike, R., 12, 967
ping program, 23, 31, 52, 71, 236, 529, 654, 937,
957
implementation, 661—672
p i n g . h header, 662
Pink, S., 227, 968
p i p e function, 377, 382
pipe, long-fat, 36, 193, 208, 544, 838, 966
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Piscitello, D. M., 268, 968 pkey
structure, 613—614, 616
Plauger, P. J., 366, 968
pointer record, DNS, see PTR
Point-to-Point Protocol, see PPP
p o l l function, 132,135,140,143—144,146,152,
156, 169—173, 175, 586, 687, 838, 869, 876, 878,
880, 913, 956
definition of, 169
POLLERR constant, 170—171, 173
p o l l f d structure, 169, 171—173, 876, 880
definition of, 170
< p o l l . h > header, 171
POLLHUP constant, 170
POLLIN constant, 170, 880, 912-913
polling, 145, 150, 628, 869
POLLNVAL
constant, 170
POLLOUT
constant,
170
POLLPRI constant, 170, 912
POLLRDBAND constant, 170, 912
POLLRDNORM constant, 170, 173, 876, 912—913
POLLWRBAND constant, 170
POLLWRNORM constant, 170
port
dynamic, 42
ephemeral, 42—45, 77, 89, 91—93, 101, 110, 112,
217—218, 222, 232, 300, 378, 558, 685, 689, 695,
927, 951, 959
mapper, RPC, 91, 959
numbers, 41—43
numbers and concurrent server, 44—46
private, 42
registered, 42, 112
reserved, 43, 91, 102, 112, 196
stealing, 196, 329
unreachable, ICMP, 221, 225, 228, 236, 473, 673,
679, 681, 688, 708, 726, 824—825, 829,
897—898, 937, 951
well-known, 42
Portable Operating System Interface, see POSIX
POSIX (Portable Operating System Interface),
24—25
Posix.1, 144, 148—149, 173, 250—251, 335, 398, 425,
551, 589, 596, 605, 609—610, 613, 631, 690, 743,
763, 931, 960, 966
definition of, 24
Posix.lb, 24, 168, 966
Posix.lc, 24, 602, 966
Posix.lg, 26-27, 58-59, 62, 64, 68, 81-82, 87, 89, 95,
98, 110, 120, 123, 130, 143, 151, 161, 168,
170—172, 185, 187 —188, 193—194, 197, 199,
201—202, 205—206, 224—226, 273, 279—280,
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282, 300, 304, 306, 357-358, 365, 373-374,
376-377, 383; 398, 410, 413, 424-427, 475,
478, 480, 482, 539, 572, 590, 595, 610, 763, 769,
799, 808, 815, 833, 837, 872, 875, 933, 966
definition of, 25
Posix.li, 24, 966
Posix.2, 24, 26, 133, 376, 642-643
Postel, J. B., 32, 42, 197, 199, 655, 883, 885, 889-890,
892-893, 896, 965-966, 968-969
PPP (Point-to-Point Protocol), 46, 456, 721
p r _ c p u _ t i m e function, 734, 737
prefix length, 889
preforked server
distribution of connections to children, TCP,
740-741, 745
s e l e c t function collisions, TCP, 741-742
TCP, 736-752
too many children, TCP, 740, 744-745
prethreaded server, TCP, 754-759
p r i f i n f o program, 443, 459
PRIM_type member, 858, 860-861, 863, 865
p r i n t f function, calling from signal handler, 122
priority band, streams message, 170, 852
private port, 42
p r o s structure, 739 proc_v4
function, 666-667
o r o c v5 function, 666-667
process
daemon, 331-347
group ID, 206-207, 335, 427
group leader, 335
ID, 125, 206-207, 335, 427
lightweight, 601
. p r o f i l e file, 245
programming model
ILP32, 27
LP64, 27
promiscuous, mode, 492, 703, 706-707, 714
protection against wrapped sequence numbers, see
PAWS
pro to structure, 663, 665, 675-677
protocol
application, 4, 383, 780
byte-stream, 9, 29, 32, 83, 87, 360, 378, 397, 580,
766
dependence, 9, 216
field, IPv4, 885
independence, 9-10, 216
usage by common applications, 52
p r o t o e n t structure, 255 providerbased unicast address, 892
ps program, 117-118, 127
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p e e l e d function, 143,168-169, 172, 175, 480,
482, 630
definition of, 168
source code, 482
pseudo header,._ 200, 658, 711, 719
PSH (push flag, TCP header), 773
P t h r e a d structure, 613-614
P"HREAD_MUTEX_INITIALIZER constant, 626,
744, 746
P t h r e a d _ m u t e x _ l o c k wrapper function, source
code, 12
PTHREAD_PROCESS_PRIVATE constant, 746
PTHREAD_PROCESS_SHARED constant, 745-746
p t h r e a d _ a t t r _ t datatype, 603
p t h r e a d _ c o n d _ b r o a d c a s t function, 630
definition of, 630
p t h r e a d _ c o n d _ s i g n a l function, 630, 757
definition of, 628 p t h r e a d _ c o c d _ t
datatype, 628 p t h r e a d _ c o n d _ t i m e d w a i t
function, 630
definition of, 630
p t h r e a d _ c o n d _ w a i t function, 629-630, 632, 757
definition of, 628
p t h r e a d _ c r e a t e function, 602-605, 608-609,
752
definition of, 602
p t h r e a d _ d e t a c h function, 602-605
definition of, 604
p t h r e a d _ e x i t function, 602-605
definition of, 604
p t h r e a d _ g e t s p e c i f i c function, 614, 617-618
definition of, 617
p t h r e a d _ j o i n function, 602-605, 622, 627,
631-632
definition of, 603 p t h r e a d _ k e y _ c r e a t e
function, 613-614, 616-617
definition of, 616 p c h r e a d _ k e y _ t
datatype, 617 p t h r e a d _ m u t e x a t t r _ t
datatype, 746 p t h r e a d _ m u t e x _ i n i t
function, 626, 746 p t h r e a d _ m u t e x _ l o c k
function, 755
definition of, 626
p t h r e a d _ m u t e x _ t datatype, 626, 744, 746
p t h r e a d _ m u t e x _ u n l o c k function, 630, 755
definition of, 626
p t h r e a d _ o n c e function, 614, 616-618
definition of, 616
p t h r e a d _ o n c e _ t datatype, 617
p t h r e a d _ s e l f function, 602-605
definition of, 604
p t h r e a d _ s e t s p e c i f i c function, 614, 617-618
definition of, 617
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p t h r e a d _ t datatype, 603
< p t h r e a d . h> header, 605, 621
PTR (pointer record, DNS), 238, 248, 290
pulse code modulation, see PCM
Pusateri, T., 488, 968
push flag, TCP header, see PSH
putc_unlocked function, 611
p u t c h a r _ u n l o c k e d function, 611
putmsg function, 849-850,853-855,858, 861,
865-866, 875, 903-906
definition of, 854
putpmsg function, 849, 853, 855, 866, 875, 911
definition of, 855

g l e n member, 769-771, 782, 797, 802, 815-816,
959
QSIZE constant, 592
Quarterman, J. S., 19, 968
queue
completed connection, 94
incomplete connection, 94
length, l i s t e n function backlog versus XTI,
815-816
streams, 852
queued data, 365-366
queueing, signal, 121, 127, 596-597

race condition, 208, 352, 478-486, 933
definition of, 478
Rafsky, L. C., xix
Rago, S. A., xix, 849, 852-853, 968
rand function, 611.
rand_r function, 611
RARP (Reverse Address Resolution Protocol), 31,
703, 705
raw socket, 18, 29, 52, 87, 197, 199-200, 373, 445,
451, 455, 655-703, 707-708, 713, 719-720,
723, 898, 957-958
creating, 656
input, 659-661
output, 657-658
read function, 7, 9, 11, 27-28, 77, 79, 81, 83, 107,
116, 124, 143, 148, 156, 167, 171, 184-186,
189-190, 194, 212-213, 224-225, 228, 236,
349-350, 354-355, 357-358, 362, 366, 371372, 386, 391, 394, 397, 399, 401-403, 412,
418, 421, 450-451, 484, 569, 574, 576, 591, 705706, 722-723, 751, 773-774, 776, 778, 781782, 803, 806, 812, 850-851, 854, 865, 876,
904, 907, 926, 935-936, 947
r e a d _ c r e d function, 391
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r e a d _ f d function, 386, 389, 694, 751
source code, 387
r e a d _ l o o p function, 516, 519, 523-524
r e a d a b l e _ c o n n function, 694-695
r e a d a b l e _ l i s t e n function, 693-694
readab1e_timeo function, 352-353
source code, 353
r e a d a b l e _ v 4 function, 697
r e a d a b i e _ v 6 function, 699
r e a d d i r function, 611
r e a d d i r _ r function, 611
r e a d l i n e function, 77-81, 83, 111, 113, 115-116,
118, 123-124, 131-132, 134-135, 140, 143,
156-157, 164, 167, 173, 367, 606, 611-612, 614,
616-618, 633, 753, 915, 928, 931, 933, 935
definition of, 77
source code, 79-80, 619
r e a d l i n e _ d e s t r u c t o r function, 617, 633
r e a d l i n e _ o n c e function, 617-618, 633
r e a d l o o p function, 665, 670
ready function, 77-81, 83, 139, 356, 397, 930
definition of, 77
source code, 78
ready function, 194, 349, 357-358, 362, 371, 397,
872
definition of, 357
Real-time Transport Protocol, see RTP
reason member, 769, 778
reassembly, 47, 884, 897-898, 926, 938
buffer size, minimum, 47
rebooting of server host, crashing and, 134-135
rec structure, 673
receive timeout, BPF, 705
receiving sender credentials, 390-394
record boundaries, 9, 32, 83, 190, 370, 378, 766, 947
record route, 637
r e c v function, 79, 194, 213, 224, 349, 354-359, 362,
366, 371-372, 397, 539, 567, 569, 572,
576-577, 584, 586, 774, 876
definition of, 354
r e c v _ a l 1 function, 509
r e c v _ v 4 function, 679, 681-682
r e c v _ v b function, 679, 681-682
r e c v f r o m function, 58, 64, 124, 144-145, 147, 149,
194, 211-213, 215-221, 223-224, 228, 235236, 241, 257, 264, 266, 268, 270, 278, 293,
299, 350-354, 356-359, 362, 366, 371, 381,
397, 475-476, 478, 480, 482-484, 506, 509,
513, 526-527, 532, 534, 536, 539, 544, 546, 556,
559, 567, 590, 597-598, 679, 681-682, 685,
707, 722-723, 820, 831, 936-938, 946, 957
definition of, 212
with a timeout, 351-354
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recvtrcm_°lags function, 532-533, 536-537
recvmsg function, 58, 65-66, 194, 198-201, 213,
223, 349, 357-362, 364, 371, 383, 386, 397, 497,
532, 534, 537, 539, 546, 548-549, 560-562,
567, 647, 651, 653-654, 835, 872, 947, 953
definition of, 358
receiving destination IP address, 532-538
receiving flags, 532-538 receiving interface
index, 532-538
Red Hat Software, xx
redirect, ICMP, 445, 456, 897-898
reentrant, 71, 75, 81, 122, 300-305, 329, 609-611
reference count, descriptor, 107, 383
Regina, N., xx
region-local multicast scope, 490
registered port, 42, 112 Reid, J., :xix
Rekhter, Y., 892, 965, 968
release
XTI abortive, 774-775
XTI orderly, 774-775
release member, 250
reliable datagram service, 542-553
remote procedure call, see RPC remote
terminal protocol, see Telnet
rename function, 334
Request for Comments, see RFC
RES_INIT constant, 247
RES_:enath member, 863
RES_ottset member, 863
RES_OPTIONS environment variable, 245, 247
RES_:7SE_INET6 constant, 245-249, 256, 265,
279-281, 312
res_ini t function, 245, 247, 256, 312
res_options variable, 245 reserved port,
43, 91, 102, 112, 196 reset flag, TCP
header, see RST
resolver, 239-240, 245-249, 266, 268, 271, 275,
279-281, 305, 312, 314, 542, 894, 940, 945
resource discovery, 470, 515 resource record,
DNS, see RR retransmission
ambiguity problem, definition ot, 543
time out, see RTO
revents member, 170-171, 880
Reverse Address Resolution Protocol, see RARP
rewind function, 367
Reynolds, J. K., 42, 199, 655, 885, 969
RFC (Request for Comments), 32, 926, 963
768, 32, 968
791,
883, 968
792,
896, 968
793,
32, 197, 968
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862, 863,
51 864, 867, 868, 950, 1071, 1108,
1112, 1122,
1185, 1191, 1305, 1323,
51
1337, 51
187, 964
1349, 51
199, 963
1379, 51
369, 964
1390, 889-890,
488, 966968
1469, 671,
488,964
968
1519, 636,
889,967
965
1546, 469, 968
488, 498, 965
1639, 268, 968
40, 209,
1644, 369,
964 219, 472, 509, 533, S91, 964
41, 966
1700, 42, 199, 655, 885, 969
47, 968
1812, 688, 964
511, 968
1826, 645, 963
35-36, 208, 456, 544, 838, 899, 964,966
1827, 645, 963
1832, 140, 969
1883, 200, 646, 651, 653, 885-886, 965
1884, 892, 965
1885,
896,
964
1886,
238,
969
1897, 893, 965-966
1972, 489, 965
1981, 47, 967
2006, 964
2019, 489, 965
2026, 26
2030, 511, 968
2073, 892, 965, 968
2113, 636, 966
2133, 26, 62, 199, 300, 463, 497, 965
2147, 48, 964
Host Requirements, 964
obtaining, 926
RIP (Routing Information Protocol, routing
protocol), 47, 52, 475
Ritchie, D. M., xix, 849, 922, 967, 969
rl_cnt member, 618 ri_key
function, 617
ri_once function, 617
rlim_cur member, 931
rlim_max member, 931
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RLIMIT_NOFILE constant, 931
Kline structure, 617-618

Rlogin, 186, 199, 202-203, 242, 580, 586
rlogin program, 43
rlogind program, 644-645,654,957
road map, client-server examples, 16-17
Roberts, M., xix
Rose, M. T., 274
round robin, DNS, 733
round-trip time, see RTT
route program, 205, 442
routed program, 184, 440, 470, 475
router, 5
advertisement, ICMP, 655, 660, 897-898
solicitation, ICMP, 655, 897-898
routing
header, IPv6, 649-653
hop count, 440
IP, 883
protocol, multicast, 493
socket, 445-468
socket, datalink socket address structure, 446
socket, reading and writing, 447-454
socket, sysctl operations, 454-458
table operations, ioctl function, 442-443
type, 650
Routing Information Protocol, routing protocol, see
RIP
RPC (remote procedure call), 91, 140, 340, 542, 959
DCE, 52
port mapper, 91, 959
Sun, 9, 52
RR (resource record, DNS), 238-239
rresvport function, 43
RS HIPRI constant, 854-855, 858
rsh program, 41, 43, 252, 299
rshd program, 644-645
RST (reset flag, TCP header), 41, 89-90, 98,
129-133, 135, 156, 167, 171, 173, 176,
185-187, 191, 207, 228, 422-423, 704, 708,
772, 774-775, 777-778, 780, 782, 798, 808,
810, 814-815, 838, 865, 928, 933, 949, 959
_ t_msghdr structure, 447, 449-452
RTA_AUTHOR constant, 448
RTA_BRD constant, 448
RTA_DST constant, 448-449
RTA_GATEWAY constant, 448
RTA_GENMASK constant, 448
RTA_IFA constant, 448
RTA_IFP constant, 448
RTA_NETMASK constant, 448
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RTAX_AUTHOR constant, 448
RTAX_BRD constant, 448
RTAX_DST constant, 448
RTAX_GATEWAY constant, 448
RTAX_GENMASK constant, 448
RTAX_IFA constant, 448
RTAX_IFP constant, 448, 464
RTAX_MAX constant, 448, 452
RTAX_NETMASK constant, 448
rtentry structure, 427, 442
RTF_LLINFO constant, 456-457
RTM_ADD constant, 447
RTM_CHANGE constant, 447
RTM_DELADDR constant, 447
RTM_DELETE constant, 447
RTM_GET constant, 447-449, 456
RTM_IFINFO constant, 447, 457, 461, 464, 467
RTM_LOCK constant, 447
RTM_LOSING constant, 447
RTM_MISS constant, 447
RTM_NEWADDR constant, 447, 457, 461
RTM_RED_I RECT constant, 447
RTM_RESOLVE constant, 447
rtm_addrs member, 448-450, 452
rtm_type member, 449

RTO (retransmission time out), 543-544, 549-552
RTP (Real-time Transport Protocol), 507
RTT (round-trip time), 33, 95-96, 157-159, 193,
203, 209, 369, 398, 407, 409, 421, 540, 542-553,
563, 661, 665, 667, 670, 679, 798, 878, 935
RTT_RTOCALC macro, 550
rtt_init function, 546, 550-551
source code, 550
rtt_minmax function, 550
source code, 550 rtt_newpack
function, 548, 551
source code, 551 rtt_start
function, 548, 551
source code, 551
rt t_s top function, 549, 552
source code, 552 rtt_timeout
function, 549, 552
source code, 552
rtt_ts function, 548-549, 551, 953
source code, 551
RUSAGE_CHILDREN constant, 735
RUSAGE_SELF constant, 735
s6_addr member, 61 SA
constant, 9, 61 S_BANDURG

constant, 875
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S_ERROR constant, 875
S_HANGUP constant, 875
S_HIPRI constant, 875
S_IPSOCK constant, 81-82
S_INPUT constant, 875
S_ISSOCK constant, 81 S_MSG
constant, 875 S_OUTPUT
constant, 875 S_RDBAND
constant, 875 S_RDNORM
constant, 875-876 S_WRBAND
constant, 875 S_WRNORM
constant, 875 s_addr member,
58-59 s _ a l i a s e s member,
251 s _ f i x e d p t member, 511
s_name member, 251 s p o r t
member, 251 s _ p r o t o
member, 251 SA_INTERRUPT
constant, 121
SA_RESTART constant, 121, 123-124, 151, 351
sa_data member, 60, 441, 707 sa_f ami 1y
member, 60-61, 441, 450, 453 s a _ f a m i l y _ t
datatvpe, 59 sa_handler member, 121 s a _ l e n
member, 60, 453 sa_mask member, 121 Salus,
P. H., 28, 969
sanity check, 475
SAP (Session Announcement Protocol), 504,
506-507
scatter read, 357, 872
scheduling latency, 151
Schimmel, C., 740, 969
SCM_CREDS socket option, 362, 390
ancillary data, picture of, 364
SCM_RIGHTS socket option, 362
ancillary data, picture of, 364
SCO, xix
scope
continent-local multicast, 490
global multicast, 490 link-local
multicast, 490 multicast, 268,
489-490 node-local multicast,
490 organization-local multicast,
490 region-local multicast, 490
site-local multicast, 490
_SC_OPEN_MAX constant, 173
s c r i p t program, 625
s d l _ a l e n member, 446, 461, 950
s d l _ d a t a member, 4.46
sd1_family'member, 446
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s d l _ nclex member, 446 s d l _ l e n
member, 446, 468 s d l _ nlen
member, 446, 461, 950
s d l _ s l e n member, 446
s d l _ t y p e member, 446
SDP (Session Description Protocol), 504, 506-507
sdr program, 504
SEEK_SET constant, 744
segment, TCP, 33
s e l e c t function, xvii, 66, 124, 130, 132, 135, 140,
143-144 146-147 150-157 161-163
165-172, 175, 184, 186, 193, 220, 233-234,
278, 332, 340, 342-344, 349-350, 352-353,
367, 371, 399, 401-402, 407, 409-410,
412-413, 417-419, 421-424, 484, 486, 524525, 531, 550, 557, 559, 563, 567-568, 571572, 574, 576, 580, 582, 586, 605, 621, 630, 687,
689-690, 693, 696, 727, 730, 741-742, 748,
750, 760, 838, S69, 876, 931, 936, 949-950, 953
collisions, TCP preforked server, 741-742
definition ot, 150
maximum number of descriptors, 154-155
TCP and UDP server, 233-235
when is a descriptor ready, 153-155
Semeria, C., 493, 967
send function, 184, 194, 213, 224, 349, 354-357,
359, 362, 366, 369-371, 395, 397, 566, 569, 579,
586, 656-657, 774, 947
definition of, 354
send a l l function, 509
send_dns_query function, 717-718
send_v4 function, 670, 672
send_v5 function, 670-672
sendma' 1 program, 256, 331,344
sendmsg function, '58, 65, 184, 194, 200-201, 213,
349, 357-362, 371, 382-383, 388-390, 397,
523, 532, 546, 548, 560-562, 647, 651, 653654, 657, 835, 872
definition of, 358
sendto function, 58, 63, 184, 194, 211-213, 215217, 221-222, 224-228, 235-236, 241, 264266, 275, 277, 293, 295, 350, 358-359, 362,
369-372, 377, 381, 397, 471-472, 475, 509,
522-523, 544, 546, 556, 595, 656-657, 679,
720, 820, 831, 937
definition of, 212
SEQ_number member, 863
sequence member, 769, 772, 777-778, 789, 799,
803, 809-810, 812, 817
sequence number, UDP, 542
Sequenced Packet Exchange, see SPX
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Sequent Computer Systems, 798
Serial Line Internet Protocol, see SLIP
SERV_PORT constant, 112, 114, 176, 214, 544, 553
definition of, 918
s e r v e n t structure, 251, 255
definition of, 251
server
concurrent, 15, 104-106
iterative, 15, 104, 215, 732
name, 239
not running, UDP, 220-221
preforked, 736
prethreaded, 754
processing time, see SPT
services, standard Internet, 50-51, 344, 908
s e r v t y p e member, 765, 767
Session Announcement Protocol, see SAP
session announcements, MBone, 504-507
Session Description Protocol, see SDP
session
leader,
335-336
SET_TOS
constant,
839
s e t _ a d d r e s s e s function, 197
s e t g i d function, 342
s e t n e t c o n f i g function, 784-785, 800, 959
definition of, 785
s e t n e t p a t h function, 792
definition of, 786
s e t : - l i m i t function, 176, 931
s e t s i d function, 335, 346
s e t s o c k o p t function, 177-180, 187, 201, 269270, 354, 371, 491, 495-496, 500-502, 537,
636-640, 643-645, 654, 660, 678, 835, 841,
844, 848, 933, 957
definition of, 178
s e t u i d function, 342, 665, 714
set-user-ID, 384, 714
s e t v b u f function, 369
s f i o library, 369
shallow copy, 279 Shao,
C., xix
SHUT_RD constant, 160-161, 176, 197, 454, 916
SHUT_RDWR constant, 161, 176, 916
SHUT_WR constant, 161, 189, 776, 916
shutdown function, 37, 107, 110, 159-161,
175-176, 189-190, 197, 368-372, 401, 408,
424, 454, 606, 730, 776, 806, 931, 949
definition of, 160
shutdown of server host, 135
Siegel, D., xx
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SIG_DFL constant, 119-120, 946
SIG_IGN constant, 119-120, 123, 133
s i g _ a l r m function, 546, 586, 670, 677, 682, 717
s i g _ c h l d function, 122-123, 127, 234, 734
s i g a c t i o n function, 119-121, 147
s i g a d d s e t function, 480, 595
SIGALRM signal, 121, 301, 349, 351, 372, 475-476,
478, 480, 482, 484, 486, 546, 548, 563, 582, 584,
662, 665-666, 670, 677, 681-682, 716-717
SIGCHLD signal, xvii, 118-119, 122-124, 126-127,
129-130, 140, 234, 343-344, 408, 559, 733, 958
s i g e m p t y s e t function, 480
S i g f u n c datatype, 120
SIGHUP signal, 332, 335-337, 346, 595, 597-598
SIGINT signal, 168-169, 228, 337, 734, 737, 740,
747, 752, 756, 812
SIGIC signal, 119, 147, 184, 206-207, 427-428,
589-592, 595-598, 874-875, 910
TCP and, 590-591
li DP and, 590
SIGKILL signal, 119, 135
s i g l o n g j m p function, 351, 482-484, 546,
548-549, 563, 716-717
signal, 119-122
action, 119
blocking, 121, 478, 480, 482, 484, 595-597
catching, 119
definition of, 119
delivery, 121, 123, 126, 478, 480, 483-484,
595-597, 874, 958
disposition, 119, 123, 133, 602
generation, 480
handler, 119, 602, 874
mask, 121, 168-169, 482, 595, 602, 717
queueing, 121, 127, 596-597
s i g n a l function, 119-121,123, 127, 351, 590, 878,
946
definition of, 120
source code, 120
signal-driven I/O, 184, 206, 589-599
model, 147
XTI, 874-875
SIGPIPE signal, 132-133, 141, 154, 186, 778,
928-929, 949, 959
SIGPOLL signal, 119, 589-590, 874-876, 878
s i g p r o c m a s k function, 122, 480, 595-596
s i g s e t j m p function, 351, 482-484, 546, 548-549,
563, 716-717, 958
SIGSTOP signal, 119
s i g s u s p e n d function, 595
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SIGTERN signal, 135, 408, 737, 949
SIGURG signal, 119, 206—207, 427, 567—569, 571,
574, 576—577, 580—582, 584, 586, 874—
876 SIGWINCH signal, 337
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol, see SMTP
simple name, DNS, 237
Simple Network Management Protocol, see SNMP
Simple Network Time Protocol, see SNIP

simultaneous
close, 37—38
connections, 413—422

open, 37-38
SIN6_LEN constant, 59, 61-62
sin6_addr member, 61—62, 92, 273
sin6_family member, 61,226
sin6_flowinfo member, 61-62, 886
sin6_1en member, 61
sin6_port member, 61,92
s in_addr member, 58—60, 92, 273, 439
sin_family member, 58—59, 226
sin_len member, 58
sin_port member, 28,58—59,92
sin_zero member, 58—60
SIOCDELRT constant, 427, 442, 445
SIOCATMARK constant, 205,425—427,572
SIOCDARP constant, 427, 441
SIOCDELRT constant, 427, 442, 445
SIOCGARP constant, 427, 441
SIOCGIFADDR constant, 427, 439, 500
SIOCGIFBRDADDR constant, 427, 438, 440, 443
SIOCGIFCONF constant, 205, 250, 427—429,
434—435, 437—439, 443, 459, 714
SIOCGIFDSTADDR constant, 427, 438, 440
SIOCGIFFLAGS constant, 427, 437, 439, 707
SIOCGIFMETRIC constant, 427, 440
SIOCGIFNETMASK constant, 427, 440
SIOCGIFNUM constant, 435, 443 SIOCGPGRP
constant, 205, 427-428
SIOCGSTAMP constant, 592
SIOCSARP constant, 427,
439
SIOCSIFADDR constant,
SIOCSIFBRDADDR constant, 427,440
SIOCGIFDSTADDR constant, 427, 440
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s i z eo f operator, 8,860
Sklower, K., 197, 274
SLA (site-level aggregation identifier), 893 sleep
function, 141, 152, 394, 478, 509, 569, 576, 579,
928, 947
sleep_us function, 152
SLIP (Serial Line Internet Protocol), 46, 721
slow start, 370, 422, 541, 966
Smosna, M., 68, 965
SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol), 9, 52, 950
SNA (Systems Network Architecture), xvii, 773,
968
SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol),
47, 52, 211, 231, 455, 542
snoop program, 913
snprintf function, 14—15,138,327,386
SNIP (Simple Network Time Protocol), 510-528, 968
sntp_proc function, 513, 516, 526
sntp_send function, 515—516, 519, 522—523, 527
sntp .h header, 516
SO_ACCEPTCON socket option, 209, 936
SO_BROADCAST socket option, 179, 183—184, 207,
471, 475, 522, 702, 838, 910, 958
SO_BSDCOMPAT socket option, 221
SO_DEBUG socket option, 179, 183—184, 208, 837,
910, 934
SO_DONTROUTE socket option, 179, 183—184, 355,
562, 838, 910
SO_ERROR socket option, 153-154, 179, 184-185,
207, 412
SO_KEEPALIVE socket option, 134—135, 140, 179,
183, 185—187, 201, 207, 209, 581, 839, 910
SC_LINGER socket option, 49, 107, 110, 129, 161,
179, 183, 187—191, 207—208, 422, 777, 798,
806, 814, 837-838, 910
SO_OOBINLINE socket option, 179, 183, 191,
567—568, 574, 5.76, 586, 876
SO RCVBUF socket option, 35, 179, 183, 191—193,
207—208, 215, 231, 838, 910, 937
SO_RCVLOWAT socket option, 153, 179, 193, 838
SO_RCVTIMEO socket option, 179, 193—194, 350,
353-354, 910

SIOCSIFFLAGS constant, 427, 439, 707 SIOCGIFMETRIC constant, 427, 440 SIOCSIFNETMASK constant, 427, 440
SIOCSPGRP constant, 205, 427-428 site-level aggregation identifier, see SLA site-local
address, 895
multicast scope, 490
s i z e_t datatype, 8, 27, 773
SO_REUSEADDR socket option, 93, 179, 187, 194—197, 207—208, 233, 271, 288, 297, 328-329, 505, 509, 520, 524, 530, 553,
555, 838, 910, 934, 945, 953
SO_REUSEPORT socket option, 93, 179, 181-182, 194—197, 208, 530, 910, 934, 953
SO_SNDBUF socket option, 49, 179, 183, 191—193, 207-208, 838, 910, 937
SO_SNDLOWAT socket option, 154, 179, 193, 838
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30_SNDTrMEO socket option, 179, 193-194, 350,

353 910

SO_TrMESTAMP socket option, 592
SO_TYPE socket option, 179, 183, 197
SO_USELOOPBACK socket option, 161, 179,

197,

468
so_error variable, 184-185
so_pgid member, 206
so_socket function, 908
so_timeo member, 740
sock program, 208, 236, 538, 908-912, 937

options, 910
SOCK_DGRAM constant, 87, 197, 214, 274, 277-278,

315, 317, 319-320, 325, 377, 880
SOCK_PACKET constant, 30, 87, 703, 707-708, 712,

725
SOCK_RAW constant, 87, 656
SOCK_SEQPACKET constant, 87

sackaddrin6 structure, 30, 62, 65, 280, 324, 437,

562, 688, 766, 791, 886
definition of, 61
picture of, 63
sockaddr_un structure, 62, 65, 324, 374, 376, 378,
SOCK_STREAM constant, 7, 87, 183, 197, 277-278,

285, 288, 315, 317, 320, 377, 880
sock_bind_wild function, 75-77, 689, 695

definition of, 76
sock_cmp_addr function, 75-77

definition of, 76
p
ort function, 75-77
definition of, 76
sock_get Dort function, 75-77
definition of, 76 sock_masktop
function, 452-453
sock_ntop function, 75-77, 100,110, 290, 299,
329, 537, 791, 945-946, 953
sock_cmp

definition of, 75
source code, 76
sock_ntop_host function, 75-77,452,476

definition of, 76
sock_opts structure, 181
sock_set_addr function, 75-77, 943

definition of, 76
sock_set Dort function, 75-77,679,943 '

definition of, 76
sock_set_wild function, 77, 513, 519
definition of, 76 sock_str_f
lag function, 182
sockaddr structure, 9, 61, 179, 293, 437

definition of, 60
sockaddr_dl structure, 449,467,534-535

definition of, 446
picture of, 63
sockaddr in structure, 8-9, 58, 65, 266, 270, 280,
324, 437, 451, 453, 688, 766, 779, 787, 820, 822,
858, 904-905, 927, 940
definition of, 58
picture of, 63

380-381
definition of, 374
picture of, 63
sockargs function, 58
sockatmark function, 25, 205, 425-426, 572-579,
586
definition of, 572
source code, 574
socket
active, 93, 309
address structures, 57-63
address structure, comparison of, 62-63
address structure, generic, 60-61
address structure, IPv4, 58-60
address structure, IPv6, 61-62
address structure, routing socket, datalink, 446
address structure, Unix domain, 374-376
datagram, 31
definition of, 7, 43
introduction, 57-83
owner, 206-207, 569, 590, 595
pair, definition of, 43
passive, 93, 308-309
raw, 18, 29, 52, 87, 197, 199-200, 373, 445, 451,
455, 655-703, 707-708, 713, 719-720, 723,
898, 957-958
receive buffer, UDP, 231
routing, 445-468
stream, 31
TCP, 85-110
timeout, 193, 349-354
UDP, 211-236, 531-563
Unix domain, 373-395
Socket wrapper function, source code, 11
socket function, xvi-xvii, 7-9,11,14,28,34-35,
85-89, 91, 93-94, 99, 105, 110, 116, 129, 166,
194, 207, 214, 254, 270, 275, 277-278, 282, 286,
288, 325, 328, 346, 369, 371, 378, 380-382, 643,
656-659, 707, 739-741, 764, 767, 782, 903904, 907-908, 925, 936, 953
definition of, 86
socket option, 177-209
generic, 183-197
ICMPv6, 199
IPv4, 197-199
IPv6, 199-201
multicast, 495-499
obtaining default, 178-183
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socket states, 183
TCP, 201-205
s o c k e t p a i r function, 376-377, 382-383, 385, 484
definition of, 376
sockets and standard I/O, 366-369
sockets and XTI interoperability, 780
s o c k f d _ t o _ f a m i l y function, 109,502
source code, 109
s o c k f s filesystem, 907
s o c k l e n _ t datatype, 25, 27, 59, 64, 927
sockmod streams module, 851-852, 856, 904
s o c k p r o t o structure, 88
s o f r e e function, 130
soft error, 89
software interrupts, 119
SOL_SOCKET constant, 362, 364, 390
Solaris; xix, 19, 21, 43, 67, 90, 98-99, 101, 123,
130-131, 133,158, 187, 220, 225, 228, 231, 233,
347, 357-358, 376,
240, 250, 301,304406, 409, 412,433, 435, 437, 446, 475, 477, 499,
503, 530, 537,539, 554, 572, 621-622,
626-627, 631,644, 655, 689-690,708, 719,
751, 753,756, 765,
728-729, 742,744781, 812, 815-816, 905-907, 911,913-914,
926, 931-932, 934, 950-951, 953
solutions to exercises, 925-962
s o o _ s e l e c t function, 154
s o r e a d a b l e function, 154
sorwakeup function, 590 source
address
IPv4, 885
IPv6, 886
source code
availability, xix
conventions, 6
portability, interoperability, 270
source quench, ICMP, 688, 897
source 'routing
IPv4, 637-645
IPv6, 649-653
s o w r i t e a b l e function, 154
s p _ f a m i l y member, 88
s p _ p r o t o c o l member, 88
Spafford, E. H., 15, 965
spoofing, IP, 99, 964
s p r i n t f function, 14-15
SPT (server processing time), 540
SPX (Sequenced Packet Exchange), 784, 968
Srinivasan, R., 140, 969 s s c a n f function,
138-139 s s i z e _ t datatype, 773
SSRR (strict source and record route), 636-638, 651
st mode member, 81
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Stallman, R. M., 24
standard Internet services, 50-51, 344, 908 standard
I/O, 156, 303, 366-369, 372, 399, 582, 946,
967-968
sockets and, 366-369
stream, 366
stream, fully buffered, 368
stream, line buffered, 369
stream, unbuffered, 369
standards, Unix, 24-26
s t a r t _ c o n n e c t function, 417, 419
state transition diagram, TCP, 37-38
s t a t i c qualifier, 81,301
s t a t u s member, 835, 837
s t d e r r constant, 333
STDERR_FILENO constant, 586
< s t d i o . h > header, 369
stealing, port, 196, 329
Stevens, D. A., iii, xix
Stevens, E. M., iii, xix
Stevens, S. H., iii, xix
Stevens, W. R., xvi, 26, 62, 199, 300, 365, 463, 497,
658, 663, 965, 969-970
Stevens, W. R., iii, xix
sticky options, IPv6, 653-654
s t r o l l function, 114-116, 118, 125, 131-132,
137-138, 155-157, 159-162, 176, 368, 378,
399, 403-404, 407-409, 424, 581, 605-607, 643
s t r _ e c h o function, 112-113, 115-116, 118, 137,
139, 235, 367-369, 378, 391, 584, 608, 633
s t rbu f structure, 854, 864
definition of, 854
s t r c a t function, 15
s c r c p y function, 15
s t r d u p function, 800
stream
fully buffered standard I/O, 368
line buffered standard I/O, 369
pipe, definition of, 377
socket, 31
standard I/O, 366
unbuffered standard I/O, 369
streams, 849-866
driver, 850
head, 850
i o c t l function, 855-856
message, high-priority, 170, 852
message, normal, 170, 852
message, priority band, 170, 852
message types, 852-854
modules, 850
multiplexor, 851
queue, 852
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s t r e r r o r function, 690-691, 922
strict source and record route, see SSRR
< s t r i n g . h > header, 69
s t r l e n function, 928
s t r n c a t function, 15
s t r n c p y function, 15, 327, 375
problem with, 327
strong end system model, 93, 473
definition of, 219
s t r r e c v f d structure, 391
s t r t o k function, 611
s t r t o k _ r function, 611
subnet
address, 889-890, 968
ID, 893
mask, 889
sum. h header, 138
Summit, S., xix
Sun RPC, 9, 52
S IN_LEN macro, 374-375, 917
s u n _ f a r t i l y member, 374,376
sun_1en member, 374, 376
sun o a t h member, 374-376, 378
SunOS 4, 21, 67, 98, 121, 704, 708
SunOS 5, 21
SunSoft, xix
superuser, 43, 101, 110, 196, 289, 331, 439, 441-442,
446, 451, 455, 458, 511, 562, 637, 656, 662, 665,
677, 707, 713-714, 860, 949
SVR3 (System V Release 3), 150, 169-170, 763, 849,
870
SVR4 (System V Release 4), 19, 32, 123, 130, 150151, 153, 169-170, 207, 233, 294, 336, 376377, 382, 391, 394, 398, 424, 484, 539, 589590, 689, 695, 703, 706, 725, 728, 740, 742, 744,
746, 763, 783, 849, 851, 853, 855, 866, 871, 875,
903, 905, 907
SYN (synchronize sequence numbers flag, TCP
header), 34-35, 41, 48, 89, 92, 94, 98, 192; 196,
202, 262-263, 265, 271, 369-370, 378, 395,
398, 636, 643-644, 704, 766, 780, 797-798,
808, 815-816, 913, 929, 933, 959
flooding, 99, 964
SYN_RCVD state, 38, 94-95
SYN_SENT state, 37-38, 91
synchronize sequence numbers flag, TCP header,
see SYN
synchronous, I/O, 149
s y s c o n f function, 173, 176
s y s c t l function, 66, 441, 443, 445-446, 454-459,
461, 468
definition of, 455
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s y s c t l operations, routing socket, 454-458
<sys / e r r n o . h> header, 13, 398, 603, 825, 925
<sys % i oc t_ .h> header, 426
s y s log function, 252,299,332-337,346-347,644,
922, 945
definition of, 333
s y s l o g d program, 331-335, 339, 346
sysname member, 250
< s y s / p a r a m . h > header, 251,534
< s y s / p o l l . h > header, 913
< s y s / s e l e c t . h > header, 152,175
<sys / s i g n a l .h> header, 590
<sys / s o c k e t .h> header, 60, 88, 187, 209,
363-364, 456
< s y s / s t a t . h > header, 82
< s y s / s t r o p t s . h > header, 171
< s y s / s y s c t 1 . h > header, 455
system call
interrupted, 121, 123-124, 129, 582
slow, 123-124, 582
tracing, 903-908
versus function, 903
system time, 81
System V Release 3, see SVR3
System V Release 4, see SVR4
Systems Network Architecture, see SNA
<sys / t i h d r . h> header, 856, 858 < s y s /
t y p e s .h> header, 155, 175
< s y s / u c r e d . h > header, 390
< s y s / u i o . h > header, 357
<sys / un . h> header, 374
T_ADDR constant, 789, 796, 821, 828
T_ALL constant, 789-790, 796, 959-960
T_BIUD constant, 789
T_BIND_ACK constant, 858, 860
T_bind_ack structure, 861
definition of, 860
T_BIND_REQ constant, 858, 904
T_ b in d _ req structure, 858, 904
definition of, 858
T_CALL constant, 789-790
T_CHECK constant, 841, 843
T_CLTS constant, 765, 767
T_CONN_CON constant, 863, 905-906
T_conn_con structure, definition of, 863
T_CONNECT constant, 775
T_CONN_REQ constant, 905-906
T_conn_req structure, 861
definition of, 861
T_COTS constant, 767
T_COTS_ORD constant, 765, 767
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T_CRITIC_ECP constant, 839
T_CURRENT constant, 838-839, 841, 844
T_DATA constant, 775, 876
T_DATA_IND constant, 864-865, 905
T_data ind structure, 864
T_DATAXFER constant, 870
T_DEF AULT constant, 836-837, 841, 843
T_DIS constant, 789
T DISCON IND constant, 863, 865
T _ d i s o o n _ i n d structure, definition of, 863
T_DISCONNECT constant, 774-775, 777, 779-780,
808, 810, 812
T_ERROR_ACK constant, 858, 860, 863
T _ e r r o r _ a c k structure, definition of, 860
T_EXDATA constant, 774-775, 876, 878
T_EXDATA_REQ constant, 911
T_EXPEDITED constant, 773-774, 876, 878, 881,
911, 913
T_FLASH constant, 839
T GARBAGE constant, 840
T_CODATA constant, 775
GOEXDATA constant, 775
T_HIREL constant, 839 T
HITHRPT constant, 839
T_IDLE constant, 802, 870
T hOMEDIATE constant, 839
T_INCON constant, 870
"_'_INETCONTROL constant, 839
T_INET_:P constant, 834, 841
T_INET_TCP constant, 834, 920-921
T INET UDP constant, 834 T_INFINITE
constant, 765, 880 T_:NFO constant, 789
T_:NREL constant, 870 T_TNVALID
constant, 765 T_IOV_MAX constant, 873
T_IP_BROADCAST constant, 920-921
T_IP_BROADCAST XTI option, 834, 838
T_IP_DONTROUTE XTI option, 834, 838
T_IP_OPTIONS XTI option, 834, 838, 844
T_IP_REUSEADDR XTI option, 833-834, 838
T_=P_TOS XTI option, 834, 839 T_IP_TTL
XTI option, 834, 839, 844
T_LDELAY constant, 839
T_EISTEN constant, 775,808-810,812,814, 817
T_LOCOST constant, 839 T _MORE constant,
773, 820, 829, 831
T _NEGOTIATE constant, 841, 846
T_NETCONTROL constant, 839
NO
constant, 838, 840
T_NOTOS
constant,
839
T_NOTSUPPORT constant, 844
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T_OK_ACK constant, 862-863, 905-906
T_ok_ack structure, definition of, S63
T_OPT constant, 789, 796
T_OPT_DATA
macro,
837
T_OPT_FIRSTHDR macro, 837
T_OPTMGMT constant, 789
T_OPT_NEXTHDR macro, 837
T_ORDREL constant, 774-775, 780, 878
TORDRELDATA constant, 767, 874
T_ORDREL_IND constant, 865, 905, 907
T _ o r d r e l _ r e q structure, 865
definition of, 865 T_OUTCON
constant, 870 T_OUTREL constant,
870 T_OVERRIDEFLASH constant,
839 T_PARTSUCCESS constant,
846
^ _ p r i m i t i v e s structure, 863
T_PRIORITY constant, 839
":_PUSH constant, 773
T_READONLY constant, 843, 846
T_ROUTINE constant, 839
T_SENDZERO constant, 767
T_SUCCESS constant, 836, 843, 846
TCP_KEEPALI\ E XTI option, 834, 839-840
T_TCP_MAXSEG XTI option, 834, 840
T_TCP_NODELAY XTI option, 834, 840
T_UDATA constant, 789, 796
T_UDERR constant, 774-775
T_UDERROR constant, 789
T_UDP_CHECKSUM XTI option, 834, 840, 844, 870
T_UNBND constant, 870
T_IINTNIT constant, 870
T_UNITDATA constant, 789
T_YES constant, 838, 840
: _ a c c e p t function, 772, 797, 799-800, 802-803,
808-812, 814-815, 817, 835, 868, 870-871, 878
definition of, 802
t _ a l l o c function, 788-790, 796, 812, 820-822,
828, 845-846; 869, 880, 960
definition of, 789
t _ b i n d function, 770-771, 779, 782, 794, 797, 802803, 809, 812, 816, 820, 827, 861, 870, 872, 906
definition of, 770
: _ b i n d structure, 769-771, 789, 791-792, 795,
802, 816
definition of, 770
: _ c a l l structure, 769, 772, 777, 779, 788-791, 794,
796, 799, 803-804, 808-810, 812, 817,
834-835, 869, 874
definition of, 772
: _ c l o s e function, 794,805-806,870
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t_connect function, 413, 771-772, 775, 779,
781-783, 794, 798-799, 816, 834-835,
867-869, 878, 881, 906
definition of, 772
t_discon structure, 769, 777, 789, 810, 874
definition of, 778
t_errno variable, 768, 770, 772, 774, 780, 808, 824,
829, 867-868 t e r r o r
function, 767-769
definition of, 768
free function, 788-790, 796, 960
definition of, 789
t_getinfo function, 869
definition of, 869
t_getname function, 791
t_getprotaddr function, 790-792, 795
definition of, 790 t_getstate function,
869-870
definition of, 869
info structure, 27, 764-765, 767, 769, 777, 788,
869, 874, 880 definition of, 765
__iovec structure, 872-873
definition of, 873
t_kpalive structure, 834
definition of, 840 t_=finger
structure, 834, 837
definition of, 837
-_listen function, 775, 797, 799-800, 802-803,
808-809, 811-812, 815, 817, 83.4-835, 868, 871
definition of, 799
t_look function, 774-775, 779-780, 782, 808-810,
812, 876, 878
definition of, 774
t_open function, 764-767, 779, 782, 784, 788, 794,
797, 800, 802-803, 808-809, 812, 820, 827,
867-870, 880-881
definition of, 764
t_optndr structure, 27, 835-838, 843, 846, 905
definition of, 835
t_optmgmt function, 834-835, 837-841, 843-844,
846, 870
definition of, 840
t_optmgmt structure, 769, 789, 835-837, 841, 843
definition of, 841
t_rcv function, 773-775, 780-782, 803, 806, 820,
868, 872-873, 876, 878, 880-881, 906, 912-913
definition of, 773
t_rcvconnect function, 775, 835, 867-869, 881
definition of, 868
t_rcvdis function, 767, 775, 777-780, 794, 810,
812, 874
definition of, 777
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t_rcvre l function, 775-776, 780, 806, 874
definition of, 776
t_rcvreldata function, 767, 874
definition of, 874
t_rcvudata function, 773, 775, 819-820,
824-825, 829, 831, 834-835, 840, 868, 872-873
definition of, 819
t_rcvuderr function, 221, 685, 775, 819,
824-826, 829, 831, 835
definition of, 824
t_rcvv function, 775, 868, 872-873, 881
definition of, 872
t_rcvvudata function, 775, 835, 868, 872-873,
881
definition of, 872
t_rccudata function, 829
t_scalar_t datatype, 27, 765
t_snd function, 773-775, 781-782, 803, 805, 868,
873-874, 876, 881, 911
definition of, 773
t_snddis function, 767, 777-778, 797-799, 838,
874
definition of, 777
t s n d r e l function, 775-776, 806, 865, 874
definition of, 776 t_sndreldata
function, 767, 874
definition of, 874
t_sndudata function, 775, 819-820, 823, 829,
831, 834-835, 868, 873-874
definition of, 819
t_sndv function, 775, 868, 873-874, 881
definition of, 873
t_sndvudata function, 775, 835, 868, 873-874,
881
definition of, 873 t_strerror
function, 767-769
definition of, 768 t_sync
function, 870-872
definition of, 872
t_uderr structure, 769, 789, 825, 835
definition of, 825 t_unbind function, 872
definition of, 872
t_unitdata structure, 769, 789, 819-820,
822-824, 828, 834-836, 873-874
definition of, 820
t_uscalar_t datatype, 27, 765, 837
taddr2uaddr function, 791
TADDRBUSY constant, 771
Tanenbaum, A. S., 7, 969
tar program, 24
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Taylor, I. L., xix Taylor,
R., xix TBADADDR
constant, 768
TBADF constant, 768
TBADOPT constant, 844
TBUFCVFL6t1 constant, 770
Lot lush function, 425
tcgecattr function, 425
TCP (Transmission Control Protocol), 31-33
and SIGIO signal, 590-591
and UDP, introduction, 29-53
checksum, 671
client alternatives, 730
concurrent server, one child per client, 732-736
concurrent server, one thread per client,
752-753
connection establishment, 34-40
connection termination, 34-40
for Transactions, see T/TCP,
MSS option, 35
options, 35-36
out-of-band data, 565-572, 580-581
output, 48-49
pretorked server, 736-752
pretorked server, distribution of connections to
children, 740-741, 745
pretorked s e r v er, s e l e c t function collisions,
741-742
pretorked server, too many children, 740,
744-745
prethreaded server, 754-759
segment, 33
socket, 85-110
socket, connected, 100
socket option, 201-205
state transition diagram, 37-38
three-way handshake, 34-35
timestamp option, 35, 202, 966
urgent mode, 565
urgent offset, 566
urgent pointer, 566
versus UDP, 539-542
watching the packets, 39-40
window scale option, 35, 192, 838, 966
XTI, 763-782, 797-817
TCP_KEEPALIVE socket option, 179, 185, 201
TCP_MAXRT socket option, 179, 202
T C P _ X S E G socket option, 35, 179, 202, 840, 910
TCP_NODELAY socket option, 179, 202-204, 209,
357, 840, 910, 935
TCP_NOPUSH socket option, 370-371
TCP_STDURG socket option, 179, 205, sib
tcp_close function, 130
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cco_connec t function, 277, 285-288, 295, 328,

417, 622, 643, 689, 792-796
definition of, 285
source code, 285, 793
tcp_listen function, 288-293, 296-297, 328, 345,
607, 693, 734, 800-804, 806, 811, 827, 877, 945
definition of, 288
source code, 289, 801
tcpdump program, 30, 90, 131, 134, 176, 220, 228,
236, 404-406, 486, 500, 529, 580, 637, 644, 703,
705, 708, 714, 725, 908, 913-914, 933, 937-938
TCP/IP big picture, 30-32
TCPvI, xvi, 969
TCPv2, xvi, 970
TCPv3, xvi, 969
Telnet (remote terminal protocol), 51-52, 141, 186,
199, 202-203, 581, 586, 928
telnet program, 83, 329
termcap file, 153
termination of server process, 130-132
Terzis, A., xix
test networks and hosts, 20-23
test programs, 911-913
teat_udp function, 714, 716
TFLOW constant, 868
TFTP (Trivial File Transfer Protocol), 47, 52, 225,
471, 531, 54i -542, 558-559
Thaler, D., xix
Thomas, M., xx, 26, 199, 365, 658, 663, 947, 969
Thomas, S., 489, 969
Thomson, S., 26, 62, 199, 238, 300, 463, 497, 965, 969
:hr join function, 621-622, 627, 631
Thread structure, 754, 756
thread_main function, 755, 757
thread_make function, 755, 757
<thread.h> header, 621
threads, 601-633
argument passing, 608-609
attributes, 603
detached, 604
ID, 603
joinable, 604
thread-safe, 75, 81, 304, 609-612, 617, 753, 796, 800,
945, 959
thread-specific data, 81, 302, 305, 611-619 threeway handshake, 34, 89, 94-98, 100, 183, 192,
224, 228, 351, 369-370, 398, 409, 412-413,
569, 576, 643-645, 736, 779, 797-799,
808-809,835, 838, 867, 950
TCP, 34-35
thundering herd, 740, 744, 756
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_ `_3:ND constant, 904
ticlts
constant,
880
:Toots
constant,
880
ticotsord constant, 880

time
absolute, 630
clock, Si
delta, 630
exceeded, ICMP, 673, 679, 681, 688, 897-898
system, Sl
TIME_WAIT state, 38, 40-41, 51, 118, 141, 187, 191,
208, 297, 732, 814, 914, 927-928, 933
time function, 14-15, 805
time program, 51, 408, 945
time_t datatvpe, 169
timeout
BPF, receive, 705
connect function, 350-351
recvtrom function with a, 351-354
socket. 193, 349-354
CDP, 542
times function, 551
t_mespec structure, 168-169,630-631,918
definition of, 168
timestamp option, TCP, 35, 202, 966
timestamp request, ICVIP, 659, 897
time-to-live, see TTL
timevai structure, L50-151,168-169,179,193,
353-354, 412, 550-551, 592, 630, 667, 953
definition of, 150
_mod streams module, 851-852,
t
856, 871,
905-906
: r d r streams module, 773, 781, 803, 851,
t
856, 865
TLA (top-level aggregation identifier), 893
TLI (Transport Layer Interface), 763, 771, 791, 798,
835, 845, 852, 861, 870-871, 880
transport endpoint, 764
transport provider, 764
_~I_error member, 860
"'LOOK constant, 772, 774, 779-780, 782, 794, 808810, 812, 814, 824, 829, 831
TLV (type/length/value), 646, 649
tmpnam function, 381, 611
TNODATA constant, 867-868
token ring, 31, 53, 183, 431, 488-489, 926
top-level aggregation identifier, see TLA
Torek, C., 196, 969
TOS (type of service), 198-199, 837, 839, 884, 897,
963
total length field, IPv4, 884
Townsend, M., xix
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TPI (Transport Provider Interface), S52, 856-866,
970
ipi_bind function, 857-858, 861, 904 tp
_close function, 858, 865
tpi_connect function, 858, 861
tip i_dayt ime. h header, 856
tpi_read function, 858, 864
t r a c e d header, 673
traceloop function, 675, 677, 682
traceroute program, 31, 52, 562
implementation, 672-685
transaction time, 540
transient multicast group, 489
Transmission Control Protocol, see TCP
transport
address, XTI, 791
endpoint, TLI, 764
provider, TLl, 764
service data unit, see TSDU
Transport Layer Interface, see TLI
Transport Provider Interface, see TPI
Trivial File Transfer Protocol, set' TFTP
Troff, xx
trot program, 184
truncation, CDP, datagram, 539
t r u s s program, 903-904, 907-908, 911
TRY_AGAIN constant, 243'
i s member, 722
TSDU (transport service data unit), 765-766
tsdu member, 765-766
TSYSERR constant, 768
T/TCP (TCP for Transactions), 40, 213, 356,
369-371, 540, 964, 969
TTL (time-to-live), 40, 199-201, 490, 496, 498, 500,
507, 667, 673, 676-679, 688, 837, 839, 884, 886,
897, 900
b y n a m e function, 611
ttyname_r function, 611
tunnel, 899-902
automatic, 894
configured, 894
tv_nsec member, 168, 918
tv_sec member, 150, 168, 918
i v _ s u b function, 667
source code, 667
tv_usec member, 150, 168
two-phase commit protocol, 370
type field, ICMP, 896
type of service, see TOS
type/length/value, see TLV
typo, 43
typographical conventions, 7
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u _ c h a r datatype, 59, 496, 837
u _ i n t datatype, 59, 496
u long datatype, 59
u _ s h o r t datatype, 59
u a d d r 2 t a d d r function, 791
u c r e d structure, 390
u d a t a member, 769, 772, 777-779, 789-790, 799,
820-821, 823-824, 873-874
UDP (User Datagram Protocol), 31-32
adding reliability to application, 542-553
and SIGIO signal, 590
binding interface address, 553-557
checksum, 230, 456, 458, 671, 708-725, 840
concurrent server, 557-559 c o n n e c t
function, 224-227 datagram truncation,
539 determining outgoing interface, 231233 introduction, TCP and, 29-53 lack of
tloty control, 228-231 lost datagrams,
217-218 output, 49-50
reading datagram in pieces, 829-831
sequence number, 542
server not running, 220-221
socket, 211-236, 531-563
socket, connected, 224
socket receive buffer, 231
socket, unconnected, 224
TCP versus, 539-542
timeout, 542
verifying received response, 218-220
XTI, 819-831
UDP - CHECKSUM constant, 833
udp_check function, 721, 723
u d p _ c 1 i e n t function, 293-295, 329, 504, 509,
512-513, 517, 519, 521, 563, 820-824, 947, 953
definition of, 293
source code, 294, 821
udp_connect function, 295, 329, 947
definition of, 295
source code, 296
udp_read function, 717, 721, 726
u d p _ s e r v e r function, 296-298, 329, 826-829, 945
definition of, 296
source code, 297, 827
u d p _ s e r v e r _ r e u s e a d d r function, 945
u d p _ w r i t e function, 719 udpcksum.h
header, 710-711 u d p i n D a t a g r a m s
variable, 231 u d p I n O v e r f l o w s variable,
231 u d p i p h d r structure, 719
u i _ 1 e n member, 719
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ui_sum member, 719
u i n t l 6 _ t datatype, 59
u i n t 3 2 _ t datatype, 59, 64, 765
u i n t 8 _ t datatype, 58-59
umask function, 376-377
uname function, 249-251, 257, 320, 509
definition of, 249
unbuffered standard I/O stream, 369
unconnected UDP socket, 224
unicast
address, provider-based, 892
broadcast versus, 472-475
uniform resource identifier, see URI
uniform resource locator, see URL
<uni s td .h> header, 426, 642
universal address, XTI, 791
Unix 95, 25, 808
Unix 98, 28, 123, 171, 251, 304, 333, 551, 610, 691,
763, 765, 775, 783, 808, 817, 833, 837, 840, 849,
931, 968
definition of, 26
Unix domain
differences in socket functions, 377-378
g e t a d d r i n f o function, IPv6 and, 279-282
socket, 373-395
socket address structure, 374-376
Unix International, 706, 852, 969-970
Unix I/O, definition of, 366
/ u n i x service, 282, 306, 947
Unix standard services, 43
Unix standards, 24-26
Unix versions and portability 26
UNIX_error member, 860
UNIXDG_PATH constant, 380
definition of, 918
UNIXDOMAIN constant, 305
UNIXSTR_PATH constant, 378
definition of, 918
Unix-to-Unix Copy, see UUCP
UnixWare, xix, 19, 21, 67, 98-99, 133, 228, 233, 477,
691, 765, 812, 815-816, 825, 906, 933, 952
unl ink function, 324, 375-376, 378, 380, 394, 744,
946
unp . h header, 7-9, 14, 61, 75, 110, 112, 114, 120,
214, 243, 286, 305, 378, 380, 451, 532, 537, 605,
710, 802, 829, 915-920, 961
source code, 915
unpicmpd. h header, source code, 687
unp if i . h header, 429
source code, 431
u n p r o u t e . h header, 451
u n p r t t . h header, 546, 549-550
source code, 549
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unpthread.h header, 605
unpxti .h header, 779, 920-921, 961
source code, 921
unspecified address, 891, 895
URG (urgent pointer flag, TCP header), 566-567,
580
urgent

mode, TCP, 565
offset, TCP, 566
pointer flag, TCP header, see URG
pointer, TCP, 566
URI (uniform resource identifier), 507 URL
(uniform resource locator), 963, 969
User Datagram Protocol, see UDP
user ID, 329, 342, 390-391, 393, 602, 665, 677, 714
/usr/lib/libnsl.so file, 784
/usr/lib/resolv.so file, 784
/usr/lib/tcpip.so file, 784 UTC
(Coordinated Universal Time), 14, 51, 507,
514, 551, 630
utsname structure, 249
definition of, 250
_UTS_NAMESIZE
constant,
250
_UTS_NODESIZE
constant,
250
UUCP (Unix-to-Unix Copy), xvii, 334

Index

wakeup_one function, 740
WAN (wide area network), 5, 33, 203, 409, 487,
493-495, 541-542, 586
wandering duplicate, 41
weak end system model, 93, 473, 538, 553, 592, 928,
957

definition of, 219
web_child function, 612, 735, 739, 753, 757
web_c1ient function, 752
web .h header, 415
well-known
address, 44
multicast group, 489, 504, 517
port, 42
WEXITSTATUS constant, 125, 386
wide area network, s e e WAN
WIFEXITED constant, 125
wildcard address, 44, 77, 92, 112, 116, 137, 195,
262-263, 265, 271, 280, 308, 340, 496, 500, 513,
519, 553, 555-556, 689, 695, 800, 891, 895
window scale option, TCP, 35, 192, 838, 966 Wise,
S., xix-xx, 274
WNOHANG constant, 125, 127
Wolff, R., xx
Wolff, S., xx

value-result argument, 63-66, 99-102, 152, 170, 178,
182, 218, 356, 358, 361-362, 376, 429, 455, 458,
534, 636, 643, 773, 820, 846, 854-855, 927, 944
Varadhan, K., 889, 965
/var/adm/messages file, 338
/var/log/messages file, 346
/var/run/log file, 332,334
verifying received response, UDP, 218-220
version member, 250
version number field, IP, 883, 885
v i program, xx, 24
virtual network, 899-902
Vixie, P. A., xix, 242, 970
Vo, K. P., 369, 582, 967
void datatype, 9, 60-61, 77, 120, 293, 603, 605,
608, 927

volatile qualifier, 716
waffle, 226
wait function, 122-129,140,558,622, 731, 737
definition of, 125
Wait, J. W., xix
waitpid function, 122-129, 140, 343, 386, 603, 622
definition of, 125

Wollongong Group, The, 798
World Wide Web, s e e W W W
wrapper function, 11-13
source code, Listen, 96
source code, Pthread_mutex_lock, 12
source code, Socket, 11
Wright, G. R., xvi, xix-xx, 970
writable_timeo function, 353
write function, 14,27-28,49, 77, 107, 124, 133, 141,
185, 194, 204, 209, 212, 224-225, 227-228,
295, 302-303, 349-350, 354-355, 357, 362, 366,
369-372, 394-395, 397, 399, 402-404, 407, 418,
451, 454, 468, 569, 579, 586, 591, 656-657, 706,
751, 773, 781-782, 803, 812, 851, 853-854, 876,
905, 907, 912, 926, 928, 931, 935, 947, 949,
958-959
write_Ed function, 388-389, 689, 751
source code, 389
write_get_cmd function, 418-419, 421, 622
writen function, 77-81, 83, 111, 113, 115, 131,
133-134, 139-140, 157, 367, 399, 418, 582
definition of, 77
source code, 78
writev function, 194, 204, 209, 349, 357-358, 362,
371, 397, 546, 657, 872, 936
definition of, 357
WWW (World Wide Web), 96, 733
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XDR (external data representation), 140
Xerox Network Systems, see XNS
XNS (Xerox Network Systems), xvii, 26, 87
x t i _ n t o p _ h o s t function, 792, 823
XNS (X/Open Networking Services), 26, 968 X/Open, 25
x t i _ r d w r function, 781-782, 803, 812, 876
Networking Services, see XNS
definition of, 781
Portablity Guide, see XPG
source code, 781
Transport Interface, see XTI
x t i _ r e a d function, 782
XPG (X/Open Portablity Guide), 25
XTI (X /Open Transport Interface), 26-27, 221, 413, 685, 763-881 x t i _ s e r v _ d e v variable, 800, 803, 817, 921
x t i _ s e t o p t function, 844-848
abortive release, 774-775
definition of, 844
asynchronous events, 774
source code, 847
communications endpoint, 763 communications provider, 763
x t i _780
t l o o k _ s t r function, 878
endpoint state, 869 flex Address, 880 interoperability, sockets and,
< x t i . h> header, 764, 767-768, 839, 873
loopback transport provider, 880
< x t i _ i n e t .h> header, 764, 837
multiple pending connections, 806-808 nonb.locking I/O, 867-868
options, 833-848
options, absolute requirement, 834
yacc program, 24
options, end-to-end, 833
Yu, J. Y., 889, 965
options, local, 833
options, obtaining default, 841-844
Zhang, L., 41, 966
orderly release, 774-775
Ziel, B., xix
out-of-band data, 875-880, 911-913
zombie, 118, 122-123, 127, 129
queue length, l i s t e n function backlog versus, 815-816
signal-driven I/O, 874-875
structures, 769-770 TCP, 763-782, 797-817
transport address, 791
UDP, 819-831 universal address, 791
XTI_DEBUG XTI option, 834, 837
XTI_GENERIC XTI option, 834
XTI_LINGER XTI option, 806, 834, 837-838, 840 XTI_RCVBUF XTI option, 834, 838 XTI_RCVLOWAT XTI
option, 834, 838 XTI_SNDBUF XTI option, 834, 838 XTI_SNDLOWAT XTI option, 834, 838 x t i _ a c 6 e p t
function, 803-806, 808-816, 877
definition of, 803
source code, 804, 811 x t i _ a c c e p t _ d u m p function, 806 x t i _ f l a g s _ s t r function, 878
x t i _ g e t o p t function, 844-848
definition of, 844 source code, 845
x t i _ n t O p function, 791-792, 795, 805
definition of, 792
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